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ECONOMY OF TIME IN EDUCATION.

INTRODUCTORY.-

Your committee, appointed,'(as at present organized) at the Cleve-
land meeting in 1908 to investigate "Economy of Time in Educa-
tion," submits its report.

A preliminary inquiry on '!The contemporary judgment as to the
culture element in education and the time that should be devoted to
the combined school and college course," was authorized by the
Council of Education of the National Education Association at the
Bo4on meeting, 1903, and a committee was appointed. The brief
recommendation of this committee was never acted upon by the
council.

At the Los Angeles meeting in 1907 the original subject was re-,
vived and a resolution was passed authorizing the appointment of a
committee to make a preliminary inquiry and report. The entire
committee i)f five proposed by the resolution were not appointed,
but the chairman of the council requested James II, Baker, the orig-
inal mover of the investigation in 1903 and a member of the first
committee, to make a preliminary report at the next meeting, 1908,
on the need of such an investigation. A. questionnaire was sent to
a large number of presidents of universities, superintendents of
schools, and principals of high schools, professors of education, sociol-
ogists, and business men.- The report contained a review .of the whole
field of inquiry ; an appendix with questions, summaries, and ex-
tracts; and a'bibliography prepared by the National Bureau of Edu-
cation. The Full report was published in pamphlet form by the
National Education Aisociation for the use of the committee of inves-
tigation; the review and a condensed' summary were printed in the
1908 Proceedings of the National Education Association.

The recommendation of the above report to the- council, that a
committee be 'appointed to m a full investigation, was adopted,
1908. The committee is _as o a:

James H. Baker, preakjent of the University of Colorado, chairman.
James II. Van Sickle, superintendent of schools, Springfield, Maw.
William H. Smilty, superintendent of schools, Denver, Colo.
Henry Small°, jorofeepor of the philosophy of education, Teachers College,

Columbia University.
Albion W. Small, professor of sociology, Chicago University.



6 ECONOMY OF TIME IN EDUCATION.

In the division of the work it was agreed that the chairman should
investigate especially the college and its relation to the other depart-
nnents of the university and to the secondary schools; Supt.. Van
Sickle, elementary education; Supt. Smiley, secondary education;
Prof..$uzzallo, the educational principles involved in the inquiry;
Prof._ Small, the sociological view. Ifto committee made a brief
report, of progress in 1009, which was published ic, the Proceedings
of that year. The chairman presented -a view of the whole subject
under the title of ." Reorganization of American Education," at the
San Francisco meeting, 1911, published in the Proceeding). The
pamphlet containing the material presented with the preliminary
report, which represents the opinions, experiences, and expedments
of many leaders in educational thought, has been especially useful to
the committee. It has enabled each member of the committee. to
secure the active cooperation of many educators..in nis line of.inves-
tigation, and has awakened an extended interest in the whole subject.
Within two or three years the committee has been encouraged by the
appointment, at-the invitation of the council, of two cooperating
committeesone of the National Association of State Universities,
the other of the national Department of Superintendence. These
committees are as follows:
Committee of the National Asociation of State Universities:

-Albert R. Ilill, president of the University of Missouri, chairman;
--William L. Bryan, president of Indiana Uni'Versity
Jacob G. Schuman, presideatet C9j3011.41avers4011
Frank Strong, chancellor of the University of-Kansas;
Frank L. McVey, president of tho University of North Dakota.

Committee of the national Department of Superintendence:
Harry B. Wilson, superintendent of whools, Topeka, Kans., chairman;

sit John H. Francis, superintendent of schools, Los Angeles, Cal.;
Frank E. Spaulding,. superintendent et loots, Newton, Mass.;

---"\ Frank E. Thompson, professor of education, University of Colorado; .

O. I. Woodley, president of Normal School, Fairmont, W. Va.

This report has been long delayed, and now is only a formal state-
ment of what has become, largely through publicity already given a
national question. This can not be regarded as a finality or evetIls
in itself a satisfactory presentation.. But we believe much has been
accomplished by the committee, even if the present report were
omitted. It must be remembered that tho full report is constituted
by the following, under the- original titJe of "The Cultdre Element .4
and Economy of Time in Education," now "Economy of -Timeln
Education:"

Need of InvestigationPamphlet published for use of \ the committee by the
National Education Association, 1908.

Review and AbstractProceedings, 1908.
Reporttf ProgressiProc4edings; 1909.
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Report of Progress by the chairman under the title " Reorganization of American
Education. "Proceedings, 1911.

The preseht formal report.
The iepprt of the committee of the national Department of Superintendenceto

be made.
The report of the committee of the National Association of State Universities

to be made.

The thanks of the committee arts due to thqi many educators who
have responded ably to the original formal inquiry, and to those who
have cooperated with .each Member of the committee in his special
phase of the subject.

3

JAMES II. BAK Cha I ow 71..

4
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REPORW0

NATURE OF THE INQUIRY.

This investigati9n was prompted by the seeming need of a com-
prehensive view of the whole field of American education. Special
problems were discussed in a fragmentary way; without considera-
tion of related questions and without hope of even temporary con-
clusions. The length of the college course, and the relation of the
colrege to the university proper,was a leading topic. But this involved
the question of the length of the whole period of general education, the
waste in elementary education, the place of the secondary school, the
relation of educational aims to civic' needs and the ideals of our civili-
zation, the definition of culture.

The problem assumed this form: The 'period of general education
is too long; economy inthe selection of subjects and topics and in
niethods will save approximately two years in the whole period of
general education; with greater efficiency in the earlier periods the
college course may well end, nominally at 20 instead of 22; a redefini-
tion of culture may modify the preparatory period; the ideals of our
civilization to-day may affect the.view of culture and taket desirable
limit of formal training.

LENGTH OF TEE PERIOD OF GENERAL EDUCATION.

By reference to the original questions and summaries (p. 63) it
will be seen that two-thirds of the correspondents would shorten the
period of general education, and that the majority of these place the
end of the college at 20 or earlier; the doctorate or the professional
degree (for those including the college in their preparation) would be
obtained at about 24 instead of 26 or 27.

The 1 of the pieparatory period in Americais exceptional.
The German st dent advances at once from the gymnasium to the
university. e French stuiltmt enters the university from the lycee,
except that for certain fabulties a year pr two of supplementary
preparation is required which may be taken either in the bettor lycees
or in the general courses of the university. The English student
enters the university from the public school; and Oxford and Cam-
bridge are universities in a sense not represented by the American
college. The English university, besides the traditional course which
has always had a special significance in England, offels at the start a
choice among many groups leading to law, medicine, theology, or a

. 9
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10 ECONOMY OF TIME IN EDUCATION.

knowledge of various sciences. It is understood that the nominal
age for completing the secondary course in European schools is the
same as for our high-school graduation.

Since the early New England college we have added four years to
preparation and three or four years to specializing for tho professions.
Instead of converting the college into a university, we have piled the

,German university on top of our imitation of the English typo (the
college) without adjustment of the educational system, and the con-
dition is full of difficulties and absurdities.

The early Now England college met the simple conditions of its
day and served both as a school of culture and in a way as a profes-
sional school. Until comparatively recent times it still performed a
widely useful function as a broad preparation for business and the

...professions. But the recent rapid differentiations in professional,
commercial, and industrial life, and the increased demand for knowl-
edge and skill in each line, change the whole aspect of the college
problem in so far as in the past it represented professional training.
Special education must occupy, in part at least, the place of the col-
lege. To-day the college, interposed between the high school and the
university, occupies an anomalous position, and one that is no longer
tenable unless imeortant E7;tinents are made. The high school
and the university include its former functions.

.A large majority of the opinions received express strong criticism
of the waste in education and of unsatisfactory results, and contain
able suggestions of adequate remedies. But tins belongs to a later
discussion.

The committee agree (and for reasons which will appear) that
-"graduate" arid professional studies should begin at about 20. They
will attempt to show that the saving of two years in time need be no
loss in education.

The committee here present a provisional time scheme to be dis-
cussed later:

Elementary education 6 to 12
Secondary education (2 divisions-4 years and 2 years) 12 to 18
College 18 to 20 or 16 to 20
University (graduate school and professional schools) 20 to 24

EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES INVOLVEDVOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Perhaps the most difficult part of this investigation is tho one
involving principles of education and the relation of vocational
education to the main' question. Here is a brief summary of the
committee's views:

1. The period of general education must be shortened in order that
the vocation trainingthat of the graduate and professional schools

' are Prof. Busealle's special report, p. 23.
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may fall within the period of greatest energy and adaptability. In
other words, there must be an economic division of time in the
"plastic" period between general and special preparation for life.
Too long a period of preparation, general and special, may unfit for
action. The age of 22 is too old to begin specialization, and 27 is
too old to begin apprenticeship in a profession.

2. There is loss of interest and energy in a long preparatory period
of unmotivated study.

3. The fundamentals of elementary educationfacts, habits, dex-
terities, sentiments, etc.can be taught in six school years, allowing
the elementary period to end at .12. .

4. At the end of the first six years of school the child requires new
and varied interests, beyond those found in the elementary curric-
ulum. Many believe that for physiological, as well as psychological,
reasons a beginning in subjects and methods of secondary education
should be made earlier.

5. By a division of the six-year high school into two periods,
junior and senior, a large number would complete the first period; .
the plan would be adapted to an advanced grade of vocational school

. .between 15 or 16 and 18 fur pupils unable to continue a general
course. The whole scheine then would provide for vocational liries
/work beginning at 12, 15 or 16, 18, and 20.

6. For economy, subject matter should be made a means and not
an end. The aim should be to gain a few fundamental facts, power
and inspiration, and the ability to go alone. There is great waste in
material and method.

7. The idea of culture must 'be-modernized, reinterpreted in terms
of present-day need, in terms of the value of the individual in the
industrial and the social scheme. Every man has his own definition
of culture, and for a particular discussion it means nothing if not
defined. The majority of our correspondents give culture a wide
meaning and include whatever prepares for the large demands of
lifepersonal efficiency, civic fitness, rational enjoyment. Each
,member of the committee would define culture differently, but agree
that i_ t should include _power for the higher appreciations of life._ .

They further believe that culture may' grow out of an educiftion
which is more conscious of its motives and spends less time in pur-
poseless study. Culture in the sense of power of appreciation is not
a "study," but is due to timely suggestion, inspiring influence; and O.
guidance. There is much waste in the 16 years of geffieral education,
and "culture" has been made the chief excuse for it.

This report has to do primarily with the whole period of general
and special education for those who take both in their entire extent.
But since the problem of vocational studies also affects the ,qUestion, .

.. .
ts. ;

.



12 ECONOMY OF TIME IN EDUCATION.

it can not be omitted. The status of this problem in the United
. States to-day is about as follows:

1. It is unllerstood that boys who, through the home, have gained
"some kind of manual skill, such as may be had by working in shops

or on the farm, have a great advantage in substantial character, and
in a wise attitude toward life.

2. Motor training in various forms is a recognized part of general

. education. Manual training has a well-recognized general educa-
tional value.

3. Vocational education (commercial, technical, industrial, trade)
is now making large claims on the public schools.

4. Conservative educators would connect all work looking toward
a vocation with the present schools, allowing for it, about one-fourth
of the time, making it elective, making it preparatory to various
industries, limiting the kind and number of industries selected by
the conditions of each locality.

5. A larger number would separate vocational work from the
regular schools.

6. For a large class of pupils it is proposed to begin indus,rial
education (general foundation for each of several industries, together
with selected general studies) at about 12 and end at about 16.

7. A majority claim that .trade schools as such, leading to
apprenticeships, can not be profitable before 16; that, whenever

'rpstsj,jileriprades are better learned in connectionVth the shops, bu1.,

that compulsory laws should secure part time in chool for young
apprentices.

8. There are special problems in highly congested centers that
would greatly modify the general principle and call for earlier and
more technical preparation for industrial work.

The committee are in sympathy with the wise claims of industrial
education, but believe that the heritage of the race in the form of
systematized knowledge will always be the foundation of education.
They believe that humanisin in the form of interest in the thoughts
and lives of men needs not less, but more, emphasis; that scientific
knowledge, rational power, and aesthetic and ethical appreciation are
the highest ideals of our civilization, but that loaning will be more
and more vitalized by relating it to the life of the present day.

Representative opinion holds that our schools are not giving results
proportionate to the time, in efficiency, culture, or character. There
is a growing belief that in the name of culture much time is wasted,
without securing real culture or substantial character, which is the
prime element of culture. As an economic ideal, the vocational
movement looks toward preparation for skilled employment for
those pupils who otherwise would leave school and become unskilled

laborers. The fact that under present conditions many pupils leave
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at the end of the sixth grade is an additional argument for the time
scheme Pteposed by the committee. The demand upon the scientific
and prctessional schools for thorough and extended courses calls for
economy in all the preparatory courses (including the college). The
vocational movement in the end will not detract from the culture
ideal, but will give it a clearer interpretation. We believe that noth--'
ingv.ill be lost to the best ideals of our tqviliiationpower of reflec-
boa or the need of transmuting wealth into scientific knowledge,
literature, art, and ethical standards. Allowing for all historical
rliflerences, the results in older countries, in developing high intellec-
tual power, confirm this view of the educational scheme.

SOCIOLOGICAL VIEW.'

The relation of our edrisitioual aims to civic needs has been too
much neEre-cted. Every kind of a KienlifieTT)Iiilosopitical, and
experimental methed of studying education is in vogue, but the
criticism of results, now so common, awakens us to the need of a
simple examination of the ends proposed, and adapting the means to
the and. Tlu-:"origlrant the history of civilizat70-1,education has been

-determined or modified by the ideals andyhilosophy of the people,
sod by material conditions of life, and we in America can not ignore
the just claims of representative criticism outside of the calling.

(rive understand the conditious_to.day, tfere is a demand for more
efficiency, and for a culture which is related'to real life and whose
coWii-i moral characte;TEducation must be in harmony with its_ ..

environment and- to cope with w atever piW----.-.Utenl..-711riso e ciency and
environment, tut it must develop also original power to change the

ethical con4iona_asiven period may present.
If it is important to study education it terms of sociology, 'the

greatest need of the sociologist is to study his problems in terms of
eddcation. Teachers are beginning to take this view. Students of
society acknowledge the need, but confess neglect of the related field
of education. However, some truisms might be made a beginning of
investigation.

We may suppose that the sociological view to-day would be
idemocratic in spirit and practical in aim, while regarding higher
!values. It would emphasize Service, efficiency, and, connected with

,-

land truth. It would give a new importance to the relation of man to
linen and indicate motives and methods. Stress has been placed on
man's relation to nature; sociology will become a science when greater

i meaning is given the new humanism. .

New views of the needs of society change the old aristocratic ideaee.
of culture and make it democratic in opportunity and purpose.

18ss Prof. Sassallo's special report, p. 20; also Prof. Small's specialreport, p. 86.
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change requires that less time be given the old humanities and more
weight be placed upon preparation for efficiency and service. The
scientific method, broad concepts, and the higher appreciatiens roust
ever be- the foundation of citizenship and of practic,e1 activities; but
a larger proportion of time must be given to the vocational aims.
This ratio will be approximately determined as a question of prop,r
balance between receEtiyeatady_and_placticaLmotore_clizity, also as
a question of the Qconomic division between preparation for life and
active life. There has always been a selfishly tiaTFistoiln
culture, and the whole movement of to-day is to corre4 this 11.00011
necting_higher education and all education with democracy._

If, as in Germany, professional studies-began earlier, with tte
motive of service to the State, the false element in culture would 10
largely eliminated and a better citizenship would result. It would
seem evident that earlier specialization, beginning at about 20, would
promote all industrial and scientific, interests, and would result in an
expert knowledge of many problems of government and society.
Moreover, there would be a distinct economic advantage, in terms of
social fitness and intellectual power of the nation, in graduating
earlier from preparatory courses, and carrying through real university
training those especially fitted to profit by it. To consider the
earlier years, many leave school at the end of the sixth grade who
would be r tained if ractical stu i - , t o offered them. This would
result in the efficiency o a arger umber an. t selraming would have
also a cultural value. . Of course this is another argument for the
time scheme proposed.

If we consider those who go through college and the professional
school, by shortening the time the two additional years of active life
and the greater power, hope, and enthusiasm of the earlier age would
be a great economic advantage. It may be argued that here would be
a loss in intelligent citizenship of the highest quality, because of the
shorter culture iiriod. But we believe the better methods of educa-
tion in the proposed scheme of economy and the larger spirit of service
would prevent any such loss.

Our great problem is to bring together the science and power of the
schools and the popular will. The cooperation of higher education
and democracy is the salvation of both. An educated aristocracy is
not the ideal of the people, but a learning that shall be servicgable and
represent their highest needs, aspirations, and ideals. They accept
real culture, scientific power, trained skill, and are willing to pay for
them. But they believe there is waste, a nonsocial element, ineffi-
ciency in some of the ways and means. The scheme proposed would
tend to enlist the sympathy and support of the people.
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ECONOMY IN ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION.'

1b.

We approach now the question of sa time i,n the elementaryperiod or of accomplishing more withi the time. There must beimportant reasons why in Germany, Frai ce, and England the second-ary graduate is believed to be two yea ahead. of our high-schoolgraduates. here are some reasons, assigned by a recent writer, forthe superior progress in German schools: Beginning many subjectsearlier than is the custom in America, such as foreign languages, ele,mentary science, history; absence of marks and examinations ; careof pupils as individuals; greater length of school year. But this sub-ject is treatbd in the special reports of Supt. Van Sickle, Supt. Smiley,and Prof. uzzallo.
The committee agree that there is much waste in elementary educa-tion, and that the elementary period should be from 6 to 12. Nearlyall of our correspondents are emphatic regarding waste and the im-portance of shortening the entire period of general education. Savingof time can be made in the following ways:
1. The principle of selection is first:' Choose the most importantsubjects and the most important topics; make a distinction betweenfirst-rate facts and principles and tenth-rate; prune thoroughly, stick,to the elements of a subject; do not try to teach everything that isgood ; confine the period 'of elementary education to mastering thetools of education. This does not prevent inspirational work; whichis a demand on the skill of the teacher rather than on time. A greatsecret of education is to accomplish a maximum of training with aminimum of material. This is especially true of formal subjects; it istrue also of inspirational subjects in that after a general survey of thefieldtemphasis should 'be placed upon a few selected points. Underthe conditions above enumerated the formal elementary period canend in six years.

2. Content subjects should not be taught with the methods suitableto the formal subjects; for instance, in the elementary period litera-. ture, history, science should be inspirational; this does not meanpresentation to pupils of amusing stuff. No doctrine has been moreharmful than that one subject of study is as gOod as another, and thatall subjects should be taught alike; arithmetic is a tool and a discipline
.in absolute accuracy; literature, history, and elementary science in this 5=periodjre for culture.

3. Include the last two years of the elementary school in the periodof secondary education and begin the study of foreign language,elementary algebra, constructive geometry, elementary science, andhistory two years earlier.

lees Bain. Van Sickly. spaniel nowt, p. 31.we 13-3
, a
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HIGHSEIGH OLAROBLEK)

It will be seen by reference to .he original "questions" (p.- 63)
that the majority of correspondents favor a change in the high-school
period and that the preferences are for 12 to 18. The committee
favor the change noted in a previous statement, for the reason that it
will adjust itself to present tendencies more conveniently than any
other, and because it represents, we believe, essential principles in the
organization of education. The proposition to make the high-school
periol(12-18 or 12-16 and the college period 18-20 or 16-20 will adjust
itself in,the following ways: (1) It begins high-scliool work at the
proper time and continues it to the recognized age of college admission
or of beginning life (12-18); (2) it provides for a large number who
will enter vocations at 16 and adjusts itself to the idea of an inter-
mediate industrial school "(12-16) ; (3) it provides for the contingency
that the college course in the reorganized scheme will end with the
sophomore year and that the two years of college may be done in the
university or in the larger high schools, and that the independent
colleges may make n four-year course (16-20), admitting from the
smaller high schools at 16. It should be noted that this whole dis-
cussion is a vastly different thing from the question of shortening the
college course.

As to economy of instruction, the following principles may be
gated:

(1) In general the principles recommended for elementary educa-
tion apply equally to seconaary education.

(2) Simplify the courses of instruction; cease multiplying subjects;
concentrate on a few valuable studiesit is not noc&sary to take all
the scienr in a high school; make college entrance requirements
reasonable. The great mistake of our education is to suppose that
quantity and.strain constitute education. Education is a question
of doing a few essential things well and without overstrain. The
college has committed a grievous mistake in) demanding ever more
in quantity rather. than in quality produced under conditions of
healthy 'normal development. . .

(3) Wis of prime importance that, so far as possible, subjects be
vitalized and related to modern life, and be adapted to the pupil's
interests, capacity; and mental development.

(4) The principle of selection obtains herechoice of subjects
and of facts and principles under each subject; also differentiation of
methodtraining froth formal subjects, and knowledge and inspira-
tion from cbrtain content subjects.

(5) By far the greatest emphasis is given by our correspondents .

a Be. 8apt. Bmiley'espoclal report, D. 46.

to moral training and Preparation for citizenship.
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(6) Under the conditions recommendkl for elementary and second-

ary education, the committee believe that as much can be accom-
plished at the ago of 18 as at 20 under present conditions, and that
the period now represented by the school and college can be short-
oiled at least two years. It is to be understood there should be less,
rather than more, cramming, strain, and mechanical measure of
values. The following quotations are apt:

An interpretation of any (elementary) course of study that will keep the amount of
detail and abstract work down to a minimum; that will plan to make the activities
of the school akin 14) practical life;-that. will place the development of power on the
part of the child to do stimething above the mere accuinulatimit of facts, will, I am '-
confident, reduce the length of the elementary interval.

The experience of the American colleges gl- les far to prove the Germans correct in
drawing the dividing line between liberal and profemional studies at the age uof 18
or 19. Our boys generally stay at 14chool until that age, and I want to ask, what is
there to hinder the schools from completing a youth's liberal ettucation at that age?
In other words, from taking over the work of the first two college years? I think that
there is a possibility of enriching our courses without putting too heavy a burden on
the shoulders, or rather the heads, of our boys.

ECONOMY OF TIME IN EDUCATION. 17.

THE COLLEGE PROBLEM.'

In a way the whole previous study has been made with reference
to the college problem. The committee believe that shorteni& the
whole period of general education is inevitable. and necessary; that
college work must end at about 20, and university work must bbgin
at that age. Since this result appears to be in the near future, is it -
not time for the universities to take hold of the problem and aid in
the reorganization of the scheme of education ? A somewhat remark-
able judgment appears in the summary of the opinions of our corre-
spondents upon the subject of the college and university? Approx-
imately one-half favor ending thO college work, with the sophomore
year and beginning university work with the junior yearthis work
to count toward the higher and professional degreesand building
the sc4aQlsof medicine, law, and engineering on the present first
two ars of college. In other words, the university age is to be 20,
instead of 22. Until. th rganization and adjustment are effected
the majority would the A. B. degree at its present standard,
allowing, however, aim any consistent group, cultural or p ro fes -
sion al, to be elected the last two years.

The present tendency' iu the reorgauization of the college is really
preparing the way for the adjustment recommended: We quote
from a report made to the National Association of-State Universities
and unanimously adopted. This part of the report was really
intended to look forward to. the time when the university world be
founded on two years of college.

ttes Preeldent Halo's epeeist report, p. AO. Bee pose es for queetkos end summertne.

)4i



18 ECONOMY OF TIME IN EDUCATION.

Present tendenCies.point, in our opinion, then, to a definite differentiation in the
work of the college at the close of the sophomore year toward university work in the
real sense. If these views are jilt, we suggest the following formulation of principles

,..._underlying the organization of such an institution, and we may define the standard
American university to be an institution

Which offers in the college of liberal arts and sciences twe years of general or liberal
work completing or supplementing the work of the high sttool;

Which offers a further course of two years so arranged that the student may begin
work of university character leading to the bachelor's degree at the end, and reaching
forward to the continuation of this work in the graduate school or the' professional
school.

Iniebcornmending that university work begin with the junior year of the college
and that the professional schools be based on the first two years of college, the report
is in line with present tendencies. It is in accord with the growing belief that the
work of the last two years of college should be organized into groups that aim at more
definite %sults and lead to greater efficiency. But this is only the first of many
problems. We are facing questions of the time beyond the junior year for attainin
the Ph. p. degree, of adjusting the scheme of counting the hot two years toward both
arts and professional degr s, of the placelof the A. 13. degree, of the age. when the
period of general educat' n should end, and of a possible reorganization of elementary
and secondary educati n. But these questions are not ready for solution andliardly
belong to the work of the committee at the present time.

When by economythis does not mean more cramming, bet, less
as much can be accomplished in the elementary and secondary schools
and in the first two years of college as is now done in the full 16 years,
the last two years of college can count toward graduate and profes-
sional degrees, and two years in the whole period can be saved. In
other words, the graduate, school and the professional schools consti-
tuting the university would be bukon the first two Years of college.
The present device is a makeshift. Finally, this whole discussion. is
to be understood as looking toward a very different thing than the
shortening of the college course.

CONCLUSIONS.

The committee draw the following general oonclusions:
1. The contemporary judgment is that the period of general edu-

catitn should be shortened at least two years. ... ..
2. This judgment is si'pported by the demands of society to-day,

both practical and ideal.
.- 3. It is claimed that more will be accomplished for a people if the

preparatory stage of education ends at a reasonable period and special
aims be emphasized while themind is at a high degree of adaptability,
energy, and interest.

4. In the elementary and vcondary pefiods, economy through,
selection, elimination, vital methods, relation to modern life, would
yield much better results, and little or nothing would be lost by the

' proposed change in time.
5. The Akerican college id its present form presents problems for

immediate so on; there is no longer an excuse for it as a mere four-
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year addition to the two earlier periods of education. The history
of European education supports this view. This is not the same
question as that of abolishing the college or of shortening the college
course.

6. It is recommended that all university colleges organize the last
two years in view of the coming elimination of two years in the Whole
period of preparatory education, and make the f the university
type in form and method. When the college degillEe can be reached
at about 20, those two years can become a part of the real university,

,consisting of a reorganization yf the present graduate and profes-
sional schools.

7. It is recommended that the "National Association of St'ate
Universities" and the national "Department of Superintendence"
be urged to continue their work on this problemboth the economy
of time in the period of general education and the form of reorgani-
zation throughout; that the "Association of American Universities"
be invited to cooperate. Upon these bodies will rest the responsi-
bility of a final solution.

8. To define the form of discussion, the following divisions of the
entire period of general and-special education are proposed: .

Elementary education 6 to 12
Secondary- education (2 divisions-4 years and 2 years) 12 to 18

College 18 to 20 or 10 to 20
University (graduate school and professional schools) 20 to 24

(Signed) JAMES II. BAKER, Chairman.
JAMES /I. VAN SICKLE,
WILLIAM H. SMILEY,
HENRY SUZZALLO,
ALBION W. SMALL,

Committee.

f.
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EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES INVOLVED:
11 F:N RV SUZZ A LW.

THE VIEW OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION.

Any final plan for the reorganization of American educatioa mustbe made with consideration of all -the factors involved in the social
and educational situation as we find it. The special points of viewof cultural and vocational education, the particular institutional
practices of eltunentary, secondary, and collegiate training, and the,demands of the ph)%iologist, psychologist, and sociologist must each
be taken into account; but, finally, they must be related in a whole-
some scheme of education that will respect every eletnentin the situ-
ation while it evaluates each and relates all. An integrating theory
of educational reconstruction can hope to be sound and useful uponno other basis. The proposals hero ottered are therefore made from
this broil a and inclusive point of view.

(1) THE SCHOOL SYSTEM MUST PROVIDE THREE TYPES OF TRAINING.

Our schools have no other object in mind than to train men for an
efficient social life, on the assumption that in the long rut the vast
majority of men will lead a richer and happier personal existence if
their activities are harmonious with social welfare. Ordinary obser-
vation of the failures of nien and women in life indicate three types
of inefficiency: (1) They are not sufficiently responsive to the com-
mon institutional demands which rest upon men in general. The
indifference of men to ordimiry moral and social, obligations indicates
a defect in the liberal education which is daugned to bring them into
appreciative cooperation with their fellows in matters which concern
the common gooey.. Or (2) they are not adequately equipped with
the knowledges 61(1 powers which make tfiem resourceful contributors
to the world's work. It is already apparent that, men must have a
more adequate vocational education than existing institutions now
provide. Or (3) they do not indicate a sufficient capacity for adapt-

. ing their school training to the practical situations which everywhere
conditioti concrete success in life, whether-. the domain be that of
general political and social cooperation or of specialized vocational
workmanship. F.

:24
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The school system is not solely responsible for throe maladjust-
ments, but its share is considerable. The history oT the school's
relation to society seisms to indicate that, tinder the conditions of
our present social evolution, the school's part is constantly growing
larger. It is therefore proleble, as it undoubtedly .appears to bee.
expedient, that the school system must assume to provide its mem-
bers with a more extensive and efficient training than it has hitherto
undertaken.: This total care of the individuid will include an. effivient.
and economical system of education the mechanism .of which will
prepare for three related but distinct types of adjustment.. These-

). A series of general, Cultural, liberal, or common 5010015
elwartary, secondary, and ciillegiatelhe ?unction of which will be
to traV men for the maintenance of a progressive civilization through
eflicieat membership in the common human insti,tutions in which
each man must inevitably be a unit of influence. (2) A series of
inure or less specialized-vocational schools; extending from trade to
professional educatioli--the purpose of which-will be to acqUaint men
with tlui informations, appreciations, and activities that are as..tential
to personal working power in a chosen occupation. And (3) a viirhid
series of cooperations between school and other institutions which.
will guarantee an apprenticeship under actual living and workinlg
conditions, the supervision of which is to be dominated by educational .
ideals and controls that guarantee that the growth of the apprentice
shall belimoreimportant consideration than his commercial produc-,
tiveness. The first of these needs has been somewhat completely,
but not altogether efficiently, met. The second is provided for very
inadequately, the higher levels of profs ional education having a
traditional establishment td the neglect ar the lower academic levels
of idustrial, commercial, and agricultfiral education. The third is
unprovided tor, cooperation between the school and the economic
institutions of men being a new relationship which has hardly received
more attention than occasional experimettation has provided.

(2) THE PERIOD FOR GENERAL EDUCATION MUST BE SHORTENED%

If the school 8-3 Awn of the immediate future is to be organized
with reference to three types of training, instead of one, the period
of life allotted to liberal eductition must be shortened, so as not to

usurp the plastic and leisure poriod-of lifaso completely as to deprive
youth of its right to vocational education and the training -which
apprenticeship wider actual conditions provides. The poled, of
general educatiOn will still vary with mental ability and economic
status. Under any scheme of reorganiiation, some -individuals will
have only an elementary schooteducation, others a high-school train-
ing, and still others a,collogiate course. But, od the whole, there
ought to be a relative shortening of the time even to the cultural
training ofoovioua social groups.
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(a) COLLEGIATE EDUCATION SHOULD END WITH THE TWENTIETH
SCHOOL YEAR.

That class inNhe community specially favored with mental ability
and financial resource, and for whom the colleges smintended, should
in general complete its liberal education by the end of the twentieth
year. There are many substantial arguments for such a reconstruc-
tion, only a few of which may be mentioned here:

In the first place, the period of plasticity during which a human
beng can be profitably educated is not coterminous with life; people
may be somewhat flexible and educable to the end of life, but the

s'.. period of greatest educability closes for most by the end of the
twenties. There is considerable variation in individuals, but,
general; a man who has not found his work and place in life by the
time he has reached his thirtieth year is indeed. unfortunate. his
chances of success are greatly diminished.

If the period of plasticity is thus confined, it is essential that every
important and requisite mode of training fall well within the period
of plasticity. Now, the modern contention is that a man's adjust-
ment to the world in which he lives is dependent upon three types
of training: (1) A general or liberal education which will give him a
command over those human institutions in which he holds a member-
ship in common with other men; (2) a specialized vocational educa-
tion which will fit him for his particular economic function; and (3)
an appFenticeship to his specific work and station in life which will
snugly fit his theoretic education to the concrete and practical situa-
tions which he must meet.

If our scheme of general education takes till the age of 22, voca-
l* tional education ancL.apprentiee:ship, at least for those who go into

professions, must be crowded into the six or eight remaining years of
plasticity. This would seem to be a disproportionate allotment.
More often than is desirable, if observation counts for anything, the
college graduate is left without the eagerness and adjustability to
pursue his vocational education Ond to und O the specific and
somewhat trying Ilpprenticeship through whie the world insists
upon passing its young. The ordeal of doing p tical work in a
subordinate position ought to be presented two or three years earlier
to mod college boys, say, at the age of 23, when his professional
school course is over. .

In the second place, the feasibility of such a reorganization of our
schools is proved by experience both abroad and at dome. The
theoretic grounds advanced find corroboration in the. accepted
institutional, practice of European schools and in the results of
American experimentation. :-

For the most part, England, France, Germany, and Other lees
important European countries have a spited of school organiettion

I
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which provides for a completion of the period of general education
by about the eighteenth year. There are variations in the cases of
both individual persons acid particular tutions, but the general
practice proves the aceuracy of the ccnteintion that the period of
general education may be closed earlier than is the ease with our
general American practice without Any appreciable loss of efficiency
and, indeed, with an appreciable gain.

The American school organization is, in its lengthened period of
general education, an anomaly among national systems of educa-
tionan anomaly cheated by an accident of history. Once the
American youth completed his collegiate training four or five year
earlier than now. This period has been extended by an increased
standardization of the academic attainments of the lower schools,
enforied by higher institutions. The German university and the
English college, once parallel developments and roughly covering
about the same age period, are, in America, treated as institutions
of different grades, the German university being§uperimposed upon
the Americanized English college.

Such attempts as have been made in the United States to shorten
the period of general training by two years substantiate the European
experience. Wherever the professional,training has been provided
at the beginning of the junior year of college, we are led to believe
that the articulation has been smccessful. So successful has it bOv
in the eyes of the university administrators that the association OTN.,
State universities has declared for a distinct articulation at the close
of the second collegiate year.

It would seem certain then that'the period allotted to the general
education of the group that goes to college should he shortened two
full years, because: (1) Present American practice is an anomaly,
the product of historic accident rather than of direct adjustment to
human needs; (2) vocational education and pradtical apprenticeship
absolutely require a fairer share of the period of plasticity than they
are now receiving, and (3) educational experience carefully studied
and interpreted indicates the irrationality of American organization
and the efficacy of the suggested reorganization.

(b) ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 8HOULD END WITH THE TWELFTH YEAR.

When we pass to a consideration of that social class which stands
at the opposite extr9me of those who go to college, we find many
grounds that sugiest the wisdom of completing the elementary
school at the close of six years of instruction.

In gthe first place, such expert testimony as we have indicates the
41 presence of considerable waste time and energy in the elementary

school. There is a very widespread belief among school men that
the fundamental facts, habits, attitudes, and ideals demanded by

Its
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the general needs of our civilization can be fixed in the nervous
system of the child in six school years, particularly if the less useful
parts of the course of study are eliminated and more efficient methods
are introduced. .

, In the second place, the compulsory- education law under our
(present organization gives society control of the child only long
1 enough to guarantee the ablest child eight years of general training.
It cannot guarantee him the additional years of vocational education

} required to make him an efficient, self-supporting, and self-reliant
citizen. To shorten the elementary school to six years without

pairing its efficiency is to guarantee every child who does not go
to the high school some vocational education. The need to guarantee
some vocational education to the retarded pupils is so important that
many careful students of social conditions are ready to say that the
compulsory school age must be extended 16 years, so as to carry' the least able elementary school children, who now get no further
than the fourth, fifth, or sixth school year, through one, two, or
three years of vocational education.

In the thirdialace, the six-year afrticulation is regarded not only as
a better ending point for the general elementary studies, but as a
better beginning point for the secondary studies. There are certain
inner physiological changes that usher in adolescence that now occur

1 at about the time when the average child makes the transition from
elementary to secondary school. The strain of outer and inner con-
ditions are more or less coincident. Therefore, the resulting school
mortality is likely to be larger than it ought to be; or school life is
continued at alarger physical and nervous cost than ought to be the
case. It would be a distinct gain for a child to get fairly well started
and adjusted to his new school life, vocational or secondary, before.
the full weight of physiological and nervous changgs are thrust upon
him. The two adjustments' can be better cared for in series than
together.

Again, it is the opinion of schoolmasters in general that, for those
who have the peculiar mentality to go on tc, the ordinary academic
high school, it is decidedly more profitable to begin, the foreign
langu. ages at 12 than at 14 yiiars of age. The same advantage may
be had'in other subjects where a large acquisition of facts is necessary
to successful work.

In the case of those children who are more given to action than to
abstraction, it is equally profitable to begin to center their intellectual
work about an active vocation early. To begin vocational education,
with its practical life-career appeal, at 12 rather than at 14 is to save
many children from truancy and diginterest. It will extend their
school life so that they will not be too early driven into Unprofitable
and futureless employments. They will still take up much general

or
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training parallel with and motivated by their broad sbedy of voca-
tional work.

Here again the practicality of a reorganized elementary school
period finds adequate sanction in experience. We have only to turn
to the concrete efforts in this direction that have already been made
by -American schoolmen. Such experiments as have been tried in
American school systems under practical operating conditions prove
with certainty that the elementary school may be reduced to seven
years; and that' there is an almost equally strong probability that an
elementary school of six years would he fully as efficient. Where the
seven-year school has been tried, the school officials very generally
anticipate a six-year plan. The organization of junior high schools
out of the two upper grammar grades and the first-year high-school
class is a distinctly successful move in the same direction. Here the
high school begins to reach down into the grammar school. The
establishment of separate departmental schools in the elementary
system, consisting of the two upper elementary'years and given over
to manual activities, is the vocational movement beginning to claim
its own from the elementary school system. All sorts of successful
experimentation tending to restrict the general elementary curriculum
to six years give at least tentative, fragmentary approval to the
practicality of the plan suggested.

(C) SECONDARY EDUCATION SHOULD BEGIN WITH THE TWELFTH AND
END WITH THE EIGHTEENTH YEAR.

If the previous contentions with regard to elementary and collegi-
ate education are established, the period of secondary education will
begin with the twelfth year. The question thenarises, When shall it
end 4 As at present, at the end of the eighteenth year I Or later, so
as to include the freshman and sophomore years of college, thus
abolishing the tertiary or collegiate diyision of liberal training ? These
are questions difficult to answer, because they raise the problem of
articulating our three types of schools for general education with
each other and with schools for vocational education. They involve,
too, the need to know the valid distinctions which can separate a con-
tinuous 'system for cultural education into three di%tinct institutional
units.

The secondary stool has tended to extend its limits upward to
include the first two years of college, as well as downward to include
the last two years of the elementary school. But the former tendency
is commfratively slight. The mass of experience seems to favor the
latter, as has already been suggested; and the theoretic considerations
corroborate actual practice in this tion. The inclusion of the
two collegiate years in the high-schocit is opposed by arguments
of a sort difficult to overcome. The largest gap in our school system
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exists between high school and college. The most advanced teaching
of a cultural type is very closely dependent upon to research of the
university in replenishing its stock from advancing knowledge. The
equipments required by college and university are more nearly coin-
cident that those of college and high school. Endowed institutions
constitute a larger proportion of the schools for higher education
than they do for secondary education. An upward extension of the
high school is so difficult as to seem inexpedient, while a downward
extension seems logically to be a line of least resistance. On these
grounds it is probable that, in the generality of cases, high-school
education will plan to include the peiiod from the twelfth to the
eighteenth year.

The objections which have been urged against the inclusion of the
collegiate years by the high school hold largely against any proposal
that the college should attach to itself the upper two years of high
school. Such a proposal is not seriously made. If it were, all our
current tendency would be against it. Even the smaller colleges are
tending to drop the preparatory academies or high schools which
have so frequently been associated with them. The larger institu-
tions did so long ago. The discussion of any such proposal to extend
the college downward would therefore be largely academic.

(d) THE SECONDARY SCHOOL OUGHT TO BE SUBDIVIDED INTO TWO
ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS-A JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, AND A SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL.

A six-year unit in the elementary school is not objectionable. The
extreme immaturity of the pupils requires a long period for substan-
tial achievement. The amo nt of basic knoWledge and power to be
acquired by them forbids section of pupils. and specialization of
their activities at any time within the first six years. But these
arguments do not hold in the case of the high school. The students
are more mature; they are free from the restrictions of compulsory
education; they are already discovering the personal interests and
limitations which point toward specific types of training and life
work. They feel the pressure that comes from the financial limita-
tions of their families. No matter how varied the offering of studies
is, or how adjustable the privileges of election, the six-year course is
not an attractive or practical scheme for all those who might be able
to pursue their general course Beyond the primary school. It ought
4o be subdivided into two administrative sections: (1) A junior high
school of three years, extending from the twelfth to the fifteenth
year; and (2) a senior high -school, also of three years, covering the
period from the fifteenth to the eighteenth year.

Such a subdivision and point of articulation 'is necessary upon
social as well as individual grounds. A three-year junior high school
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will assure a larger number of citizens possessing some cultural
training of a secondary grade than a six-year high school. A point
of articulation in the middle of such a high-school system would
afford an appropriate position for the establishment of vocational
schools of a type now largely missing in the proposals for vocational
schools.

When we examine the schools' traditional provision for vocational
education, we find it almost confined to professional education. The
more recent proposals and innovations deal almost entirely with the
training for those commercial, agricultural, and industrial occupa-
tions which may be entered soon after the completion of the elemen-
tary course of study. A casual' analysis shows that the middle
groups of occupations that are distributed between the industrial
trades at one extreme and the pfessions at, the other are not
adequately cared for. The scheme of vocational education ;oust
finally include these, if our provision is to be efficient.

The period of general education beyond the elementary school
must provide frequent points of articulation, so that the inevitable
selective function of the liberal schools may be supplemented by a
series of vocational schools into which those who can not go on may
be distributed. Under the scheme thus far discussed, points of
articulation between the general scheme of education and a special
series of vocational schools would be provided at the twelfth, eight-
eenth, and twentieth years. The gap between the twelfth and the
eighteenth year is too large to suit human nature, economic ability,
or social needs, and should be broken in the middle, say, at the
fifteenth year. This is in line with tendencies already estab-
lished, as no other suggested point of articulation within the six-year
high school is.

(e) THE STANDARDS OF CULTURE MUST BE MODERNIZED TO MAKE OUR
GENERAL EDUCATION EFFECTIVE.

It is apparent that shortening the period of general education by
two years necessitates more economical methods than are now
employed. But no policy of economy may be applied that does not
take account of efficiency. All economies are relative to the purpose
of our schools. What, then, is the object of our system of general,
liberal, or cultural schools? The descriptive terms themselves sug-
gest the various points of view by which the standards of our common
training are determined.

In terms of the individual's relative responsibility. for service, a
general education prepares a man for the common duties of life,
those Which are to a considerable extent unspecialiled. In so far
as men enjoy membership in common institutions, they require com-
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mon knobtleclge, habits, ideals, appreciations, manners, and powers.
This common possession of men4s what guarantees social solidarity.
Without it we lose the ability to live and work -together profitably
and happily. Where vocational training lays stress upon specialized
responsibility for contributing through deeds, general training puts
emphasis upon the common appreciations and understandings which
men should possess to comprehend and check every tradition and
innovation which affect social welfare.

In terms of psychological freedom and restraint a liberal education
implies that school training shall so train men for the situations of
life that they shall feel free in their choice of personal action and at
the same time find their decisions consistent with the public good.
The processes of a liberal education will therefore tend to make
personal and social will coincident. Respecting every fundamental
instinct, impulse, and interest of human life, it will remold them iu
terms of accurate knowledge and abiding ideals, so that personal life--
will enrich both itself and the civilization in which it participates.

In terms of the wisdom which has been accumulated during the
long course of our institutional development a cultural training gives.
the individual an efficient command over the intellectual, moral,
aesthetic, social, religious, and vocational experience.* of our historic
civilization. These experiences are to be the evidences upon which
the conduct of his life is to be based, the materials for interpreting
the situation, thoughts, ideals, and actions of his own life and time.

Each of the three views would aim to produce ner who would
possess (1) that scientific knowledge and mental power which would
give them a firm rational command of life; (2) that sense of human
kinship with their fellows which would insure a sympathetic attitude
toward other men, an impulse to social service and a respect for the
established moralities of civilized life; (3) "that sensitized aesthetic
appreciation which reanstructs the material world and organizes
social relations in nobler an& more congenial forms, and which
guarantees a noble disposition of the leisure of life; and (4) that com-
mand over personal action and expression which gives to human activ-
ity that enchanting forcefulness which substitutes leadership for
coercion.

Such a view of the functions of our general or cultural education is
a statement of our ide.al need. In an imperfect world of men and
external conditions, no full realization is possible. It would be
desirable to have men equally cultured, but it is inevitable that they
can not be. Our educational work is to approximate the fulfillment
of these liberal ends to the fullest degree pdssible,. considering the
limited abilities, the restricted resources, and the short plastic period
of human life.

AMR
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In a rough way the school system makes such an approximation
when it separates the period of general training into three units
elementary, secondary, and collegiate. Careful investigation of all
the distinctions made between elementary, secondary, and collegiate
education fails to reveal any large functional differ, aces. Collegiate
education is an intensification and expansion of the ,!ulture of the
secondary schools, as that of the secondary schools is at, ,mlargement
of the liberal training given in the elementary unit. r t is partly
because lawyers, doctors, ministers, and teachers in high schools,
more than any nonprofessional class, have a far-reaching influence
on the fundamental institutions of life that we demand of them a.
preliminary education extending through the college. It is because
the-skilled craftsman and the larger man of business have a more
general influence on common affairs than the unskilled workman and
the commercial shop-clerk that one group usually goes through high
school and the other does not. The articulations express the degree
of general training which society in its rough wisdom decrees as
necessary to protect the wider social interests which tend inevitably
to he affected by the spirit and method of a particular vocational
group. It is partly, too, because one series of vocations requirtsa
broader intellectual background and a firmer command over mental'
processes for its technique than another. Thus the differing units
of general education represent rough groupings of training for wider
or narrower ranges of social responsibility and technical skill.

In general, it is true that in our social world a man's cultural
responsibility and influence are established largely by his occupational
placing. This intimate connection between vocation and culture
has not been sufficiently considered in our theory of educational
organization. It is important in determining the subdivisiOns and
articulations which should exist in the scheme of general education.
It is particularly significant in the attempt to determine what degree
of cultural training is practicable for various groups of men who are
to go through the general and the vocational schools. In the first,
place the nature of the general education given within a single school
unit is determined by the life led by those vocational groups to which
that particular school unit mainly contributes. In the second place
it establishes the nature of the additional social, civic, or cultural
training which should accompany and be dynamically associated
with his vocational training. It is this that makes vocational educa-
tion brqpder than vocational training (in the narrow sense that train-
ing means mere impartation of technical skills, to the omission of the
social vision which is requisite in the solution of class problems).

There is no way by which our schools can give an efficient social
education save through surveying the social situation and bringing
the schools into harmony with external conditions and needs. The
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schools can not blindly fit their students into the life and culture of
another Century. The needs of our own time and place are too
imperious. Our cultural materials must be sifted so that obsolete
values, facts, and disciplines are omitted and those most pertinent to
present conditions retained. Our culture must constantly be
modernized, that is, reinterpreted in terms of present-day need. The
final worth of any knowledge, discipline, or culture that we have is
to be measured by the answer it gives to the question, How does it
increase the power of a man (with restrictions on his resources) to
perform his part as a member of a family, a neighbor in the com-
munity, a coworker in a vocation, a citizen of the State, and a unit
in humanity 1 The school can not answer this question merely by
looking inward upon its own professiomitund traditional values; it
must look outward upon the estates of all manners of men, and note
what the pressures of life dernarid of them. In modernizing our con-
ception of culture, we must recast our whol ofessional consciousness
in social terms. It is the prime. necessity in _Taking our general
education efficient.

(f) MORE EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL METHODS MUST BE USED, IF
THE GENERAL SCHOOLS ARE TO BE DIELIEVED OF OVERPRESSURE.

The waste in our schools for general training has been apparent.
It will become once we attempt to shorten
period of education by two full years. It will be doubly vexatious
when we dare to add the new aspects of human training that modern
society requires. Perhaps just this additional pressure is necessary
to make us urgent in the improvement of our educational methods.
Then, perhaps, we shall recognize that a cultural education must be
measured by standards of practicality, less obvious but just as cer-
tain, as those which-obtain in preparation for breadwinning. Who
that is not superficial can doubt the practicality of a good character
as a business asset? Who will not recognize the worth of a common
stock of moral ideals, when two classes in the community wage unfair
war upon each other I It must be our business to try to analyze
more accurately than we have ever done the spiritual practicality of
our general schools. Only then can we weed out our false practices
and our ineffective instruction. ft will be difficult to do, but it can
be done, if we will only study men in the setting of a real social world.
From the standpoint of the philosophy of education, Aihere are three
dear ways by which we can decrease the overpressure in our schools:

(1) We must rid ourselves once and for all of that fallacy which
insinuates that education is to be completed for .any person within
a given set of schools. I A broad view of life tells 044 is experience

k which educates. We are made by-the whole length at-breadth of
life. Other institutions than the school do Mold the pupil's character;
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life beyond the school will continue to amend it. The school simply
occupies a strategic position in human life beekuse it works upon a
plastic infancy with tools that are of very superior power, if rightly
applied. But the fact need not suggest that the school must com-
plete any man's education. 'More than anything else teachers
require the courage to leave things undone. To make that possible,
the teacher must not be content to teach students all the facts they
need to know finally. The school can not do it anyway. It should
take the focus of its attention off facts and forms perfectly learned
and habits and attitudes completely fixed, and divide its attention'
between (a) requiring a thorough acquisition of some fundamental
things and (h) developing interests in the unmastered domains, along
with the power to attack these fields when the grown man faces them
in his adult life. The first economy in our education will come

\through a completely changed point of view as to the school's func-
tion. It will take the emphasis off subject matter as an end, making
it a means, and lay the stress upon the development of the child's
power to proceed alone. What does it matter that a child does not
know everything, if the school will make him wish to do so and give
him the power of independent thought and study ? Six years of
school life are merely six years of opportunity to grow in knowledge
and power. Let the school do what it can in the allotted time,
always remembering that the child must be equipped to go on without
the teacher,

An incalculable waste occurs in our schools because this principle )
is violated. Fearful that the coupe will not be covered, that some
fact will be left out, we hum', crowd, and coerce children till they have
no further interest in books when school is done. We have taught
them many facts superficially, but we have shot, them of the power
to educate themselves. Children who have been in the presence of
good literature for years never seek it again, because the teacher
has maltreated both the subject and the children with his pedantic
insistence on ,details. They acquire no more facts when school is
done, because they have not been taught to work in freedom, without
the admonitions and compulsions of the teacher. We must aim
to do more for human power, by striving to do less in the way of giving
students information.

(2) We must reconstruct the course of study so as to eliminate that
which does not need to be known, or that which is of lesser importance
and can be gained by, the student after awhile. No' mere profes-
sional theory of discipline should be allowed to take precedence over
real social need. The curricula of our schools must be made in the
light of our soda surveys of what men need in knowledge, habits,
powers, skills, and values. And these surveys need to be made seen-
rately. If the vocabulary taught in spelling contains 3,000 wordi, .

5778°,437-8
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these should be the 3,000 words most frequently used in the social
world, not some mere compilation made on the guess of textbook
makers. If his mathematical computations are taught him, they
should correspond in fact and method with current ad.ult practice.
The selection of a course of study is always primarily a sociological
matter; and every activity, traditional or innovative, should be

' liminated when no.relatively important social sanction can be found
it. All truth is useful, but in a few school years all truth can not

be mastered; what, is less important must be dropped if a more
important element calls for its time.

(3) We must increase Alio efficiency of our methods of instruction.
We are still di ded into cults, as to teaching processes. If we like
the old, we stick to a traditional procedure; if we are tempera-
mentally fond of the new, we welcome innovation. We do not know
the relative efficiency of an old as opposed to a new method ; of a
method used in one locality as compared with another employed in
other school systems. We must as a profession eliminate the less
efficient modes of instruction (a) by subjecting all our classroom
procedure to the test of a comparative experimental pedagogy and

(
(b) by establishing some central bureau of pedagogical knowledge
which will keep the professional world informed as to Methods a2!cy

their values.
The waste .in education will not be difficult once we have (I)

attained a more natural-view of the school's functions, (2) provided
social surveys as a basis for constructing courses of study, and (3)
established an experimental pedagogy for determining relative
efficiency.

(g) OUR PROGRAM-FOR VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION MUST!,BE BROADENED.

The inadequacy of our scheme for vocational education has
already been suggested in the previous discussions. It suffices to
say that with four points of articulation provided in a reorganized
system of schools for liberal education, there ought to be provision
for groups of vocational schools at each of these points. (1) At
the end of the second year of college, we already have our professional
schools, but they require some reconstructik (2) At the end of the
six-year elementary schools we shall have our ower vocational insti-
tutions. We must provide vocational schools for those who go to
the secondary school, but not to college. (3) At the end of the third
year of high school we must plan an extensive group of mid-vocational
schools. And (4) at the end of the high school we must enlarge the
slight provisions already in existence.

Every type of vocational eduCatiog. must be established at ita,
given point of articulation on the basis of a careful investigation of
vocational needs, in terms of the basic cultural education and the

1

2
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additional vocational foundation required. The length of the course
of each, and its content, must alike be suggested by economic fact.
In assuming a new obligation for which our scholastic traditions
have not prepared us, nothing is more dangerous than a careless
assumption as to need and a predisposition as to school organization.
The vocational courses are more'than likely to be extremely variable
in length and the school scheme should be kept sufficiently flexible to
take account of this fact.

Vocational education ought not to be mere trade training in skills.
It is no mere repetition of apprenticeship under expensive condi-
tions free from exploitation. It is a substitute institution superior
to apprenticeship, but still lacking in some of the latter's good quali-
ties. It is, in fact, a transition between cultural education and a
shortened apprenticeship, where broad. human considerations are
still joined with tbe demand for industrial appreciation and produc-
tive skill. The emphasis is not yet on theois product, but on his
developing ability to produce. .T1w intimate connection between
liberal education' and.vocational choice, already .stated, implies that
some general educational activities will still parallel the study.of a
special business. What is more important than that boys in a.voca-
tiontd school shall hays" their power to adjust to new trade condi-
tions preserved by a wider training than that involved in their pros-
pective job? What is more important than that men destined to
become members of labor unions directors of corporations shall
view their specific life work in felation to the economic and social
conditions and ideals which determine the common welfare?

(h) A NEW SHORTENED' AND SCHOOL-SUPERVISED APPRENTICESHIP
MUST BE PROVIDED..

But when general and special education arc completed, the knowl-
edge and skill acq4NI must be applied to very concrete circum-
stances. The concfte situation is a frequent factor in. determining
success or failure. Some sort of apprenticeship. is necessary, however
much it will need to 'be shortened. The last adjustment of men's
powers to their station and work in life must be made with their
growth in mind.. Apprenticeship that is to be effective to this pur-
pose can not be left to corporatibn, institution, or labor union. The
factory may make it too narrow for the operative's good; the hos-
pital may turn' its apprentice-nurse into a menial to save servants'
hire; the labor union may obstruct and delay she development of the
apprentice to lessen the labor supply. Sound public pohcy requires
that the vocational institutions in which men labor and the schools
which' educate them shall cooperate. It will be difficult to achieve,
but it must be'itecomplished. The few experimental efforts. in this
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direction have been too efficient as examples for us to longer delay
the systematic attempt to provide an efficient apprenticeship under
school control. The establishment of .such an institution wia re-

. quire some readjustment of both school and work place, but the gain
will warrant the effort that must be expended upon this stubborn
problem.

(i) THE SChOOl. MUST PROVIDE VOCATIONAL (W1I)ANCE.

Almost all our discussion thus far has aimed at the more efficient
conservation and education of men's powers. But a total view of the
school's relation to society indicates that it has selective or distribu-
tive functions. Sooner or later, in fact soon rather than late, the
school is confronted by the mental limitations of the pupil or the
economic inability of the parent. The two factors are selective.
They decide which children shall have further schooling of the gen-
eral type which lays the foundation for the more advanced special
occupations. But this distribution of students among higher schools,
vocation schools, and actual occupations is done very crudely. There
is an appalling waste of human ability. Able men do not find their
proper work; less able individuals are thrown into responsibilities
where their substant ial powers are not used and where their weak-
nesses count heavily against them. The child out of school frequently
drifts into an te e up at ion that bears no promise for him by virtue of
mere accidental opportunity or the suggestion of a fellow. Employers
and even some shortsighted parents take advantage of the labor of
children without being considerate of -their ultimate welfare. The
school must take over into its own hands more completely and more
efficiently the work of vocational guidance. As the one impersonal
agency, which has both individual and social welfare as its ideals, it
is the safest trustee to distribute men and women to those tasks in, life
where their abilities will count most and their defects least.

The school of the future can not escape iitterestieg itself scientifi-
cally in the problem of vocational guidanc$''Sorri ewhere in each
school system there must be established a bureau carefully organized
for this-purpose, and some person in every school will, under compe-
tent direction, be active in. determining the life gareers of youth. In
this work three distinct factors must be taken into eocount: (1) The
physical "Ind mental capacities of the child in so far as they are
revealed positively or negatively; (2) the economic capacity of the
family to provide the necessary vocational education and apprentice-
ship; and (3) the vocational opportunities open to men and women.
WhatiTer vocational surveys of conifonpity life are needed must be
provided, and each school must establish the cooperation it requires
from home and economic institutions.
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The suggestions and principles here offered do not pretend to be
inclusive. They represent merely the large structural changes that
are needed in the development of an efficient, economical, and whole-
some scheme of education. A thousand minor modifications must be
made, but these win readily follow once we have committed ourselves
to the few major propositions here suggested.

THE SOCIOLOGICAL VIEW.
ALBION W. SMALL.

[CIRCULAR INQUIRY.]

DEAR Sin: 'A committee appointed by the National Council of
Education to investigate the problem of Economy' of Tintoito Educa-
tion is working on the following hypothesis: That two years may be
saved in the whole period of general education, including the college,
all of which may he considered as preparatory education, and that
this saving of two years in the period ofgeneral education will involve
no loss, if waste is stopped. Of course this Merely mechanicalytate-
ment of theproblem does not intlicate the 1 that it involves the
profoundest phaSes of the entire reorganization of erican education.

PROVI8IONAL TIME PLAN.

Elementary education 6 to 12
Secondary education (2 divisions-4 years and 2 years) . 12 to 18
College ... . . is to 20 or 16 to 20
University (graduate school and professional schools) 20 to 24

The committee assumes that the proposition to make the high-
itchool period 12 to 18 or 12 to 16 and the-college:period 18 to 20 or

16 to 20 will adjust itself in the following ways: (1). It begins high-.
school work at the proper time and continues it to the recognized age
of college admission or of beginninglifn:(12-18); (2) it provides for a
large number who will enter vocationsat 16 and adjusts itself to the
idea of an intermediate industrial school (12-16); (3) it provides for
the contingency that the college course inthe reorganized scheme will
end with the sophomore year and that the two yfars of college .may
be done in the universities or in the larger high schools, and that ,the
colleges may make a four-year course (16 to 20), admitting fro)* the
smaller high schools at 16.

For.preliminary reports and discussions of the probleM of the cozn-.
mittee, see Proceedings of the National Education Association, Cleve-
land meeting (1908), page 466, and San Francisco meeting (1911),

. page 94.
I hope you wilicontribute to the work of the drum it tee by return-

ing answers to the 'following questionnaire. The questions are sub-
mitted with the distinct understanding that they call merely tor.the
individual reaction of a selectedgroup of sociologists.' The committee
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wishes to kn-ow the present opinions of such a group, and will not
interpret the opinions as attempts to make it appe'llr that sociologists
claim to have established a scientific basis for dogmas on the problem.

Sincerely,
ALBION W. SMALL.

QUESTIONNAIRE.

1. What is your view of the time scheme ell the committee?
2 What ideals of our present civilization should fix the aims of the schools?
3. How will thes6 aims help to make the "good citizen," who shall regard the problem

of state and society, the efficient citizen?
4. Does "Culture".require the present length of period of "general education"?
5. What is your idea of the proper balance between cultural and vocational studies

for the welfare of society?
6. Is there a false element in "culture "a selfishly unsocial factor?
7. What would be the effect of a shorter period of general education in correcting the

ratio between an individualistic trailing and preparation forefficiency. and

Nva
service?

8. What would he the advantage to civilization of the specialized knowledge of a
larger number of university menthe remit of ending the preparatory period
earlier? (The need of earlier specialized knowledge for a differentiating
zation).

9. What would be the advIntage or disadvantage of retaining in school a large class of
pupils by offering them prevocational education beginning at 12?

10. What of the economic advantage (considering those who go through the university)
of entering active life while power is at its best? Of beginning to earn two years

earlier?
11. What social losses Would you set over against the possible economic gains referred

to in 10?
12. Would an earlier beginning of university (graduate apd professional education)

appeal more strongly to democracyto secure sympathy and support?

DIGEST OP SOCIOLOGISTS' ANSWER-9 TO QUESTIONNAIRE.

(Ngpajaer of persons addressed, 100; number of replies received, 37.)

Question I.
1. General approval-16.

a. Sixteen years minimum rather than average college entranceI.
b. Must have four years in college-1.
c. Save the two-years in the grades-1.
d. Sa've the two years in high school and college, not in the grades-1.
e. Provide for two years in kindergarten-1.
j....Three years high school and three years college favoredI.
g. Scheme favored if without loss of efficiency-2.
A. Save by cutting out or condensing useleiks subjects -4.
i. Make schedule to fit case-1.

2. General disapproval-1.
3frUnanswered-1.

Question II.
1. Utilitarian ideals.

a. Vocational, not including cultural-2.
b. Vocational, including cultural-4.

a

c. Democracy-8.
d. To make independent members of societyA..

A
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-Question II-Continued.
1. Utilitarian ideals-Continued.

e. Conservation -1.
f. Utility-2.
g. Efficiency-5.
h. Scientifie-1.
i. Technological-1.
j. Adaptability-2.

s k. gfficient citizenship-5.
1. Knowledge of the world-1.

2. Cultural ideals.
a. To fit each individual to lire in highest sense-3.
b. Self-knowledge-3.
c. Self-culture-1.
d. Self - control -1. .
e. Strong personality-3.
f Appreciation of the best things -2,
g. Culture in its broadest sense-1.

3. Spiritual ideals.
a. Self-sacrifice--1.
b. Service-6.
c. Christianity -2.
d. Ethical-4,
e. Character-1.

4. (iti hum' and utilitarian combined-1.
5. To improve the social environment-I.
6. Unanswered-10.

Question III.
1. By teaching the proper relation between society and the individual-12.
2. By instilling ideal of service- -4.
3. By preparing the individual to meet society - -9.
4. By creating a better educated class-J.
5. Answer indefinite-1.
6. Unanswered-2.

a. Apparently misunderstood-2.
Question IV.

1. No-20.
2. Yes, conditionally-3.
3. Equivocal-2.

a. "Cultural" and "vocational" interwoven -2.
b. Not a .question of tints, but of subject tul treatment-1..

4. Indefinite-1.
Question V.

1. Emphasis on vocational.
a. Vocational contain all culture necessary--6.
b. Vocational longer than cultural-2.
e. More vocational than at present, desinible- 2.
d. Equal division in grades, vocational emphasis in allege-1.
e. Cultural is based on vocational-1.
f. Cultural 1 to 3, vocational 2 to 3-1.
g. Cultural 1 to 4, vocational 3 to 4-1.

2. Emphasis oh cultural.
a. Too early specialization dangerous -I.
b. Cultural as long as pupil will respond--3.

87
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Question V-Continued.
3. Equal division.

a. Cultural up to 14, vocational thereafter-1.
b. Equal division-5.
c. Cultural up to 16, vocational thereafter-1.

4. Cultural to precede vocational (ratio unfixed) -1.
5. Proportion to suit condition and situation -3.
6. Both should be subordinated to social service studies-1.
7. Unanswered -l.

Question VI.
I. Yes- 19.
2. Yes, conditionally-4.
3. Not necmarily--5.
4. Utmnswered-1.

Queen& VII.
1. Good effect.

a. Individualistic would give way to efficiency and service training-A.
b. Would lessen individuation-1.
c. Would retain children lqager in school-F."
d. Would make a corrected ratio possible-1.
e. Would benefit the masses, whose education is limited -1.
f Unspecified -3.

2. Bad effect--2.
3. No effect-3.
4. Doubtful-2.
5. Equivocal-2.

a. Change, not the period, but the basis-1. .
G. Unanswered-4.

a. Question apparently misunderstood -4.
Question VIII.

1. Advantage.
a. To society at large-6.
b. To society through the individual-b.
c. Unspecified-10.
d. Conditionally -2.

2. Disadvantage -1.
3. No advantage -'4.
4. Unanswered-I.

Question IX.
1. Advantage.

a, Economic-14.
b. Cultural-7.
e. Unspecified -5.

2. Disadvantage= -3.
, 3. linaninvered-2:
Question X.

L Advantage..
a. Economic-11.
b. Cultural-3.

:c. Earlier marriage-6.
ft.

d. Moral-2.
e.

f. Unspecified-7.
2. Indefinite --2:
3. Unanswered-1.
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Question XI.

1. None-18.
2. Social lose.

a. Economic-3.
b. Cultural- 2.
c. Moral-1.
d. Spiritual or idealistic-1.

3. Unanswered-3.
a. Question apparently misunderstood --1.

Question XII.
I. Yes -22.

a. Ptigib
2. Not neces-cirily 2.

.3. Unanswered ---1.

ECONOMY IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

JAMER H. VAN SICKLE.

It is generally admitted that there is waste in education. It is
not denied by a single person among more than one hundred who
been consulted in the course of this inquiry that some of this w is
chargeable to elementary education. All agree that some saving of
time is possible; but at this point agreement. ceases, though thd
differences in opinion as to how the saving is to be realized do not
appear too radical for ultimate reconciliation. 'There are those who
would revolutionize the course of study from beginning to end for all
pupil. There are others who would change the course materially
for two groups of pupils, the highly gifted and the slow. But a
majority of thyme _consulted seem in:;the main to accept the course
of study as it has developed, and to-hope for improved conditions
through-elimination or nonessentials, substitutions, better teaching,
and improved administrative adjustnients.

It is clearly impossibly, to move children through the course in
definite chronological age groups. The differences in mental power
are too great for this, and we do not yet know enough about psychical
ago to use this term in speaking of groups of pupils in the various
stages of education. In fixing 12 years as the age at which elementary
education should end and the secondary period begin, the committee
mu understood as ignoring extremes of ability and speaking only
of the gable middle group of pupils. They must also be under-
stood as.aCcepting some clear definition of the work of grades one to
six, such a definition, for instance, as that given in the Cleveland report
of the committee on the six years' course of study. The six-year
elementary period would concern itself with a natural period Of school
life, the age of childhood, whereas under the existing eight or nine
grade organizations attention is divided between two rzroblems that
of the child and. that of the first yearnif atleiescenoe.
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One of the conspicuous causes of waste in elementary education is
the attempt to give the same preparation to all, regardless of wide
differences in aptitude and the character of the life to be led. Clas-
sifying the grades above the sixth as secondary will facilitate a differ-
entiation in the upper grades which will permit some pupils to make
more direct preparation for business or the industries than is now
possible, while others continue to follow the more strictly academic
program as far as may be necessary in preparation for managerial
positions or professional life. Without accurate and. detailed
accounts of the results of actual trial under such an organization,
positive askrtions as to economy of time could not. be made, yet the
probability that time would thus be.saved would seem strong. But
enough commithities have made progress in this important field to
place th matter beyond the stage of mere probability. Worcester,
Indianap is (2), Baltimore (3), Lincoln, Harrisburg, and Rochester,
by main ining special classes for exceptionally capable children,
have shown that. it is possible for able pupils to save one year between
the sixth grade and the twelfth, with other advantages to themselves
besides the saving of tune. As. rule we now wait unfkil pupils have
completed the work laid out for eight. or nine years before permitting
any definite life motive to become operative. By that time half our
pupils haw; left us. Those who survive and enter the high school
have there opportunity to directly sonic defi-
nite goal. It is hero proposed to create conditions favorable to the
development of definite purpose two years earlier by ceasing at-the

seventh grade to require all pupils to follow the-same course of study.
It is believed that earlier differentiation of courses would loseil
mortality among the slow and would :result in more rapid progress
among the capable; -Ono correspondent cautions, " We can not make
or produce maturity by hastening a process," mid another ds,
"It is a biological fact that children must have time to ma ure,"
and this is quite true, but maturity advances at different ra with
different children, And any scheme of education that fails to diger' '-
nate between those who develop slowly and those who develop
rapidly is not only irrational, but essentially undemocratic. The,.
problem,..tiat must be solved before society can utilize to the full its
human resources is how to make adequate provision for the rate of
progress suited to varying grades and types of intellect withoUt
departing from the democratic ideal of equality of opportunity for
all. Equality of opportunity and identity of opportunity areft,r
from being equivalent terns, yet the necessity we have been mtiler,
particularly in our large cities, of educating children in "shoals"
has unquestionably resulted in pushing uniform requirements too far,

*thereby retarding the abler pupils and discouraging the weaker oneet
Our educational machinery is so' adjusted that as a rule even those
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pupils who are quite capable of meeting the standard of progress
here advocated have little chance to do so. They can. advance only
as the soldier does on the marchat the pace of the army as a whole.

We are assuming in this committee that it is possible and desirable
to end the college and begin the university at 20 instead of 22, thus
saving two years during the whole period of education, and we readily
admit the responsibility of the elementary school for a share of this

'saving, but in accepting 20 as the age at winch the college course
should be completed we have in mind the abler students, not all
students. The age of 20 may be taken as properly marking the age .
boundary between general education and specialization for the abler
students, but to hold to this criterion for all students would'be equiv-
alent to saying that only the highly gifted should attempt to climb
the educational ladder as high as the college level --that only the gifted
can be benefited by the higher education. This no one would think..
of asserting, nor would one expect the wide difference in the ages of
children in any given gride in the elementary school to disappear
as the same children advance into the high school and approac the
college. These differences are very great. Among the . en in
sixth grade of any city the range of ages is all the way from 11 years
for the youngest. to 14 or 1.5 for the oldest. Some children are as
mature mentally at 12 as others are at 15, and they keep the lead
they have gained and even increase it if they have a fair chance to
do so. They ought. to have this chance, but the provision made for
their unhampered progress should not deter the slower minds from
entertaining college and university ambitions,. Our organization
should be flexible enough to accommodate itself to all whose circum-
stances permit them to aspire to a college education, -whether their
mental make-up allows them to complete a coll6ge couise at the age
hero suggested or not. The flexibility needed for the attainment of "I"-:.
this end should work equally to the advantage of the rapid and the
slow.

After organizing elementary work on the basis of six grades, pro-
viding for suitable differentiation, in the remaining grades of the
present elementary period, and arranging for promotion by subject
above the sixth grade, as much will have been done in the direction
of time saving below the high school as can be don through irnprove
ments in organizatipn. This, however; is not enough. Standards
are lacking by which to judge reaults. These must be developed;
and thoro'is no better point at which to develop and apply them than
at the close of the six-year elementary period. The Cleveland report
on a six-year course of study makes valuable suggestions in this direc-
tion. Individual investigators, too, are striving to esytislish standards.
Oornman's study "Spelling in the Elementary School," Stone's and
Courtis's studice of the ability of pupils in arithmetic, Thoindike's
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and Ayres's studies of handwriting, and the study of Standards in
Composition, by Hillegas, are examples of the kind of work needed.
We can not go fgr until we can agree upon common standards, for
econonne in education must be relative to the results which
we wish to secure. It is safe to report progress in this direction, for
guesswork and merely personal opinion are slowly giving place to
judgments based on systematic investigation.

In determining the essentials of a course study and adopting
measures of accomplishment, there is danger that. too narrow a
definition of "essentials" will be adopted. Fixed knowledge of
fundamental processes is no more and no less essential than mental
attitude, habits of thought and emotion, and working ideals. Some-
thing more than drill is needed to get these ingrained. The selection
of suitable subject matter for work and study in the grades, the
organization of this material with reference to the periods when
important instincts, interests, powers, and capacities become promi-
nent, the development of desirable ideals, motives, and habits in
pupils e thi must be considered when we undertake to say
what are e " tials." What a person wants to learn, he learns
quickly and east We Waste time trying to make children learn
things for which they are not ready. We should save time if by more
delicate methods we 'sought to create in children a desire to know the
things adapted to their stage of development.

Recent studies in retardation have involved the fallacy that the
proper place of a child in school can he determined by age alone.
What is needed to put education on a scientific basis is an examina-
tion of each child's physical state and mental power at the beginning .

of school life, on the results of which all the work should be based.
Here again is reason for encouragement, for when we recall the rapid
spread of medical inspection in our schools and recent efforts to estab-
lish a measuring scale for intelligence on a basis quite distinct from
ordinary scholastic tests, it is safe to say that we are moving forward.

There has been enormous waste through poor and misdirected
teaching. Some improvement has undoubtedly taken place. The
work of our normal schools has not been useless. At best, however,
these schools furnish but a small proportion of °M. teachers. They
do not as a rule attract students of more than ordinary ability and
cultvre, and they can only begin the training which these students
need. In the customary two years devoted to theory and practice,
a high-school graduate can not be converted into a full-fledged
teacher. Both experience and after-guidance are necessary. There
is enormous' waste when this after-guidance is lacking. We have
been accustomed to say "the teacher is the school," and this is still
true, but in ofir cities with their large buildings and many teachers,

' Odividuality is in danger of being submerged and progressiveness
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lacking stimulation. Superintendent. and supervisors suggest and
encourage, but their contacts with teachers are relatively infrequent.
Instead of being *hat they would like to have it, the school will be
just about what the principal makes it. It is upon the principal,
therefore, that large responsibility for improvement must be placed;
so in a certain sense we are justified in modifying the well-known
expression, "the teacher is the school," and in saying instead, "the
principaris the school." The right kind of a principal will help weed
out poor teachers, will make teachers of uncertain value into good
teachers, and good teachers into better teachers. One prominent
cause of waste in elementary education is the existence of inertia
among school principals. Soon after the position is secured there
comes a tendency to settle down into an easy routine. This ten-
dency the superintendent., county or city, must counteract, if the
waste under the. heading "poor teaching" is to be materially lessened. ,
What a laboratory a school principal has, and what an opportunity
for the study. of educational problems! No university possesses
equal facilities in this field. The principal needs to I'M more keenly
his responsibility as a supervisor, but responsibility is not real unless
coupled with a large degree of freedom. How to secure the amount
of individual initiative that is desirable in principals and teachers --
without impairing the unity of the school system is an important
problem in school administration. Teachers associated with routine
principals -are apt to become routine teachers, while, on the other
hand, an alert, and professional-minded principal always inspires his
teachers with zeal. In considering waste in education, therefore, no
problem looms up larger than the preliminary and after-training of
suitable principalssikven a salary that will enable the supeTin-
tendon to select p of tested strength and character for these
positions, no effort is expended to better advantage in checking
waste than that which the superintendent devotes to conferences
Keith his principals. Tho principal can either make or mar the most
carefully planned scheme, and in his hands rests the success or failure
of any plans that may be formulated for economizing time in eke-
mentary education.'

FROM THE CLEVELAND REPORT ON SIY-YEAR COURSE OF STUDY.

(PROCEEDINGS NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, 1908, PAGES 627 - 628.).

I. What should be expected of pupils at the'end of the sixth school year, age 12-13?
(a) Reading. Pupils should be able to get the thought andexprees the thought in

simple narrative prose and poetry, such as Robinson Crueoo and Paul Revere'S Ride.
(b) Spelling. They should be able to spell correctly 90 per cent of the words com-

monly used in their home and school vocabulary.
(e) Writing. They should be able to write legibly and with fair rapidity.
(d) Composition. (1) They should be able to compose and write a busineat or

Social letter, in convectional form, on a simple assigned topic that properly :comes
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witlfin the experience of children of their age. (2) They should be able to compose
and write short descriptions and narrative on simple themes appealing to the natural
interest of children ind falling within their experience.

(e) Arithmetic. (1) They should be thoroughly familiar with number combina-
tions (1-100) in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. (2) They should
be able to solve easy two-step problems in arithmetic involving fundamental opera-
tions. (3) They should be able to read and write readily integers and decimals to
six places. (4) They should be able to solve easy one-step problems involving corn=
mon and decimal fractions.' (5) They should have some knowledge of percentage
and its simplest applications to profit and loss and to simple interest.

(f) Geography. They should have a general knowledge of (1) the oceans and
continents, their relative size and locations; (2) the principal countries, their peoples
and products, with a somewhat detailed study of the United States and its posses-
sions; (3) the great river and mountain systems, especially those of North America,
South America, Europe, and Asia; (4) 50 to 100 of the principal cities of the world,
their location, peculiar characteristics, commercial, industrial, and artistic features
of special interest; (5) the great trade routes.

(g) Other subjects. With the aim of starting as many lines of interest as possible,
pupils during the first six years should have instruction in drawing, music, morals,
elementary science or nature-study, history, literature, calisthenics, constructive
and illustrative handwork; but instruction in these subjects should be directed with
the aim of developing habits of observation, power to think and flower to do, rather
than with the aim of imparting information of definite amount.

II. Suggested list of studies for pupils of the seventh and eighth grades, periods 30
. minutes.

Required subjects: Per weekly.
English, including spelling, literature, composition, grams 6-8
Arithmetic, with concrete gtometry and algebra 5
Geography and history. 5-7
'Music 2
Drawing 2
Physical training (required of those whose physical condition needs it as

corrective; optional for others)
Electivys:

Manual training
science 3
Foreign languages (for each one given) 5

It will be eeen that the above list presents simply suggestions from which varying
courses of study may be worked out and correlated with courses now given in our
high schools.

ADDITIONAL REPERRNCER.

Kendall. What Modifications in Organization Are Necessary to Secure Suitable
Recognition for Pupils of Varying Ability, Particularly the Ablest. Premed-
Inge, N. E. A., 1908, p..147.

Strayer. Age and Grade Census of Schools and Colleges. Bulletin, 1911, No. 5,
U. S. Bureau of Education.

Van Sickle. Provision for Gifted Children in Public Schools. Proceedings, N. E. A.,
1910, p. 155.

Same, with statistical tables, showing results within a definite period of time.
Elementary School Teacher, April, 1910..

Van Nettle, Witmer, and Ayres. Provision for Exceptional Children in Public
Schools: kulletin, 1911, No. 14, U. 8. Bureau,of Education.
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THE HIGH-SCHOOL PROBLEM.

WILLIAM II. SMILEY.

The reasons for the proposed provisional time scheme for the reor-
ganization of American education, through which this committee
believes that education in the United States can be made so efficient
that two years may be saved to the individual student out of the
present period devoted to general culture, for devotion to professional
study, graduate school work, or business, have been so ably and fully,
yet concisely, stated by the chairman, in his review of the subject
presented to the National Council in 1911, that little need or can be
added.

My contrib on to the discussion consists in emphasizing certain
phases of t ject that loom large before the secondary school-
master because of the nearness and vital relationship of }his work to
the elementary school on the one side and to the college upon the other.
I ask pardon if in anything that I may say I seem to trespass upon
the field of other members of thlr committee. I feel sure, however,
that no offense can be taken by the teacher of the elementary school
at my saying that it is fair to expect of the student of the seventh and
eighth grade increasing responsibility for harder work, for more inde-
pendent work, and rnr greater power of sustained attention than at
presenhis secured; nor by the college professor at my asking him to
keep in dnind that what is pedagogically right for the twelfth -grade
boy of ,June..can differ but little from that which is right for the
freshman of the following September. This is saying no more than
this, that the last two years of the elementary school and the first
two years of the college really belong to the period of seeenderf-
education. It is not wise to treat the student as too much of a child
in the last two<years of the elementary school; neither is it wise to
treat him as wholly a man in the first two years of college. That

- general cultural training should as a rule end, at the very latest, at
20, instead of at 22 as is commonly the case now, is the belief of those
who have given the subject the most careful study. This is two
years older than such study commonly ends in the German gymnasium,
the French lycee, and the famous secondary schools of England.

Of nothing am I more profoundly convinced than I am of the ines-
timable value to the individual student himself, and to his country
also, of his turning at the age of 20 to professional study or to business
with that purposeful zeal which is characteristic of the. professional
student or the responsible young business man. Imagine, for
moment, the academic hosts of juniors and seniors utilizing .their
intellectual energies with the enthusiasm characteristic of coining
doctors, lawyers, and engineers. The 'contrast in attitude between
the, two groups is generally acknowledged. to be startling, and I con-

,
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sequently have no hesitation in asserting that there had better be no
academic juniors or seniors as long as this be true. The turning at
the age of 20 to the preparation for tone's own life task means far
more than simply the saving of two of the best yam of life to more
efficient intellectual living, for it means added. efficiency in living in
all the years that are to come. There are no statistics on the college
books of those that become habitual idling dilettantes between 20
and 22, but I venture to assert that there is hardly a college man who
does not recall some with a more or less pitifpl story of their varied
attempts.to find place in a society that looks with more or less impa-
tience, if not contempt, upon the one whose acquisitions seem to have
weakened his power of initiative, his apparent interest in the prac-
tical problem that day requires him to tackle and cordial adapta-
bility to circumstance. There should be no room in the American
scheme of education for such desultory intellectual dawdling as often
characterizes the junior and senior years of academic study. It
may be pardoned in a genius, but he is an infinitesimal deliberately
neglected in this discussion. Except for purposes of humiliating
comparison in order to stir our pride, the question of accomplishing
as much as any given foreign school with students of the same age
ought not to enter the discussion. I desire to urge, of course, so far
as I have interest or voice in this report, that we secure the greatest
efficiency possible under American conditions, saving time through
all grades in all the ways so fully set forth by our chairman. But,
even then, no matter. how far short we may fall of whit the German
or French or English schools may accomplish, I believe it best, both'
for the individual student an for the society that his ideals of work
help to temper, that after the age of 20 some kind of definite .1,ife
purpose shall shape his choice-of work, and that it ho carried on with
the energy and enthusiasm that have always characterized profes-
sional study.
; He who is to moue a business career;Asidess he remains in college
for professional specialized training in such direction, had better
begin such at 20. The business man would prefer him to be younger,
but at least he wants the youth while he is teachable, obedient,
anxious to win success, and eager to. please by hard work.

The special reasons for including within the secondary period the
years of instruction from 12 to 18, as contrasted with the customary
14 to 18, or, in actual practice, the more common 15 to 19 period, are,
in the opinion of the great body of teachers of secondary subjects,
very weighty ones. First of all, the age of 12 seems to mark very
fairly the physiological dividing line betwl!en childhood and youth.
At any rate, the world over, the pedagogical wisdom of the past, as
Well as the more scientific pedagogical judgment of the present, agree
that the beet educitlefial work can be done by a recognition of the
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marked distinction between this elementary and this secondary stage
in education; and that by organizing this secondary field upon theprinciple that it constitutes a definite whole in the life of the indi-
vidual, the soundest intellectual growth results. Dr. Compayre in
a discussion of the latest revised program of secondary education in
France says:

The virtue of secondary teaching lies in large measure in its duration, in its slows
influence upon the intellect. The best teachers need the help of time if they wish,
not to furnish the memory with hastily acquired and badly digested knowledge. but
to act upon the intellectual habits and to accomplish t he education of I he mi to I. which
is truly The essential aim of secontlary instruction.

When one sees in Germany intellectual efficiency result lug from thefact that Dr. Compare's basis is the common one, whether it be in
the old-fashioned classical gymnasium or the reformed gymnasium,
or whether it be in France in the lye& or in England in the famous
schools that for centuries have furnished the lead&rs of the nation inall the ideal activities of men, one can not fail to be impressad with
the fundamental importance attached to the formation of right, intel-lectual habits and ready use of faculties throughout this early period
of education. More startling still is the Suggestiveness to an Ameri-
can, in a gymnasium maintaining a progymnitsium for buys from 6
to 9, to hear the fine work of the highest class attributed- to the fact
that their earliest formal instruction had been received under just
the same editcational conditions as their latest, in other words, that-
the elementary work had been finely done.

An examination of the curricula of good European secondary
schools and the papers set for graduation will convince any one that
at the completion of their course boys of 18 have completed work in
the fundamental subjects of liteiature, mathematics, and science
equivalent to that offered in the, sophomore year of American col -leges. This committee in its scheme allows a handicap of two years
more than this to the American boy for the completion of equivalent
work. An observer of the work of the European schoolboy is bound
to ask, "How account for this evident precocity?" 1Matiy replies
containing. elements of truth may be made, but the fundanrmital
reasons are startlingly obvious to the inquiring American and may
be very briefly stated. The European studetzt spends his home study
in making himself facile and sure of that in which he has -been care-
fully and accurately, instructed during his class hour, while the
American spends his preparatory hours in learning, too of ten in slov-
enly and inaccurate fashion, that in whiCh he might have been I
instructed in but a fraction of the time, while the time of his class Ihour is spent in examination of the extent of his failure in learning,
leaving little time for real.instruct,ion or for drill in testing the accu-
racy of his understanding of the matter orally presented. The con-

5778°13.--4
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sequence of careful learning from the instructor at the class hour is
this, that the catching of the few mow points presented becomes
habitual, and the class work is marked by an eager gripping attention
which to the stranger is startling.

The readiness, clearness, and fullness. with which difficult and some-
times involved statements are returned by students is a revelation
of the possibilities of scholarly attention. Work of this character
can be observed in any subject'and will impress the American listener
with much the same feeling of astonishment as in the times past he
may have listened to rapid logical analysis by students skilled in the
art of solving- difficult problems in mental arithmetic.

Real and ready intellectual power of this type is the heart of
worthy work in any subject, and there should be the expectation by
the teacher of securing it from the earlie4 years, in work suited to
the age if the individual. The steady accretion of skill and power
from year to year will account for most of the advantage exhibited
by the European student. While this, to my mind, i4 the strongest
reason for the elliciency, at any stage, of the foreign elementary and
secondary school, for the most striking result of all, the sum total of
final accomplishment, there are other important eonsiderations- that
deserve mention. The high standards of professional training de-
manded of both .elementary and secondary teachers before they are
allowed to teach; the homogeneous home. conditions in which stu-
dents live; the greater length oI the school day and the school year;
and the atmosphere of hard work in Which everybody lives, but
especially the children; these are some of the factors' contributing to
fine results. While the work .of the schoolroom has zest and fire,
there is complete absence of nervous hurry and drive; indeed, there
seems to be a leisurely certainty of reaching the desired goal. One
gets the impression that the getting of knowledge is the incidental
thing and the student's ability to bindle what he knows is the teach-
er's greatest concern.

The enrichment of the gramniar and high-school courses of study
has resulted with us in crowded programs and bulky textbooks.
much of the work abroad there is no textbook except as made frem
day to day by the slow extension of the student's notes, which are
made with care and deliberation and most sharply supervised. The\
habit of formal accuracy in .minutiae is acquired so early that the N

<question of its being a hardship seems never to have arisen.
The teacher described in his "Memorials". .by a slewd SICotch

judge as being "though a good man, an intense student, and fed,
but rather in the memory than in the head, with knowledge, as
a schoolmaster as it is possible to, fancy," exhibits a type of scholar
Almost. impossible to produce uaer the kind of instruction which
Dr. CompayrChas in mind, but the kincf'of scholar which our Euro-
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pean critics believe they find to be a common product under our
methods of measuring intellectual power by the quantitative- ways
which seem to be made preeminent in the minds-of our teachers bythe fact that they are emphasized as mental yardsticks for units of
annual accomplishment in school program and college catalogues.
, Until our teaching body is freed from its nightmare of completing

subjects, or courses of study, there can be no expectation of the kilid
of teaching in which. the emphasis is .everlastingls upon thoughtful
response by the student rather than upon the Matter presented by
the teacher. It is not an unfair criticism of much of our instruction,
both elementary and secondary, to say that the panorama presented
by the teacher makes hardly more impression 'upon the class than
the moving-picture show upon its spectators.

Our probliim will never be solved by the elimination of matterhere and matter there which we agree to call waste. What is really
wasted is the children's time when the method of instruction is suchthat they can escape thinking, sometimes under the guise of :Olen-. tion, without the teacher's discovering the-real situation. The two
years desired can be saved, one in the elementary and one in, the
secondary period; it will be done, however, if it be done, by
improving the thinking as exhibited in -oral or written expression inevery grade. It must be understood by the teacher that knowledge
of subject, matter is subordinate to sharpening the correspondence
between word and idea and fixing the same for ready use in future

.learning. The readiness of recall of the Ge-rman student in any grades
is amazing. He is held' accountable for sharply distinguishing that'which he knows front that which he does not know; not only so, buthis experience is so vivid that he can .recall when he learriC,d what he
knows. The readiness and minuteness with which he will tell a story,
change a criticized word or phrase, or quote a construction similar
to the one under discussion proves that we have underrated the
capacity of our own students in similar regards. This method of
class discipline followed through the secondary period will bringour students to the end of the same with readier use of all their
intellectual powirrs for either study or business in short, far bettor
educated in the best, the true sense, though the stopping pointbe two years earlier than the present one.

In all this plea to recognize a secondary periodof education lasting
from 12 to 18, it is unnecessary to carry the associated idea of acostly high school, maintained as a separate institution. The Mind
of instruction that I. have in mind should be given in every grade
room. It may have been already begun in any building where a
departmental system has been instituted for the seventh and eighth
grades. For departmental teaching, if successful, demands a stronger
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teacher; and possibly this is the best way of improving the present
elementary' instruction and thereby saving waste and securing the
efficiency so unmistakably.demanded by the general public.

But there must be no lees than a revolutidn in the traditional ideal
of instruction drilled by habit into the warp and woof of the teacher'
brain throughout his own elementary and secondary school experi-
ence, to which he subconsciously reverts, unless. he be unusual, as soon
as 'he faces his class. There must be less of merely hearing children
recite; there must be less of interesting talking, not to say lecturing,
by teacher; there must be less of expressive reading without thinking
on the, student's part ; in short, there must be everlasting matching
of the student's mind and knowledge against _the teacher's mind and
knowledge, an interlocking of wits in old-fashioned Socratic ways, to
secure education at its best.

The field of myth, of world history, of natural history, of the
literature of the fatherland is covered astonishingly well-in the early
years of the German gymnasium; but it is perfectly plain that care
is taken that information grow no faster than ready use of word
correctly matching idea. Language under these conditions becomes
a real gymnastic that gives daily pro6f of growing intellectual power;
and this being so, no one has to worry about attainment on reaching
the age of 18. No more would W=s. in America,. given similar
instryction.

THE COLLEGE PROBLEM.'

JA11118 H. BALER.

ECONOMY OF TIME.

Upon the subject of economy of time in education I have had the
benefit of scores of opinions and experiences of active teachers fully
and frankly stated. If conclusions reaffirm a value in some,principles
that are old enough to have a history, I beg that 1 may not hear the
usual cheap argument of "not up-to-date.' A view that does not
accord with present ideas may be both retrospective and prophetic.

These criticisms are prominent: There is much waste in general
education, including elementary, icondary, and college. Of the
material employed little' has permanent value, or indeed any value
whatever, and less is retained. Of the methods used, only a small
part gives power or character. Results are not proportionate to the
time and expenditure, and the public are asking for shorter time,
greater efficiency; and an adjustment of educational aims to real civic
needs, both practical and ideal. But reform is slow. We are bound

t Pert oil report of orogen, under the title "Reorganised= of Asserfeen Education" National Edo.
sagas Arnedation, .
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by traditions difficult to break.' The question is complicated by all -sorts of minor or inconsequent inquiries, when it should be a simple
one of looking at the obvious goal and taking the direct road to it.

The first remedy is selection and elimination as applied to subjects
and topics of study. The maxim of "faithfulness in small things"does not mean indiscriminate emphasis in use of the material oflearning. Judgment of relative values is a chief need of the teacher.
Quality, not quantity, has a new significance to-day. Knowledgeand power come from the use of a few typical things by methods that -beget thought; inspiration often springs from a word with a flash ofinsight. For instance, more would be gained by thorough under-standing of a dozen chief processes in arithmetic than by any number
of mechanical solutions of problems; more by using a dozen leading
principles and experiments in plivsics than by "completing the text-book." In elementary science, met hod and interest are of first value.
While much reading in history and literature is desirable, thought andinspiration come from a wise use of a few selections. I was intro-
duced to Homer and to mythology by hearing an old farmer recite a
passage from Pope's Iliad, and read Macaulay's England on hearinga quotation from it witli appreciative comment. "Books that havehelped me," and .favorite poems that have inspired, are few. The,,,
essence of Stevenson i4 contained in a letter, an anecdote, and aprayer. Read Stevenson, of course, but study these and get them
into the soul. If it is objected that this is a condensed -food theory, I
reply that it is not necessary to eat the husk and shell to enjoy themilk in the cocenut. Extent of ground covered as a criterion for
prorhotion or for admission to college is the American standard of quan-tity applied to our education. Let the teachers, or rather the respon-
sible superintendents and principals and leading educators, employcourage equal to their convictions, and proclaim the gospel of qualitz."Enriching the curriculum" was a great. idea, but it has been subjectto endless abuse, and the time has come to apply the philosophy ofthe "simple life" to education.

The next source of economy is adapting method to the nature ofthe subject. The doctrine that all subjects have a like value, should
be taught in the same way and preduce the same results, I believe to
be utterly false and everywhere harmful. It applies the methods ofscience to such studies as history and literature, and sanctions the"unit system" in college entrance requirementsa device convenient .enough for the colleges, but destructive of any well-balanced organ-ization of high-school courses. Subjects of prime importance whoseprinciples have the widest application are especially fitted to cultivate
accuracy, perseverance, and endurance. Others should be taught by
other methods requiring less of the pupil's time and energy. Some

I
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fields should be covered by reading, talks, and lectures with no view
to mramination. To repeattime can be saved in elementary and
secondary education by varying the method of instruction according
to the need of the subject.

I know this involves the question of whether "general" education
is theoretically possible. If we were dependent upon certain humor-
ously artificial and inconsequent laboratory experiments on the sub-
ject, we should be in a sad case indeed. Fortunately, common-sense
generalization from human experience rejects hasty inferences from
inadequate experiments. It would be well, before it is too late and
"general" education is reckoned among the lost arts, to send a
questionnaire to the old boys and learn how many are stout in the
belief that their real education came from drill in arithmetic, English
grammar, Latin, and formal logic; that from these studies they
gained accuracy, power of thought and expression, the detective and
determining skill of the scientific method, and readiness to discover
fallacies in thifield of argument and of business; that their system,
accuracy, and scope in practical affairs are largely due to formal
training. We know that general power means nothing except as
constituted by specific elementscertain ideals of method and of
attainment, ways and means in study and investigationbut these
do "transfer" or "spread" and cover other fields of mental effort.
Moreover, general principles thoroughly grasped have endless points
of contact with concrete instances; and deduction, with applications,
from formulated knowledge is a chief work of general education, and
is the most efficient and economical. Easy ways, infantile induc-
tions, scatter-brained methods have become fetishesand I am still
mindful of the just claims and the beneficent features. of the ruling
.educational doctrines.

Waste occurs in certain culture work of the grades. Too little
may be left to _soul development through .the influence of natural
surroundings. Artificial teaching of what should be siiontaneous
growth, imparting inspiration by rule, formulating sentiments are
unpedagogical. Nature is subject to too much paternalism. ftlace
in the time -table is not needed for many culture influences; they
come, if at all, through a personality or a suggestion and are inci-
dental to the day'41 work. Many faults may be committed in the
name of:kindergarten and cir nature study.

Other ways of economy may be merely mentioned: Avoid exces-
sive use of rules of method; save time from the laboratory for a
knowledge of the subject; for interest and motive-create a vision of
the value of the best things; use illustrations from the life of to-day,
andin every way vitalize the work of instruction. By some tdeans,
Constructive or destructive, banish lazy indifference, which was
Wisely regarded by the early church as a deadly sin.
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The elementary and secondary periods of instruction should give

the tools of education, the methods of study,. the power of work,
some important knowledge of selected subjects, and the desire to
learn, and the ability to think. It should plant a growing sense of
appreciation and a healthy philosophy of life. By the methods sug-
gested it is believed that as much can be accomplished at 18 as now
at 20, as much at 20 as now at 22; that the whole period of educa-
tion, general and special, can without loss be shortened at least twoyears.

THE COLLEGE.

Here we reach the college and its problems. I have little patience
with some criticisms aimed at culture education and the follies of col-
lege life; they are frequently the carpings of ignorance or prejudice
that lead nowhere. There is reason, however, for an intelligent
examination of the whole question as related to economy of time.
The serious faults'of the college are due to the length of the whole
period of general education, and the elementsof inefficiency and waste.

This country should adopt either the English or the German type
of university, but not both. In foreign countries the student -enters
the university nominally at 18, directly from the secondarfactool.
We interpose four years of collegelargely a waste of time and
methOd. Do not misunderstand at, this point; the idea is, not to
lower the standard of American education, but rather to readjust
and strengthen it. It is proposed to end the college and begin the
university at 20 instead of 22, thus saving two years. Of course, it
is humiliating to concede that our preparatory education must be
prolonged even two years to equal the standard of the English or
German secondary school. But, if we may draw safe conclusions
from the report of the English commission and from the Oxford
experience with American students, we are lacking in thought power
and perseveranceand because of methods that in part can be reme-died. The university, that is the graduate school, and the last two
years of college should be shaken together and reorganized into one
division of education, namely, a real university, preparation for
which should end at 261P Progressive university colleges have al-
ready prepared the way by approximating the last two years to the
university type. The plan would eliminate the duplication between
high schools and colleges, and reduce the time limit of preparatory
education. It .would offer university methods earlieran immense
pedagogical gain. It would have another advantage. The Ph. D.
candidate now proceeds, always under careful guidance, through four
years of high school, four years of college, and three or four years of
graduate work. Any one whose originality and efficient power.sur-
vive the test is 'indeed a proven man and worthy of responsibility.
For the coller teacher an earlier university course and subsequent
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independlmt study, original production, and long probation would
be more than a substitute for this work of supererogation now offered.

In view of such considerations the committee referred to have
agreed provisionally to a time scheme as follows:

Elementary education 6 to 12
Secondary education (2 divisions: 4 years and 2 years) 12 to 18
College' 18 to 20 or 16 to 20
University (graduate school and professional schools) 20 to 24

The tools of education can be acquired at the ago of 12, and there
are reasons why high-school methods should begin at about that age,
when so many pupils leave the elementary schools. The division of
the secondary period into four years and two years lends itself to the
plan for industrial education, as will be seen later. Moreover. smaller
high schools can end at 16; larger high schools at 18 or 20. Small col-
leges can take pupils from 16 to 20, thus maintaining a four-year
course. Tho universities can retain two years; namely, from 18 to 20-.

Let us see what are the essential consequences of this time scheme
in terms of pedagogy. Many processes of mental training are easier
in the earlier years. Beginning high-school methods at 12 will meet
the need of pupils who at that age are restless and are seeking larger
and more varied interests. Twenty is a better age to begin genuine
university work than later, when the mind is less elastic, energetic,
and adaptable. Elimination of useless material will stimulate the
interest of pupils and result, in harder and better effortthe time
would be filled with impohant work. , It lessens the period of work
that to the pupil appears void of purpose. It makes a better division
of time between receptive study and the larger motor activities.

Moreover, 'we must consider results, in view of the just claims of
our civilization to-day. Educational aims must be adapted to civic
needs. The history of education shows that it has always been closely
related to the dominant needs and ideals of the people at any given
period. There is no doubt about the public attitude to-day. The
schools will be compelled so to reorganize as to meet them in the most
'efficient way. The proposed time scheme makes a better economic
division between preparation for life and active life. It enables men
to become established in life earlier and to give more of their best
years to social service. It will keep a larger number in school
through the elementary and preparatory period. It will eliminate
waste and foolishness, and thus make more serious and efficient citi-
zens. By introducing earlier the methods that produce power, d
by selection of the fittest, the proposed reorganization of coil
University will enhance the intellectual strength of the-nation.

It is not intended to make the preparatiori of teachers a 'distinct
part of this subject, but it pan not be wholly omitted. For secondary
teaching, scientific knowledge and power are the first requisites. Here
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,

a little learning-is a dangerous thing. Sound scholarship, such as only
the best college and university courses can furnish, alone will remedy
the weakness which foreign critics believe they discover. High
schools and colleges agree that study of eduction must be part of the
teacher's preptiration.. College departments of education have here
a great field. They eanlring the- student's mind in contact with the
masters of edue*tional *ought; they can use the pedagogy found in
great literature the best source of the wisdom and inspiration of
teaching; they can encourage independence and originality in the
acquisition and use of principles; they can conduct their work on the
plane of liberal culture, and in an atmosphere of scholarship and
research.

INDUSTRIALISM AND HUMANISM.

The' problem of reorganization includes very distinctly- vocational
education, and only a beginning of the solution.has been made in this
country. The excellent report of the council committee last year
(1910) makes unnecessary more than a summary of The situation and
sonic suggestions on the questions involved. The material interests
of du; country must be promoted by the extension of commercial,
industrial, technical, and trade instruction. The rights of the indi-
vidual and the welfare of society require wastical training leading
toward useful occupations for a large class of youth whose period of
education is limited. There are two views of the means of accom-
plishment. A large nuttier would provide separate schools. The
more conservative would telt& all such work to the regular schools,
select the industries emphasized in each locality, and make the train-
ing for them merely preparatory. This special work would be elec-
tive, and occupy about one-fourth of the school time. Preparatory
industrial courses are placed at the ago of 12 to 16; trade courses as
such, leading to apprenticeships, at 16 to 18. It will be seen that
the time scheme Previously discussed, making the high-school period
12 to 18, with two divisions, four years and two years, readily adapts
itself to these needs. Of course in large cities there are special prob-
lems calling for earlier technical preparation for various industries.

I believe that most progressive men, who represent high schools and
colleges, in a general way take the affirmative of this question.
They also stand for the professional and technical side of the uni-

. verSities. Many university colleges are "vocationalizing" the last
two years, allowing or requiring students to choose studies leading
to engineering, medicine, law, teaching, business, or at least to select
a particular line of culture..

But men who take a broad view can not go the entire way withthe radicals. To bwin industrial training before the foundation, of
education is laid, to two. the principles of science only as growing
out of industrial needs or the applications of science without science,
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to yield children to the merciless demands and economies of trade,
to provide vast and expensive special equipment of _every kind, when
the great problem is to connect all vocational training with existing
plants and actual industries, to ignore all culture -and deny the pos-
sibility or value of general educationthese are at least objectionable
propositions. The true aim is to maintain a balance between the
material and the spiritual side of our civilization and between skill
and foundation principles. If there is a demand for the practical,
there is also an insistent claim for the humanistic side and for pro-
found scientific knowledge.

There are two kinds of philosophy that largely dominate the life
of Americathat of Bacon and that of Rousseau. We recognize
the me rvelous stimulation to human thought and material civiliza-
tion of Bacon's influence and the beneficent humanitarian influence of
Rousseau. But the misuse of the one fosters the evils of the day-
worship of power, success at any Cost, materialism; from The other
springs the doctrine of the individual temperament with all its evils
of pursuit of inclination, unwise election, easy methods, cheap amuse-
ments, and anarchy of soul. These two influences rule too much our
schools and enter too much into our national life. Any reorganization
of education will fail unless it is pervaded by sound pedagogy and a
healthy philosophy.

I believe we must adapt to present needs the essential principles of
humanism. There is not time, nor is it necessary, to go irto the
history of humanism, point out its virtues and faults, or make a
careful definition of it. We may assume what it should mean to-day.
It believes in the value of organized and transmitted knowledge, in
discipline from studies, in selection of best. It accepts and uses
the best in tradition, and works on thePan of 'keeping civilization
alive. It believes in pure ideals, in standards of excellence and char-
acter. It appreciates the importance of the higher viewpoint that
shows things in their right proportion, extent of vision, the self-
possession that is not swayed by mob sentiment or led astray by long
discaraed false doctrines. It advocates a culture that has a moral
backbone. It places character above success, and wisdom above
knowledge. Since humanism is interest in the lives and thoughts
of men as revealed in language,,literature, and history, it may include
all the implications of his-nature. Hence it stands for an idealism
that makes of the universe a living thing, sees in it a universal will,
holds as supreme some form of reverence, and a mighty faith in the

mative side of things. Withal it stands for real progress, wise
athy,.and a democracy that gives a just opportunity for nobility

of intellect and character.
There never was so great a need of an intelligent view of the place

of humanism in education. Leaders of educational thought have
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hero their greatest work-- nothing short of giving teachers and the
public a sound philosophy of life, a true estimate of real culture, and
the ways and means of making humanistic studies effective in edu-cation. For this high service of the teacher are needed, first, a strong
personality, a cheerful outlook, an idealistic view, a power of appre-ciation; second, a knowledge of the means of education for power, ofvital moral training? of imparting inspiration by the deeds and
thoughts of men. This view is not an argument for classics, only forthe principles of humanistic study; it does not neglect science orindustry; it endeavors to maintain a proper balance in education.
The people demand that the spiritual side shall find a place in ourschools and in our national life, and any scheme of reorganizationmust reckon with the fact.

I know the ethical significance of science and of industry; theygive society a kind of material moral backbone. But many mechan-
ical occupations require morals more than skill. As machinery moreand more does the work of the world, the demand for responsibilitywill increase the sense of duty that prevents waste and loss and acci-
dents. The lack of efficiency in most industries and professions,
when it is not a lack in foundation education, is largely moral.
Humanism regards not the work only, but man's attitude toward it.The business world will make a fearful economic mistake if it insists
on making of youth machines instead of men.

SOME OPINIONS ON THE COLLEGE PROBLEM.

A copy of the preceding paper was sent to the presidents of Ameri-can Universities, asking a reply especially upon the main question of
ending the period of general education at about 20. The followingextracts from replies are valuable contributions to the subject:

President Nicholas. Murray Butler.In my judgment the collegecourse can, and should; be completed when the normal student is 20years of age. The reason that it is not now completed at that pointis, in my judgment,. due to poor organization of elementary -andsecondary education, to wasteful methods of teaching, and to lack ofcooperation betweett home and school.
President Benjamin I. Wheeler.I think it is in the highest degree

desirable that what we call secondary education should reach down'end take the two upper grades of the elementary schools. There aretwo reasons for this: First, these two upper years, having been
occupied in the first place by merely formal expansion, are filled nowwith sawdust; secondly, 14 is too late to begin the acquiring of thefirst foreign language. There should be added also, I think, the.con-
sideration that ind,ustrial training should begin not later than 12.Students should enter college at about16, They must not be allowed,
however, to launch out into the muddy sea of free election. -The.
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first two years must have a suitable organized curriculum; the break
should come at the age of IS; between sophomore and junior year.I am persuaded that the long-drawn-out series of years which we have
put into our career for the Ph. 1). is a mistake. After a man passes
the age of IS he ought to hurry fast toward his goal; prior to that he
Ought to go slow. This is whey the barrier ought to be at the end of
the sophomore year; the barrier must be there to prevent the flood
of free election from washing away all the landmarks of requirement.

President Charles R. Van Ilise.So far as my experience goes jt is
in accord with the division of years proposed for the different lines
of work in your article which .you send me. . The only qualification
which I would make is that this is a scheme for persons who have
Sufficient ability to take advantage of college or university work, raid
with the understanding that they remain continuously in. school.

President A. Ross believe it to be entirely feasible to save
two years in the course of our cultural or general education in Ili*
country, and thus to make it possible to establish real universities.
You will be interested to know, if you have not already noted it, that
with the opening of the university this fall we require the first two
years of 66 arts and science course for admission to any professional
or technical school. This is the natural sequence to a step taken
here about five years ago in requiring general training for freshmen
and sophomores, specialization of juniors and seniors i the college ofarts and science. It will not be long, I believe, until we will be
viewing the first two years of work as a virtual preparatory depart-
ment. We have gotten a few large high schools in'the State to add
a fifth year, and we shall soon have them maintaining two years ofwhat they will regard as a sort of graduate work in the high school.This situation, however, does not in itself bring about the economyof time aimed at by you. That reorganization must come chiefly,I believe, in the elementary school, which the pupil should leave atabont.1 2 years of age.

President Charles 0. Mercia.In the mutter of reorganization withreference to the time element, it seems to me that, if you do not speak
the last word, you at least speak words that can lead logically only tothe last word upon this subject. We.Americans have been so afraidof not being thought original that we have sometimes suffered lossby our unwillingness to copy. It is too bad we have not profited
more than we have by our knowledge of the organization of-the
German primary and secondary schools and universities: When
you apply this discussion of the time element to industrialism, I alsoquite agree with you as to the general principle. However, I do notadmit that because a subject has a vocational trend. its study losesall cultural value and also entirely fails to contribute to mentalgrowth. I am, however, willing to admit that as vocational subjects
are usually taught they add only to our stock of tools. If we were
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better prepared to teach these subjects properly, we might not need
to make this differentiation. However, as I said, it seems to be
pretty clear that up to a certain point of growth, the age of 20 or
thereabout, those subjects should be pursued which contribute most
largely to mental growth and which introduce one best to the world
of human interests. On the other hand, I do not believe that it is
going to be possible to ignore the tremendous demand for so-called
secondary technical instruction. I believe that an immediate prob-

. lem will be how to answer this demand and still save your general
scheme.

President Arthur H. am in hearty accord with your gen-
eral statement. I believe.that men should finish the ordinary college
.course by the time they are 20 years of age and be preparedscither
for business, some other occupation, or for gradtiate work. One
saving of tune might be made in the college course, where there is
great loss from dissipation of time and energy by the ordinary college
student. It. would not be at all difficult to shorten the time spent in
'a good high school and good college by a strong student. It. appears
to me that we ought to be adjusting our work rather to the ambitious
student than to the unambitious or intidiocre student.

President David Starr Jordan. 1 quite agree with the main features.
President A. Lawrence Lovell. I agree with you entirely that the

pace is too slow in our education and the age is too old. As a friend
of mine remarked, I think the trouble begins in the nursery. It is
the habit now to begin several years too late, and frequently children
are sent to kindergarten at an age when they ought to have finished
that and begun the primary. These years are never made up. On
the other hand, I do not wholly agree with what you say about the
college. I believe that lour years in college, for those who can afford
the time and use it properly, is perhaps the most valuable part of
education, and on the other hand I think that the atmosphere of the
high school is not the best to develop full-grown faculties. I shoiild
like to see boys leave the high school at 17 and college at 21.

President Arthltr T. Hadley.Why must we make definite choice
between the English and the German systems? The English system
prepares for public service, and does it well. The German

canprepares for professional efficiency, and does this well. Why can net
we prepare for both ? It seems to me that it is far more important
that we should continue to do the things that we do, however impel.-

ifectly, in preparation both for pUblic and Tor private service, than to
attempt to have everybody alike. My general judgment of the plan,
therefore, would be that if We had to standardize in any form, your
plan probably represents the direction in which we could go with-the
leaSt hem, but I am not convinced of the Wisdom of attempting
to make everybody all in this matter just yet.



APPENDIX.

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON NEED OF INVESTIGATION --OF
THE CULTURE ELEMENT AND ECONOMY OF TIME IN
ED 'CATION.

JAMES H. BAKER.

(A) INTRODUCTION.

In 1903 at. the Boston meeting of the National Education Association a committee
was appointed in the Council of Education to report upon the desirability of an inves-
tigation of "The Culture Element and Economy of Time in Education." This com-
mittee, as a committee, has never reported, beyond suggesting two or three topics for
investigation. The subject was revived at the 1907 meeting of the council, and the
writer was asked by the president to make a preliminary report upon it. It is to be
remembered that this is not even a preliminary report. of an investigation, but a pre-
liminary report upon its desirability- an examination of the field to see if treasure
is contained within its limits.

to
I am aware of the limitations to the value of the questionnaire as well as of its

proper uses, and it has its uses. When such an investigation as this is proposed thefirst step is to seek experiences, facts, opinions, and tendencies, as concerns the sub-
ject, and I believe unustially.rich returns have been secured in this instance.

I sent out several hundred copies of a circular inquiry to men carefully selected
among the following: Presidents of universities; professors of education; superintend-
ents of schools and principals of high schools; sociologists and business men. Eighty
replies were returned. The number of replies from each group is in the order of the
groups named, few being received from sociologists and business men, although a
second special inquiry was sent them.

The questions, a summary of the opinions, chutsified extracts, references to articles,
experiments, and investigations, and a valuable additional bibliography, furnished
for this report by the National Bureau of Education, are submitted. The questions
were made as searching as possible for the general view to be obtained. The replies
as a whole show exceptional knowledge, conscientiousness, and intereston the part
of the writers, and very little perfunctory work or mere disposition to find fault
appearing.

I think I may here present a general impression of the whole, befoie calling atten-
tion to the questions and summaries.

The first impression is that there is reakand widespread diseatisfaction with the
results of education, especially as related to the timeexpended; that there is a grow-
ing consciousness of the need of adjustment to new ideals; that there is a demand
for reinvestigation and reorganization. The people are ready for the leadership of
any representative body that will attempt to reduce to some degree of order educa-
tional theories, methods, and standards. It is a surprise to me to learn that two-thirds
of the correspondents believe the period of formal education 'should be shortened
and thst.very many would place the age-limit at 24 or earlier. All ask for a shorter'
lixidt, or better results for the time, or both. They recognize that since the early;-

.te
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New England college, education has added eight years, the high school has taken
the place of the college, four years have been set apart for the higher degrees; that
the college to-day occupies an anomalous position, without a well-defined function;
that each unit of the system is yearly.increating its demands; that quantity is the .ideal rather than quality. There is a disposition to calla halt along all the line andhave an inspection. There is also a strong sentiment that culture must be redefined,
that it covers much of the field which formerly was regarded as exclusively practical.
The waste of time in elementary education, the need of reforms in secondary educa-
tion, the need of definition of the college and of its relation to the professional school
are emphasized with substantial reasons assigned. I was doubtful about the value
of the question relating educational aims to social needs, but much wisdom is shown
in the replies and a majority claim that real culture will not suffer if we pay reasonable
attention to efficiency and economy of time. The last question asking for summary
views upon the whole problem of the organizationof education in this country brings
out many valuable suggestions.

Them is nearly unanimity of opinion that much time is wasted in elementary
education, and a large majority claim that the time should be shortened. That there
are too many odds and ends, topics and subjects, is a common criticism, the teaching
and the lack of knowledge of ends aimed at having their share. Time can be savedby making a distinction between first-rate and tenth-rate facts; not trying to teach
everything that. is good; limiting the work to the tools of education; teaching content
studies differently.from the method in formal subjects; keeping educational aims in
view. Upon the whole, the judgment regarding vocation studies in the elementary
schools is conservative and good. A striking suggestion is to provide studies whichtake the place of the work children formerly did with their parents in the home,
on the farm, or in the shop.

A majority favor a change of the high-school period, the preference being for 12 to
18. Some advocate two divisions only for the dominantly cultural education, since
a distinction between the aims of the high school and of the liberal college does not
exist. Important reforms in the high school are freely proposed by nearly all.
AmongSt these are simplifying the courses, efficiency in character-making, directing
the work toward well-defined ends, improving the leaching. I believe that, as noted
under elementary education, sumo subjects should be presented in a way to invite
and inspire, and not for formal discipline, and that they should require little prepara-tion. Sc' greater mistake has been made in recent years than using the same rigid
method ter all studies. This practice is based on an exploded doctrine that attained
great dignity a few years ago. Many people thank their stars that they did not get
their literature and history in the modern elementary and secondary school. Voca-tional needs are generally reeognized, and various schemes are offered for providing
practiral courses. A typical scheme is grouped electives leading in practical direc-
tions, alai offered in connection with the regular high school.

The length of the college course is put by the most at four years, but this is done
by those who believe college entrance should be much earlier, and by those whO
would begin university work with the junior year, as well alisig those who would
preserve the college intact. Evidently they would first make a rOdjustment of the
college and the professional school in accord with. present tendenfIes, and leave for alater solution the less important problem'of requirements for thp A. B. degree. And
here is the most significant fact of the whole report: One-hairof the correspondents
would have university work begin at the junior year work that gives scientific
powerwith groups leading to the various professional degrees or the Ph. D. degree,
the last two years counting toward those degrees; and would complete the profes-
sional work or Ph. D. workin two years more, or lax years afjer college entrance. One
great university has already advertised substantially such a plan. In the inde-
pendent reconirndations for reorganizing the college are some interesting plans;

-t
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this voices the .sentiment of many: "I would thoroughly reconstruct the American
college from top to bottom, for it retainsits name, having lost its character." They
do not shrink from specifying the kinds of reform. One would adapt the college to
the years 16, 17, 18, and 19. A few point out what business men really appreciate in
the college graduate: The subjects of study, activities, moral and physico-moral
qualities, practical traits, and show wherein the college as now organized fails to meet
the demand.

The logical order Of this inquiry may not appear at a glance; the time element is
related to the culture element, and the culture element in turn is related to the needs
and ideals of society to-day. At/different times many educators have expressed to
me the belief that relating the *fury as above is a hopeless and profitless under-
taking. .However, I am unable to see how a thorough investigation of American
education could fail to connect aims with needs. The, history Of education can be
understood only in connection with the history of civilization, the conditions, needs
and. dominant thought of different eras. We can not understand our problem unless
we study our educational aims as related to our civic needs- -the time, means, and
methodsin view.of results. Germany has had the wisdom to do this, and aims its
instruction toward service to state and society. I wonder whether 'We shall not yet
reexamine Persian, Spartan, and Roman, as well as Atheniadeducation, and learn
many things to our advantage. I wish to add here that, to the end proposed above,
educators mast throw light on their problem from public opinion when formulated
and expressed by intelligent representatives. What are the needs of society to-day?
If one may believe the "crowd of wiinesses," they are, in plain terms, efficiency, real
culture, and responsible character-- nothing new, but peculiarly our needs at the present
time, and the schools are not giving the peeple satisfactory .results. These three
demands of real life suggest the weakness of our educatio'n and the ideals to be 'empha-
sized. Nothing is changing so radically as the definition of culture, and this is shown
iu the replies toile fifth topic on the relation of the subject to the demands of busif"..
new and society and the ideals of our civilization. All agree that smattering, how-
ever extended, is not culture, and that one may possibly cover the eight. years of
high school and college and not get an atom of culture. Culture, in my mind, is the
hisight and inspiration from knowledge; it is closely related to efficiency and-char-
acter. People' are demanding that young men be made ready for life, and that they
be trained in a character that will stand modern tests, and that they shall gain real
culture and not the mere show of it. I refer to the extended "Extracts" (p. 63) upon
this subject as well worth reading.

The topic asking for summary views on the organization of education in the United
States gives much freedom and scope, and the answers are suggestive in many direc-
tions. The replies may be summed up under the heads: Modifications of the school

. system; organization of the system; vocation element in education; preparation of
teachers; educational aims; means of educational progren, etc. Some belie% e ors
are now nearly ready for the German plan. The need of eliminating comparatively
valueless material throughout blemphasized. Great stress is placed upon organiza-
tion, National and State, and the need of some central power or representative body
that shall unify and standardize and shall make use of discovery and the various
means of progress. There is a general recognition orthe need of practical studies
throughout the school system, "branching off at different. points from the central line
of general culture." I have never seen more strongly emphasized the demand for
forceful, *tee, inspiring teaching, and this lit not the only recent powerful expression
of the same idea. The connection between means and the ends to be reached are
duly discussed. The faults of election, the superficial quality of our education, th
need of solidarity in our system, an interesting paragraph from Prof. Jamesop " Motor
education," the importance of recording school experiences and providing means of
interpretation in a central bureau are found in the list.
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We are slow to adopt new ideas, and the views hero represented will not be welcome
to all teachers and professors. But I see nothing in all the tendencies noted which
will not strengthen education and dignify the position and work of the teacher and
the professor. In a scheme of readjustment most college departments in universities

A.-. I which now in spirit and in method are largely high- school departments) would become
of university grade. Moreover, the scheme would include the ways and moans to
develop productive scholarship in this country. I recommend strongly a careful
reading of the "Extracts," including the- "Questions and Summaries." for they are
a compilation of up-to-date material of rich value upon the greatest present problems
of education.

It must be understood that this is not a report; this is not the stage for it, and I
have not presented many of my own views. Ihave given a summary of the returns
to an inquiry. I am convinced that the coedition's warrant an investigation, and
under auspices of this body. The' work should 'elate the time element to culture and
culture to social needs. Vocational training should be a part of the investigation, and
,also the question of organization of the educational system; indeed thew are now a
necessary part of the original subject. As to the things to be investigated, there is
enough wisdom in the views already compiled; as to the methods of investigation, a
properly selected committee will find its own ways. If this work is to he pursued by
this council, a committee should be appointed ably representing elementary educa-
tion, the secondary, the collegiate and university, the field of social'science and of
the seionce of education. Such a committee should enter upon a thorough investi-
gation along the lines already marked out, cooperate with other national organizations
that max be pursuing similar inquiries, formulate results, and unite in a final report
with practical recommendations. This report is so much material for the work of
such e committee.

(B) QUESTIONS, SUMMARIES, EXTRACTS.'

QUESTIONS:

1 (a) At Oat age shtnild formal general and special education end, as normally marked
out for attaining a professional degree or the Ph.D. degree?

(6) If the entire period of general and special education should be shortened, v hereshould
time be saved?

SUMMARY:

I (a) Two-thirds would shorten the period oformal general'and special education,
and nearly half of all the replies mane the age limit as 24 years or earlier.

1 tb) If the time is to be shortened, the order of preference ism; follows: "All along;"
in the elementary school and the high school; in the elementaryschool and the college;
in the elementary school: in the college; in the high school and the college; in the
college and the professional school. Mile than half of these preferences include the
elementary period, and more than half include the college.

EXTRACTS:

1 (a).
" It is rather difficult to name an age. 1 should think that all the Nyork of the ele-

mentary, secondary, general collegiate work, and. the work for the Ph.D. and pro-
fessional degrees should end when the/ normal pupil who has had lid interruption is 20
years old. An intelligent scheme of this kind would result, I sincerely believe, in amuch higher average of intelligence for the sum.itotal of humanity. It would nctt
interfere with toe geniuses going on and no doubt would result in the discovery ofmany More able and valuable men and women."

aos Extracts, Condmad and Rearranged, p. 86.
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"My figures require a shortening of the time, inasmuch as the medium age of grad-
uation from American colleges is at present 22 years and 10 months, and the require-
ment in adyancEPof it is three or four years. In my opinion this much time should be
saved by rapid, promotions throughout the elementary school system, by flexibility
in the high-school course, and by similar flexibility within our present college course.
If these measures should not suffice, it would seem better to me to sacrifice the length
of the college course rather than that of the professional course.'"

"The great objection to our present condition is net so much that too much time is
spent in studying for a profession or for life in general, but rather that the purel prep-
aration stage is too long extended. With this objection I agree, and I think t the
ultimate solution will involve, in the later stages of education, a combination of prac-
tical work, producing income, and along the lines of the professibn studied, with
systematic study leading to the professional degree. The period would in conse-
quence not 90 much he shortened as modified."

"I think that education given by actual contact with the world should begin some-
what earlier than now, assuming-that it does generally begin now about the twenty-
fifth anniversary of the birthday. "

.

"Less and less will the prospective lawyer study biology and the prospective
physician constitutional history. The engineer will not study Latin, nor will the
prospective teacher of modern "anguages study physics and chemistry. Two things
we know to he true: Any of the traditional subjects of general education may he Made
a highly selective agency in determining abi for the professions: and, in profes-
sional pek/xiratien, the demand is steadily i ing. By means of alternative

for

high-school work should begin a general preparation kir the professions."
"Dawdling and dissipation of thought must be avoided. If concentration and

_thoroughness are maintained, the time element is relative to circumstances of students,
with the general principle that the more complete the foundation the better."

"Th& complete course of preparation contemplates the students who are preparing
for the meet complex and responsible positions in life. I think the ripening of a
student's powers and his maturing are as important for such a career as the definite

''' facts that he gathers in the course, or even the definite training that is mapped out
for him."

"I am quite skeptical of the value of the Ph. I). degree to men under 30."
. ,

1 (b).

"It would be well to have students enter college at about 16; to complete four years
of carefully graded work niftier good instructors and in small groups, and then at 20,
or the end of our present sophomore year, go on to the university, which should treat
subjects from a. technical, professional, and research basis, requiring the two years now
called freshman and sophomore for,entrance. It is a pity that A. B. has been advanced
two years in quantity since 1880, rather than in quality."

. "If the first two years of the American crillege undergraduate course were recognized
as a continuation of the student's secondary education, and these two years were com-
bined with the high-school course as a general culture preparation for life and for later
professional study, our young men could dispense with the upper half of to under-
graduate course and pass atonce to their professional training.

"I believe that time should be saved throughout by lesiikttention to details, length-
ening a little perhaps by more attention to generalizations."

"The strong student should be permitted to shorten the time. Time should not
be the chief elnment of consideration. Quantity and quality of work ikbould deter-
mine the question of degrees."

"I should say that, if a degree, especially. the baccalaureate degree, represents
ability and attainment, and not merely time spent, then time could be saved in tine
college by the strong, able, and ambitious."

"The high school suffers directly by the hyperconsciob. s effort to prepare for some
studies above. I believe we would get better college preparation if tho'high schools
were utterly to forget it."

"I question first the advisability of endeavoring to shorten the entire period of
general and special education. Our civilisation is becoming more and more complex."
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Le'QUERTIONS:

2 (a) Is there important waste of time in elementary education?
(b) Should the period of elementary education be shortened? Where and how?
(c) What provision should be made in this period for "vocation" schools or studies?How?
(d) Please refer to experiments in this country or elsewhere to shorten the period of

elementary education; to articles, papers, etc., bearing upon the subject, or
organizations that are investigating any phase of it.

SUMMARY:

2 (a) Five-sixths say time is wasted.
2 (b) Two-thirds think time should be shortened.
2 (c) Less than one-third favor vocation studies in the grades:

EXTRACTS:

2 (a).

"There is a deplorable scattering of pupil-resources, where concentration ought tobe the constant aim. It is easily perceivable now why private tutoring (high grade)furnishes the best opportunity which comes to childrenall the 'red tape' is shorn off.StIorten it by at least a year without hesitationat the end next the high schoolandby conserving energies now hopelessly expended upon nonessentials."
'' I think so, expecially in routine practice in some studies and in diversions fromstudy, odds and ends, 'fads and frills generally."
"Yes, in covering unimportant and unpractical topics. The enrichment of ourcourses of study is a good thing, b t it must be accompanied by a correspoad ing elim-jnation of topics (not subjects)

iich are more or less unimportant, in order to insureefficiency."

"There is an important and lamentable waste of time, in elementary education, asin all other stages of education, in this country at the present time. Among the causesare: Poor teaching, poor textbooks, needless multiplication of the subjects taught,lack of continuity in its grades, such that new personalities and new methods, as thepupils advance, result in undoing what has already been done and producing confusionrather than progress. The only remedy is the improvement of the personality of theteaching body; and a spirit of enlightened harmony regarding the ideals at whicheducation aims."
"Waste in the elementary school, on account of the lack of great, strong, enthu- .siastic, educated teachers."
"I believe there is; in the form of unmotivated and ineffective reading, writing,arithmetic, and geography."
" One bf the greatest sources of waste in the grades is due to lack of medicalinspectionof school children."

I am inclined to think the technical schools can be justified when they say they getas good results its traditional schools in conventional subjects, besides their technical*work and because of it. I suspect present results could be had in half the time nowtaken."

"The present-day enrichment of the curriculum has introduced much that isnecessary and important, and in order to cover, with the drill and reviews absolutelyessential, all thT3 ground now necessary, even more time than is now occupied could beused to advantage.

2 (b).
4

"It should We six years instead of eight. It sedms to me more could hirdone than isnow done the first sue years of school life. This could be secured by a more carefulpruning of the elementary program of studies, a saner correlation, etc. "
"The 'period of elementary education should be shortened by introducing the sec-ondary school work in the higher grades. "
"By Some plan similar to that of Cambridge the so-called double-track scheme;or by septum the brighter pupils and ambitious boys who are destined to a pro-. fp
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feadon and placing them in separate grammar schools at age of 9 or 10, where concen-
tration and continuous progress are possible; also by a closer articulation of high school
and grammar school "

"Yes. In accordance with the individual. By a more scientific adjustment, as
the fruits of child study, of the studies to the development of the individual. Em-
phatically far less time set out for formal reviews. By sticking to the elements of the
subject. By application to the doctrine of apperception. By following social and
concrete interests. "

"Yes. By-fitting the course of study to the individual. A large number of chil-
dren can easily complete the grade work in six or seven years. others need nine orten."

"'Grades 1 to 6 might be shortened: (1) Prune and vitalize subject matter; ( 2)
reduce size of classes; (3) improve teacher both 'methodically' and inspirationally;
(4) reduce lay control of the schoolmake teachers and principals more independent "

"By a course of study implying a more vitalizing content and a more varied and
expensive procedure. The present plan of procedure and mere textbook instruction,
inside four walls, is the easiest and cheapest poesible, but not the best obtainable.
Cast out much worthless rubbish; make the clear distinction, all the way through,
between first-rate facts and principles and tenth-ratea distinction which is not
always known or made by the teachers now employed generally. "

"By more elastic classification, more attention to the individual, and teaching that
is more direct and positive. "

"By some omissions, but chiefly by better teaching and by getting children to see
the relations of what they are doing to ends that they desire to reach. "

"Yes. By not trying to teach everything that is good. Select the best and du the
work thoroughly; also use industrial or manual training to vitalize academic instruc-
tion. "

"Tillie could be saved on geography and arithmetic and reading. "
"Yes. By omission of parts of arithmetic, grammar, and physiology, by better cor-

relations and by better teaching. The drill work could be shortened if it were
more could be accomplished in the content dies if thebetter conducted. Much mo

teachers did not teach them with the method suitable to the formal sub] .ts:"
"Geography can be cut in the middle, arithmetic can be largely curtailed, and many

other studies can be treated in like manner. One of the-things in school that we mis-
take is to take the natural development of the child for the work of the schools."

"Yes. Very much less work should be done in arithmetic. The shortening pro-
cess would be aided by the adoption of the metric system. But even without this
adoption, we are at present spending a third more time than is necessary. Time could
be saved, also, by dropping much of our technical English grammar and putting In a
foreign language. There is also great waste in teaching geography, and the military
and political details in history. In general, our courses of study need to be remodeled
in the interest of better pedagogy. "

"The boy and the girl could spend, time outside the ordinaryschool and learnmany
useful things and then accomplish as much in thl common branches of learning
taught in the primary schools as by going to school all the time."

"It seems to me that the period of elementary education should be confined to the
mastery of the tools of educationthat is, during this period the emphasis should be
placed upon this phase of the work. For pupils who do not wish to prepare for high-
school work, certain kinds of manual work could be advantageously offered during
the seventh and eighth years in place of technical grammar and some parts of arith-
metic. Those who plan to enter the high school could advantageously begin the study
of foreign language, elementary algebra, constructive geometry and elementary science
so that they could finish the work of the high-school course one or two years earlier
than is customary under existing conditions. i!

"I think two years might be given to the high school if the high school Could be
depended upon to cease being preparatory and begin to be liberal at the very begin-
ning of these added years, using departmental methods and meeting the appetite for
information while it let up' for the present on the elementary school effort at training.
Then the high school might well enrich its curriculum, putting lees pressure on
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thoroughness (by which it means a protracted term of years on a subject). Then acertain type of election of studies, in which parents might be enlisted to help discovertastes and interests, would be more in place here than even in the college.'

"I do not think itwill be wise to attempt to shorten this period, but the work shouldbe enriched, the school day should be shorter, and the children should be given anopportunity to put into practical application in the home and elsewhere the lessonlearned in the school."
The period of elementary education should not-be shortened, but should be differ-entiated, so that provision could be offered to those manifestly going to high schooland college, as well as to those terminating their school careen at 14."

"Since the thoroughness attained ought to increase, as the complexity-and variety ofsubjects 'dabbled in' are diminished, if by 'elemrntary education' be meant all thatprecedes the high school, I do not see how the time can be shortened. But at the sametime there might be much more of education with much less of cramming."
"I could refer you to places where there is a positive public demand for length-ening it."

"Instead of dividirig the period of elementary education into 8 (or 16) annual (orsemiannual) classes, with a separate teacher for each step, it would be more rational tohave three divisions: (I) Play school, for children from 5 or 6 to 7 or 8 years of age (2)primary transition, for children from 7 or 8 to about 9; (3) elementary school proper, forchildren from 9 or 10 to about 13. (The same teacher should have charge of a group ofchildren throughout the whole of one of these divisions.) These three classes shouldi be followed up by a (4) secondary transition class of a year, introductoryto the high-school work proper, during which, for one or two periods a day, the less well-preparedpupils could review such fundamentals as constructive English and arithmetic. Thelenols of time in the primary transition class should vary with the physical and mentaldevelopment of the child, and this variation, especially, will give elasticity to thelength of the school course, which probably should not average more than seven yearsup to the secondary transition year. There sho\ild fbr the individual pupil be elas-ticity as to the time spent in any class. No pupil should remain in the elementaryschool after

2 (c).

"Throughout the elementary school proper there should be systematic manualtraining, and therj should be provision (ofjrom one-sixth to one-fourth of the time thechild is capable of devoting each week to education work) for the pursuit of someelective interest additional to those prescribed for all pupils. This might be the studyof music (piano, violin, or some other instrument) or might be devoted to the acquisi-tion of some gainful trade, although I shquld deprecate this undeir normal conditions.This time might be spent out of the public school or might in some cases be made a partof a rich school's work."

"There should be some form of vocation schools or studies which take the place ofthe work children formerly did with their parents in the home, on the farm, or in theshop. As much as possible there should be a return to this old-time horde cooperation."
"1 believe that practically all the subjects of the elementary school should have agreater emphasis upon practical aspects.

"Public education has not covered its legitimate field until it includes provision forspecial instruction along vocational
"This is one of the most difficult questions for the modern educator to meet. I seeno better way than to keep an eight-yearelementary course for this purpoee, putting inmanual training, elements of commercial practice, ett. To prei-ent clam dentthe first three, perhaps four years, of this course shetuld be identical with the six-yearelementary course."

"Provision should be made for those boys and girls who upon reaching the compul-sory age limit wish to take up preparatory work for some trade. Vocational schoolsshould be provided for such boys and girls. Of course the best results would followfrom a close alliance between the shop and the school. Until such alliance ill broughtabout, the vocational school cen never attain a high degree of success... If the shopfurnishes an opportunity for practical work, and the school gives the theoretical sidein a simple and directway, in such studies as arithmetic, reading, spelling, penmanship
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and especially free-hand and mechanical draiving, the course will be effective, not
only on the aide of discipline, but on the side of practical preparation for life work."

"There should be vocational training for defective and irregular pupils, who for
these and other causes are over age."

"The faults in the present system are due, as I see them, in quite a measure to our
reluctance to recognize any distinction in school children on any grounds whatsoever."

"After pupils have reached the age of 14, special industrial continuation or improve-
ment schools should be provided for those who do not care to continue in the old line
academic work. These schoOle should offer the following courses: (1) Four-year trade
course; (2) two-year course, preparatory to the trades; (3) part-time course, afternoon
or evening, preferably afternoon, for those who must become wage earner at 14."

"There is much to be said for the idea of the vocation school, but it is at #1,esent in
public education a thing that can not come. We must first convert our legislatures and
our boards of education, and next our teachers. Within one year, I have visited the
schools in 23 different large cities, and I confess complete disheartenment in respect to
further development in many of them. We need to do in fact what we are supposed, to
be doing. Or rather, we need moderate reform in uniform standard work before we
undertake vocational school i ng."

"All should be discouraged against learning the trades at this time."
"We can and should improve our curricula by including more vocational work, but

this must be done through persons and not merely on paper. Moreover, the voca-
tional director must be not only carpenter or cook or plumber or dressmaker but also a
thorough teacher. There are almost no such persons at present alive in America."

"I have directly in mind the oral and confidential testimony of the teachers in--
schools, where the seven-grade system is in vogue. Their testimony is almost univer-
sal that their seven-grade system saves no time."

2 (d).

References are made to KansasCity, Birmingham, Nashville, Springfield, Worcester,
Cambridge, Batavia, Decatur, East Orange, N. J., Bethlehem, Pa., Wurttemberg,
Geimany, and several places in France; also to the Boston Latin School, the Baltimore
Preparatory School.

References on the whole subject are made as follows: Annual Reports, Columbia
University, 1902, p. 37; 1903, pp. 23, 29, 31; 1904, p. 17; 1905, p. 11; 1907; p. 20.
Columbia University Quarterly, Vol. V (1902-3), p. 133; Vol. VII (1904 -5), p. 267.

Other references are articles by the United States Commissioner of Education; and
in Educational Review; Education; Journal of Pedagogy; School Review; Yearbooks of
the National Society for the Scientific Study of Education; Report of Committee of As-
sociated Harvard Clubs, address R. G. Brown, 1006 Guaranty Building, Minneapolis,.
Minn.; Proceedings of the N. E. A. (1903), pp. 217-322; (1906),pp. 108-112; (1907), pp.
705-710; (1903), pp. 322 -327; (1904), pp. 194-202; paper by Principal Coy, Cincinnati,
meeting of Department of Sui5erintendents of N. E. A.; addressof Dr. A. S. Draper,
December 27, 1907, before Academic Principals' Association; address in Proceedings of
South Dakota Educational Association; "Can School Programs be Shortened and
Enriched," "An Average Massachusetts Grammar School," "Shortening and Enrich-
ing the Grammar-School Course," "The Grammar School of the Future, ' by Charles
W. Eliot in Educational Reform; Education, May, 1907, pp. 550-555; "Attempted Im-

vement in the f'ourse of Study" in Educational Aims and Educational Views, by
. Hamm "As Concerns Secondary Educatiort," in The Educational Situation, by

ohn Dewey "Experiment iA Brooklyn," address Charles S. Hartwell, 473 Madison
reet, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Q

.
STIONS:

3 (a) Should the high-school period be shortened or should it he extended in either
direction? .

b) Should it be six yetrrsfrom 1.! to 18, or 14 to ft)?
) Are important reforms needed in high-school education? What?

(d) Should provision be made in this period for "vocation" schools or studies?
. How?

(e) Please refer to important experiments in this country or elsewhere, and to articles ,
or papers bearing upon the subject, and investigations now being made.

-11#*
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SUMMARY:

3 (a) A majority favor a change.of the high - school period.
3 (I) A majority of these choose the period 12-18, a lees number 14-20, and a few

12-16.
3 (c) Nearly all think important reforms are needed.
3 (d) The replies are practically unanimous in favor of vocation schools or studies.

EXTRACTS:

3 (a).
The high-school period should reach to 18, and should actually be six years, forthere is no need in having separate schools for children from 12 to 14. for simply adifferentiation of the work of the last two grades of the elementary school, and a de-partmental system of teaching already quite common, will accomplish every end and

preserve somewhat the democratic character of the school."

3 (b).
" At 12 specialization should begin either for vocation or 'or college."
"My belief is that the threefold division of the cultural part of education, with ele-mentary, secondary, and higher, is due to accidental historical conditions and that onlytwo divisions of education that is dominantly cultural should exist--elementary andhigher. At present the distinction between the aims of the high school and liberalcollege does not exist; the high school is merely a poor collegethe 'people's' college.The high school might give a fairly complete liberal preparation for life, leaving theindividual at 20 ready to enter a professional course. -

3 (c).
"More 'training for character.' Less of the purely 'bookish elements.' Strongermen in high-school faculties. Better textbooks."

-
"Reforma in high-school education should be based on the realization of the factthat it is the period of inspiration and the formation of ideals. The teaching shouldbe such as to enable the pupils to arrive at a few great generalizations and to apply

them in the broadest way possible in the things of life." .

"We need more thoroughness, initiative, and moral emphasis. There is too muchimitation and too little reflection developed. From the grades on, the great effortshould he to teach thinking and self-reliance.
.

"Yes. The work should be made more functional, less textbook, and the workshould grow out of the lives of the pupils and back into their lives."
"Treat eveity child as a personality. Let nature cut her capers under proper guid-ance. It is a crime to demand that all children shall he alikewhich means like theweakest child find weakest teacher."
"Moro trainin for life, citizenship, vocation, and service. Some frijedom of electionshould he provi ed in the last two years and opportunities given in appropriate schoolsor departments r the student to take a classical, a general scientific, a commercial, adomestic-econo y, a manual-training, or a technical course. Continuation or nightschools should p vide special commercial and technical training, as well as the literarycourse, for those Hltysand girls who are compelled to drop out at the end of the grammarschool or earlier. iii Our system neglects this great clans of young people. We should

make as thorough provision for their needs as for those who are able to go to high schooland shevtd do everything to induce them to take these courses for six or even tenyears." .
."I think that the chief line of improvement in the high school is along the line ofbetter - trained teachers."

"I should find most fault with the quality of the teaching. In classics and mathe-matics, too formal, not real enough, not sufficiently concrete nor correlated with life.In sciences the same criticism, or the latter part of it would apply, and in both sciences
and modem languages the majority of teachers are lime as to pedagogical and subjectmatter preparation,. "

"There are several reforms, but these would all,follow if we had competent princi-pis and instructors. The courses themselves are too remote in interest and in value .from the world of reality. Perhaps the most important reform to come in our high
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sChools.will be to plan for half- timing by boys and girls who must earn part or all of
their own living.' e

"Yes. Too much time consumed in what we might call educational padding. Tie
subjects that specially prepare for citizenship, such as history, civil government, and
economics, shoulcLbe emphasized for the general purpose of giving a political education
and for the special purpose of holding young men in high schools until they finish their
work."

"Eliminate much of the mathematics, and emphasize a continuous course of litera-
ture. Have elementary ethics constantly urged. It is the sheerest nonsense to attempt
trigonometry in the high school. The principal should not teach an hour. Vigorous
devotion to the intensive study of the humanities, with such ether studies on the side
as may seem necessary to illumine the major subjects of thoughtthis should be the
constant endeavor of this high-school period."

"Simplified course of instruction. If a fitting school holding to the main subjects,
e. g., mathematics, English, history, and Latin; fewer sciences taught as types of the
scientific method , not necessary for a child to take all the sciences in the high school."

"A large amount of matter now covered in the course should be thrown out. Less
attempt should be made at encyclopedic knowledge and the idea of culture more
thoroughly emphasized."

"Concentration on a few valuable studies of central importance."
"Excessive multiplication of subjects, and the lack of thoroughness in a few."
"Yee. There should be far leas linguistic study and more culture of tastes and

character."

"I think so decidedly, in the direction of greatly increasing the informational out-
look of the pupil, instead of monopolizing his time with a few formal subjects used to
'train his mind.' "

"The course should be extended downward, more industrial work should be intro-
duced, better teachers should be employed, and more attention should be given to the
training of boys and girls, with the emphasis upon character elements."

"Better provision for college preparatory work aide by side with (d) vocational work
for those not headed for college, a closer and more comprehensive differentiation should
begin in the high school." .

"We need to recognize the diff4rieg cultural, vocational, and social ends of various
groups of high-school students, and to prepare for these. Some private investigations
are now being carried on in New York City regarding the feasi6ility of a two-year
high-school course, or courses, for children who will probably enter the labor market
just after 16."

"The high-school period should be used to realize these aimsI,' Vocationalpro-
feesions.buainess-commerce, managerial, mechanical industries; II, Social and politi-
cal; III, Cultural."

e.-

"Yes, much of the work done in our high schools to-day is pedagogically faulty. In
the first place, there is a haphazard sort of an elective system. In the second place, the
facts and topics taught in the various studies are not well selected and therefore are not
well organized. In the third place, many of our high-school teachers are indifferent as
to theimportance of adapting the subject matter to the pupils' interest, capacity, and
mental development. There is a tremendous waste going on in this way in our high
schools to-day. In the fourth plague, the college-entrance requirements impose an
unreasonable bidden upo'n the high schools. These requirements are too much under

ntrol of specialists who are out of touch with the larger interests of the corn-
. They don% see things in their'proper perspective; they are too one-aided,
they know so little in' many cases outside of their own department. One of

the greatest needs to-day is intelligence applied to sensible college-entrance require-
ments throughout the country. This is especially tree of English. Many of the
books required by the college-enhance requirements to be taught in our high schools,
andrtaught in the way that looks toward the examinations, are beyond the pupils'
mental voice. Such work stifles interest in.fine literature." .

"A marked diatincticrn .ehotild, I think, be made between the fourteenth year of
life, ana perhaps a year before and a year after, and the latter period of adolescenc6.
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The schools should recognize this difference. There should be a transition or 'pre-paratory' stage between the elementary school and the high school proper of fromone to three years, in which there should be outlines of general history and elementaryscience and work in simple composition and an introduction to literature for all; therest of the time should be spent either in receiving elementary studies (in the caseof the weak, ill-prepared students) or in such advanced work as a foreign language(in the case of the normally well-prepared pupil), and a certain aniount of physicaltraining and manual or vocational work in both cases. My own opinion is that thistransition period need not exceed a year, or at most two; in case it is two years long,I would insist upon the pupils taking at least a semester's work in laboratory scienceand one in the study of some period of history in such a way as to give a notion ofhow an opinion as to historical facts is to be reached (iu addition to the outline 'infor-mational courses in elementary science and the history of civilization)."

"Where college graduates lire not required as teachers, this would be the mostneeded reform. Where there is not promotion every half year, it is an importantform. Where there is not opportunity to classify at least every half year, with noticeof individual attainments, it is a needed reform. Where there are not laboratoriesand I aboratory.methods of instruction iiachemistry and physics, in botany and biology,at least in the elements of physical and biological sciences, this is a needed reform.Where foreign languages are ignored and there are not laboratory methods of instruc-tion and history and literature, this is a needed reform."'
"Decidedly yes. An organization of courses on basis of general vocational activi-ties, with socalled culture coming from the wisdom of knowing what the world islike, what it wants, and what one can do about it."
"More attention should be gives to the scientific physical development of high-school students, both boys and girls. If the education of the Greek people teachesany valuable lesson whatever, it is that of the tremendous value of continuous andsystematic attention to the development of the human body. More than three-fourthsof the formal education of the Athenian people in the immortal Fifth Century was ofa physical nature. Another high-school reform should be the proper correlation ofindustrial studies with what is known as purely academic studies."

' "Free the high school from the domination of the college, and let it develop itsown character in its own way. There is too great survival of elementary school atti-tudes and relationships also. The individuality of the student should be more largelyrecognized and encouraged."

3 (a).
"This can be done, as in the Indianapolis Manual Training School, without at allinterfering with the tither regular high-school course. The pupils are willing andable to have longer hours for the industrial work."
"I do not believe that vocation schools should u

or any very considerable number of them, for in
ake to' each all of the trades,
ig we would simply overloadour schools and bankrupt our taxpayers, but 1 belieJRhat our manual-training coursemight be extended both downward and:tpward."

"For those who go in the upper high school, or high school proper, a minimum ofphysical or manual training should be provided for all; and it should be possible tospend from one-fourth to one-half the time in vocational work while pursuing studiesin history, civics, mathematics, science, and languages such as would prepare onefor a cultivated, useful life in the business world or or the study of a profession orother university work."

"If the pupil's time must be monopolized by his own vocation-to-be, it is Itlekyfor him if he can haveyuch work in the surroundings of school instead of under theconditions of apprentip."
"By introducing ' vocation' departments and having-'vocation' studies as electives."
"I believe it is far better to do thisin manual training or commercial high schoolsthan in separate vocation schools. Such a school is a leveler, leveling up rather thandown, and it should develop a sound democratic society."
"Yea. Vocational studies should be arranged either separately, or in groups inevery high school to be 'chosen as options, just as French or Spam& or physics orzoology is offered!'
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"Vocation studies may be-introduced, but they should always, be those in which a
large culture element is to be found. They should also be taught with the culture

,5 aim uppermost."
" Yes. By grouped electives, by providing in connection with the regular school,

work facilities for training in simple business methods, wood and iron working, use
of tools and simple principles of construction of buildings, elementary principles of
gardening and farming, sewing and cooking, stenography, etc. Each school should
endeavor to adjust its capacities to the needs of the community supporting it."

"I do not believe that the present academic and theoretical high school, which is
only a traditional preparatory school, somewhat but not yet sufficiently modernized,
and which enrolls only such a small percentage of the school attendance, is calculated
to fit for life in all lines, and hence I believe should he vocationalized, or vocation
school@ established in large numbers, both in cities and country, to suit the local de-
mands.''

"Mere academic education will not necessarily fashion good citizenship in growing
youth. Physical, expressional work, which will ingrain habits of industry and induct
those who are to work into useful trades, is in the direction of good citizenship. The
boy who is to he a tradesmari is as much entitled to the State's consideration, in the
way of some preparatory help, as the boy who is to be a lawyer, doctor, or professor.
Germany leads the way in her continuation schools."

"Should provide manual training, branching into trade activities, with definite
exercises and specific vocational aim; or commercial training, definite, thorough,
practical. These schools might also provide preparation for higher technical schools.
In addition, above one-half time should be given to science, mathematics, English.
In large schools, separate schools should he provided for commercial high-school
students and for.manual arts. This for greater efficiency in the vocational training
and for better correlation with the cultural subjects included. Elsewhere depart-* ments for commercial training and for manual arts may be provided. 'In some cases
part time might be spent in actual shopwork in factory under supervision (real appren-.
tire. work)."

" Vocational schools should be Jmorided for a large number, and should have a large
amount of purely cultural work. '

" In the case of nearly every boy and girl, yes. Every high school should be a uni-
versity of the arts and handicrafts. Our cities need agricultural high schools and the
country districts need industrial and commercial high schools. We need no rural
or urban castes. To every child should be opened up the encyclopedia of life. Refer- .-
ence to Springfield, Mass., and District of Columbia."

"Probably trade schools should he provided for boys over 12 who wish them and
evening trade schools for employed boys and men. In this, great care must be used to
see that the privilege of choosing is not ultimately destroyed. Except for a special
class of students, a cosmopolitan high school is preferable."

system of 'intermediate industrial schools.' In the ordinary high school, also,
therb may ho some recognition of vocational needs."

"Yes. By providing schools for young mechanics and artisans where they may
"receive a modified high-school education and at the same time acquire skill in
technitjue along some industrial line."

3 (e).

References are MVP to Chicago Trade Schools; High School of Commerce in
Boston; High School of Practical Arts in Boston; Menomonie, Wis.; Industrial Arts
High School in Milwaukee; McKinley High School, St. Louis; Indianapolis Manual
Training High School; Manual Training High School, Louisville; Commercial High
School, Now York City) School of Education. the University of Chicago; vocational
schools of Wurttemberg., Germany; Report of United States Commissioner of Educa-
tion (1898 -99), Vol. I, pp. 1132, 1133; Report of the Massachusetts Industrial Commis -
sion; "Industrial Improvement School ' in Columbia College Record; Continuation
Schools of England, Sadler; Education and Industry, Ware; A Modern School, Prof.
Hamm. Regarding length of high school, references are made to ex-Supt. Balliet's
investigations in Springfield, Male.; St. Joseph High School; Central High School,
Kansas City; Joliet (Ill.) High Scliool.
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QUESTIONS:

4 (a) What should be the length of the college course?
(b) Would you advocate the following schemer

(1) To end college work with the sophomore year, but allow four years, as
now, for the A. B. degree.

(2) To let university work begin at the junior yearwook that gives
scientific powerwith groups leading to the various professional
degrees or the Ph. D. degree, the last two years of college counting
toward those degrees.

(3) To require two years of college for admission to all professional schools.
(4) To complete the professional work or Ph. D. teak in two years more

or sir years after college entrance.
(5) To let the college do the first twoyears of the professional work, instead

of allowing the professional school, as now in many cases, to do
the last two years of college work

(6) To consider the possibility of advantageously building the engineering
school upon the first two years of college.

(c) If not...itt accord with the above, please describe your own
(d) From the standpoint of business men, so far as you can judge, what is the

value of a college training for young men uho are going into business?
e( Please describe devices now in use to shorten the college course; refer to anyarticles or papers upon the subject and any investigations now being conducted.

SUMMARY:

4 (a) Nearly all favor four years, though it few advocate three years or dividing
the college between the high school and the university.

4 (b) It will be seen from the summary which follows that fully half favor thisscheme in generalto begin university Work with the junior year.4 (b) (1) One-half favor ending college fwork with the sophomore year, but
allowing four years for the A. II. degree.

4 ( b) (2) One-half would begin university work with the junior year, and count
the last two years of college towdd higher degrees.

4 (b) 131 Most of the replies would require two years of college for entrance tothe professional schools.
4 (b) (4) One-half would give professional degree or Ph. D. degree in two yearsafter the It. A. degree,.
4 (b) (5) Two-thirds would have the college do the first years of the professional

work.
4 (1)) (6) A large majority would build engineering on two years of college.
4 (d) Two-thirds think college preparation is valued by business men, thoughthe opinion is usually personal.

EXTRACTS: -

4 (a).

"The German gymnasium and university plan is more rational than our high school,college and university, or professional school. I would advocate annexing the firsttwo years of the college to the secondary school, and allowing the students to,enterthe graduate or professional school of the university at once, upon the completion ofthe secondary course.. When necessary, the first year or so of university 'work mightbe spent in special preparation, rather than in strictly professional study.
"Professional work should undoubtedly begin at 20 in the majority of cases, whetheras differentiated college work or as purely professional work, makes little difference.The amount of time for professional work should vary with the profession. I can notthink that the Ph. D. degree will continue on the present basis. I think it will be-come a professional degree for the teacher, and as such, presuppose considerablefieldwork, hence it should not bo provided for as something just two or three yearsbeyond the A. B. Evidently Medicine and the various engineering lines will require
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practice or fieldwork in one form or another, and we must see to it that the doctor's
degree also procured this."

"I would not shorten the college course, but rather amalganMte it into the high
school (or college if that is to be the higher school). Here we have a six years' course.
The rest of the college work I would unite with that of the pmfeseional school, which
may he regarded as the university. This should have at least a four years' course,
but I am inclined to think that some practical bread-winning work should he pos-
sible before the course is completed. Probably there should be !two professional de-
grees; one permitting some of the lower kinds of. professional'work. as certain classes
of law cases, of medical practice or teaching. The higher degree niay then he regarded
as a condition for promotion."

9.(6)

"There are many things about this scheme that commend themselves to me. I
believe weshould keep the good results that come from liberal training in a four years'
course in college for those people who do not care to work .tie to a professional degree.
On the other hand, for those who wish to secure a professional degree, I believe that
the last two years of the college course should count toward such degree."

"I am inclined toward the view that all liberal arts degrees should beabolished
that colleges should give the opportunity to gain culture, but should not certify thatit has been gained. In professional and -technical schools I believe that the best of
general culture will yet be found in the biographies of leaders in the line studied and
in a history of the development of the occupation and the sciences and social life
related to it."

"While the public schools have been of late years much improved especially in the
Wes and Middle Western States, the colleges and universities (so-called), espec-
ially 111E the East, but also elsewhere, have deteriorated, if we measure their standards
by their educative value. This decline is due to the character of their curriculum,
the character of their method, above all to the character of their teacherseserpecially
of the younger men). I am only voicing tke judgment of the most experienced and
thoughtful when I say that fully one-half of all the courses offered, and the work done,is of almost no educative value whatever. I would, thereforaworoughly reconstruct
the American college from top to bottom; for it retains its nameltaving lost its charac-ter. (1) I would reduce the number, and increase the thoroughness, in the enhjete
required for adrffission; (2) reduce the time to three years, from 17 to 20; (3) reduce
the foolish and expepsive and needless exhibition of courses offered, Making them
much fewer, and much more thorough; (4) make two-thirds or three-quarters of the
curriculum required--compelling such studies in language and literature, mathematic s,
and physical science, and in the psychological sciences, as are preparatory and intro-
ductory to professional and Ph.-Dteetildiee; (5) clean out the whole hotchpotch of
courses which have the name, but can never have the substance of true professional
studies. Business demands trained and disciplined men; if the college would do this,
of course their graduates would be in demand in business circles."

"I recommend (2) and have made a reprt to our board of trustees urging its adop-
tion hero in 1913; the freshman and sophomore years to be required.for entrance. See
Bulletin American Academy of Medicine, No. 103."

"I can not see how any man of education can afford to do without the studies which
usually come into his work during the junior and senior years in college. These are
the years of enlargement above all others, the period when the horizon expands, and
the larger mental relations are established."

"The chances are in favor of the work being better done if the college course should
take on two years of basic sciesce training for medicine rather than that the medical
school should pretend to do the scientific work which is almost certain to be betterdone in *university laboratory."

"Reference is made to the new "Cooperative Rngineering Course" ofsix years in
operation in the University of Cincinnati, in which the students work in the shopsevery alternate week."

(4 (c)

"If we are to have the 12-year common-school course, then terminate the college
course with the sophomore year. I would save the two y needed for the college
course by eimplifymg the grade work and shortening the t' athere two years, includ-ing the high-school course.'

"I believe heartily in organizing thecollege course on 'mat basis in the main."
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"(1) To offer a two years' college course, the student to be graduated and given

some appropriate recognitionpossibly the A. B. degree. (2) To offer sn advancedcollege course of two years, the work to be cultural with some degree of specialization,the student to be graduated with a higher degreepoasibly A. M. (3) To have varioustypes of professional schools, some admitting on the basis of high-school work, somerequiring the two years' college work and others requiring four years of college work.''
"The proposed scheme, in my judgment, means the practical extinction of the culture.side of college life, the destruction of the old college course, and the practical substit u-tion of the professional for most of it. I would substitute the following: Erementaryschool, years of child's life, 6, 7. 8, 9, 10. 11; high school, years of child's life 12. 13,14, 15; college, years of child's life, 16, 17, 18, 19; professional, Ph. D., years of child'slife, 20, 21, 22.'

" It is far preferable that the college course shoidd be completed in three years,courses 'looking toward' a chosen future work, that is, subjects being grouped asminor electives or minor requirements, about a major core of subjects in whichadvanced work must he done, and which may even make the group pre- legal,' pre-medical,' etc. When this group (say two-thirds of it being prescribedthough thegroup itself may be elected) is completed, as it ought to be in three years, the bachelor'sdegree ought to be given. Then three years would be none too much to spend instrictly graduate work for the Ph. D. degree. It is easily passible to make the collegecourse so easy by elective courses and avoidance of advanced work that it neverforces the choices which should be madesay even for or against future study and a' learned profeesiom ' There is perhaps danger in education stepping over into science'sown country to get a degree with which to meet a mere stage in education. If sciencedoes not complain, perhaps I ought not to do so, but I am calling attention to thepeculiar propriety of science in the specialist's degree of Ph. D., because it otiglIt tobe classified with the other vocational degrees; and this discrimination shows thelack of warrant for any specialist's degree absorbing educational courses. When acollege degree is earned, its work is done, and the only rightful demand upon it iseducational. When the specialist's degree is earned, science, not education,, is tosay. The graduate school loses educational perspective when it assumes to influencethe college course. Colleges might differentiate somewhat among themselves. Thatbest for Wellesley is not therefore best for Cornell or Chicago. The variedneeds of different classes of college students should be recogniied -and met. There iestill a place for the 'four-year liberal - culture' college, though it is perhaps not. solarge a place as it was thought to be a century ago.
"Mv own view is that it is all a matter of substance and of the quality Of the teach-ing. In several parts ()Lour country, vriping out the four years course would be acalamity of major importance; the college still hits a most important place. But inother regions we can spare the fall course by splitting it between the high school andthe undergraduate university work."
"It is the time (college) when the man is made and not the worker; and certainlyman is the chief consideration or should be. When the work of this period has beendone well, not a great amount of time. relatively speaking, should be required to fita man to undertake his life's work, since he must over grow or be lost in the stressfulcompetition with his fellows."

"The University of North Dakota plan is as follows: Students' reports each semester:A (excellent), to which attaches 1.3 credits; B (good), to whichaltaches 1.2 credits;C (satisfactory), to which attaches. 1 credit; D (passable), to whieWattaches 1 credit."
"Instead of lessening the number of years of the college course, I suggest a plansimilar to that now in operation for engineering students in the University of Cincin-nati. By this plan students work in the school two weeks and in the ilhops and officesof the manufacturing and engineering plants of the city two weeks. The class isdivided into two sections; each section relieves the other in the schoolroom and inthe shop. In this way the work of a four-year course can be done in six years;students pay their own way through college and gain a practical knowledge whichenables them at once to begin work at a good salary:"

4 (d)...,
4 /Or

"I do; nekt believe that the average business man cares malt for a college-trainedman." \

"My obse don leads me to the conclusion that a college education for the youngman who is gLing to be a businessman is of comparatively little value."
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"My experience with reference to the value and influence of university training on
young men in business is that those who have material success in business enterprise
are usually not thoee who have graduated from a university."

I regard a college training for young men going into business unnecessary. The
curriculum of a college is not generally along practical lines, but while not essential,
it has a tendency to enlarge the faculties, etc. The average business man is a wor-

, shiner of the 'Golden Calf' he is after the 'Mighty Dollar'the spirit of covetousness
seems to permeate his system, and when old age overtakes him he is at a loss to know
how to occupy his time. '

"None. I refer to the typical business man, and not to the great business man.
The latter unusual person is in favor of a sane college course in history, languages.
sciences, history courses, economins, English, very thoroligh; German. biology, phlsos,
chemistry, hietois, of philosophy, algebra, and geometry with trigonometry. Not
many see much value now in Latin or Greek that is not to bo had from four years of
-Cworman (or Spanish or two modern languages). This course is to be taken by a youth
who, takes part in the social and athletic life as a doer of things. Business men as I
knoW themmanufacturers, wholesalers, railroad men--desire in the young map_exte--
tain moral, qual it ies=obeyitv rules and instructions implicitly, promptness and punc-
tuality. arithmetical perfection, rapid and legible handwriting, facility and accuracy
in Englieh. I call these 'moral' qualities, and so they seem to me, and they are glad
to get also the young man who knows a great deal of geography, of civil government:,
and of general information. They desire also certain physlo -moral qualities, such as
cleanliness, neatness, and orderliness. This is to say, they desire health, strength,
and discipline. They like frankness, openness, courage toward the Ives, and dis-
cretion toward all ethers. Our school coureessan not develop th qualities for two
reasonsour teachers do not themselves manifest them and our courses are not
designed to'produce them."

We have a much bigger question of the value of the college course than the unim-
portant query of the business man. I believe the college does often tend to tliequalify
for cerlatn typos of usefulness, but the 'jolt in always taken of overcultivating shallow
soil, and that risk is certainly enhanced by-both college teachers and college courses
who have lost sight of the claims of humanity and human interests. If the college
affords no considerable part of the experience that qualifies, the business man is
justified in drawing the attention of the college to the limitations of usefulness which
the candidate still suffers from, though the college has tried to do its humble part .

in removing those limitatione. For my own part'', see a sure road to this end. Let
the college course be sincerely and seriously a part Of vocation, too definite to attract
the 'elective' students; too hard to attract theaman who is too lazy to go to work
at a serious business; too exacting- to bo satisfactorily done by the unmotivated
trifler who gees to college kindheartedly acquiescing in his parents' fond wishes,
with g guperier indulgence of their ambition. I seem to have reached a point where
I am demanding a business training for college instead of discussing a college training
for business. And as an educational question, I think this is a consideration of far
greater importance."

"The business of the world becomes more that of directive energy from skilled and
trained minds. The college education is4pcorning more and'more essential to the
business man. Alm his position in society and public life is determined by college
education. The college course should favor his selection of those subjects which
best fit him for his business career."

"Without question the men with college education who have gone into business
have soon forged to the front. Instances of this fact are numerous in my lirnitsd
acquaintance, numerous, I mean, compared with those who have not had the benefit
of a college training. 1.havelseen teaching for a number of years in manufacturing
centers, and I know that this condition is trye in great manufeturing plants."

"They (college men) think; few people (or educated people for that matter) do.
They are systematic. They have many bite of knowledge that are useful sometimes
when leant expected."

"I think I cad testify from actual. experience that the college training is of very
great value to young men who are going into burliness.",

"So far as I can judge, business men value highly th4 training which young men
who are going into business get in college. In the last 10 years there has been a marked
difference in the attitude of business men toward college training."

.

4.
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"I do not see how any man of business or other can doubt the value of collegetraining; for men who are going into business or any of the professions, the trainingof a college course and association with other young men bent on the same pursuit,as a disciplinary process, is entirely too valuable to requirb any argument. It givesthe habit of thinking quickly and deeply at the same time, and the capacity for theenjoyment of life in every direction is so largely increastftl by it that the college-trained man is better rounded and better fitted for whatever he undertakes."
"A college training is of more practical value to a young man going into businessthan anything else can be."
"A college training is invaluable to a, business man. Very few broad-minds:dbusiness men maintain that a college %duration is an economic waste, and it is theregret of many successful nonsallege business men that they have not had the experi-ence and benefits of a college education.,y
"Toxic) the best work an artisan must have tools of good quality that are in perfectcondition. A business man's brain takes the place of the tools used by the artisan,and if it has been sharpened and tempe,red by a college education, all things elsebeing equal, it should be better able quickly to grasp and solve the problems thatconstantly confront a man who is engaged in mercantile enterprises."

4 (e).

References are made as follows: Six-year courses at Pennsylvania and Michigan,combination courses at Harvard, three-year courses 'at Sheffield Scientific Schooland College of ('lark University, Harvard three-year plan, Columbia, plan for-senioryear, Western Reserve plan (one year of professional school distributed in college).Cornell (two years of medical work in college), Chicago's plan of Junior and SeniorCollege, credits for quality (University of North Dakota,. Catalogue, pp. 28 -30, and19Q6 Report .of Association of State Univer'sities are! Educational Renew, December1906); also "Readjustment of the Coll 'ate to the Professional Coutse," Yale BarJournal, VIII, i; Report of the Bureau o Education, 1899-1900, I, 615; Ar con BarAssociation'Report, XI 575; "Length of the College Course," Procee gs N. E. A.,1903; Calendar State University Qf iowa, ,pp. 106, 361, 437; "Edu tion of BurlinessMen" in The Voice of the Scholia investigations of the Association of Presidents ofColleges and Secondary Schools of the Methodist Church.
QUESTION:

. 5. Hon, does the -whole problem of culture and time dements in education relate itselfto the demands of business and society to-day or to the ideals ofour cirilizationf
EXTRACTS:

"In the first place, the practical demands of life and the interestsof culture are con-gruent in this,-that nothing which is valuable merely for the training it gives is worthpursuing. Culture is fitness for the large demands of life; the instaiments of culture,therefore, are practical means to a large, rich life; if, then, a study Nwithout practicalvalue in this large sense, its usefulness as a study is lost. Any amount of training, dis-cipline. and culture can be obtained from studies and pursuits that have value beyondthat of mere mental, moral, and gymnAtica. I conclulle that a curriculummight seek to put the youth incondary work just as soon as he reaches the stage ofadolescence, as distinguished froth childhood proper e., at the age of puberty),and then, after insuring that he has a notion of the fundamental factias to the develop-ment of human c vilization, the practical reaulta of present-day scientific achieve-ments, and a r ble command of English and an introduction to the pleasure andprofit to be gained m reading. his secondary course might be en h4 largely prepara-tory to professional Ludy (i. e., consist largely of mathematic. language, etc.).orlargely vocational. In either case it would be practical, and should be as econojnicalof time as possible. Sixteen years of school work preliminary to professional study isunnecessary and hostile to the lime interestsof culture. Better spend more time inuniversity work, making tire professional preparation morejeigurely and more largelycultural. If secondary schools had double sessions, boys Might (Asking on the samejob) support themselves and go on studying indefinitely. Their studies wouldprogress more slowly, but they would be gaining more time culture.," -. "This is a question the answer to which requires an elaborate essay. I think therelation or connection between education and business is cigaer on thernoral side thanon any other. If our education could traniform our ideals, it would exert a very pow-erful influence on business. For the take of business, I would lay far more grew thanis now put on the studies that deal with man and historywhat man has done; on
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literaturewhat man has thought and felt. I might sum up what I would gladly have
time to say at length, that I do really and heartily believe that the best way to adjust
students to the intelligent demands of business is to adjust them to the interests of
society and, so far as may be, to the ideals of our civilization:"

"The general feeling respecting preparation for life and the exactions of the present
business demands make it almost necessary that young men prepare for their life
work in four or five years after completing a high-school course. People that look a
little farther into the future feel and see the importance of a certain period of the col-
lege life of a young man being devoted to cultural subjects. Putting everything
together, I am inclined. to think that there should be about six years devoted to the
preparation for life after completing a high-school course, and that fully two years of
the college career should be given.up to cultural subjects."

"Since I,have n in college there has been a distinct drift away from studies thatee
had very little v ue outside of their alleged disciplinary effects, to studies that com-
bine both discipdiscipline and useful information. This drift should be encouraged. TI .
drift is always away from intentionally making things ' hard,' or giving things on

7Tuse they are 'hard.' The easiest ways of acquiring knowledge are beginning to e
alcaized as hard enough for all disciplinary purposes. This realization is to be en r-

aged."
"Any subject studied from the standpoint of civilization, that is for eervic, is just

as cultural, and more so, than the old classics studied for ideals only. H might be
stated this way, that subject is most cultural which is most serviceable to humanity
from a dynamic standpoint. All industrial, vocational, and other subjects, when
studied and realized in life for a richer life and deeper civilization, are cultural and
at tha same time meet the business interests of life. The business interests of the coun-
try, as I interpret them by conversation, by mingling with business pricIple, by read-
ing, and by a study, as it were, of the new life, think too much is consumed by educa-
tion without equivalent results. When our modern civilization is measured up and
properly interpreted, it seems to me that the criticismbkof the business interests are
justified. The point of difficulty for us to overcome is, when making a study of the
problem, to rise above our well-fixed habits, prejudices, and schooling. It is very
natural for us to interpret, with our experinces. which are those of the educational clois-
ter. When teaching, we should teach from the standpoint of the pupil as to ability
experiences. Is it not the same with the mass?"

"It does not meet the conditions. It requires tclo much tinie to fmtl.eady to begin,
and causestoo many to be deprived of the values of educational institutions."

"The world will come much earlier to the right point of view if archaic college
professors will give up some of their ideas regarding a distinction between culture
and utility. If college men will only see to it that a college training makes men use-
ful and more broad-minded, the worldjoill appreciate the college more. Thb univer-
sity should be a plqce where everythingniseful under the sun is taught and evdrything
useful has a place in the university, and anything useless has no place in it.

" If consciousness first arose and developed for a verrpractical purpose, namely, the
better adjustment of the organism to its environment; and if reason itself, from its
beginning; appeared and developed in response to the same practical demand and need,
it seems to me thatthere is room in all our eductkti/In to-day for a larger element of the
truly practical an the good sense."

.

"Cultufe.will'come beet by an enrichment of vocational life. its is real culture.
The ideals of opr civilization are essentially rational in thilt they require each indi-
vidual to maintain himself economically,oparticipate actively Pi social control, and
attach worth to his own method of life. 'Culture has been a borrowed thing since
the Romans began aping tbe`Greekt Vocational preparation is entirely in harmony
with culture in best sense, and there is doubtless plenty of time for each."

"Business, society, civilization demand of the world's workers a certain minimum
'of equipment and maximum a achievement? *When academic'requirements are so
heavy that in order to complete them the intending professional man has to work on
his

his
preparmatiowork;n past

society
the te

the
of his

loser.
greeest energy and efficiency and adaptability

VI-. in aain
time

is
'For men anclomen who need the educationas eduCaticin quite as much as

uctife service in other directionsof getting early into their nonacademic call-
there is evidently need of squeezing a 10 of water out of our curriculum. From

M point of view the problem is how to do this-for themany in a way that will' not
-.. desiccate the course for the few." la
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"The aacient ideals of our civilization demand the humanization of industry.Our political as well as our social democracy makes the same demand. The world-wide competition of our nation in the markets of the world and the unusual oppor-tunities in the opening of our continent and possessions for the amassing of a fortunemake it desirable that the time element. should not seem too extended in order thatwe may persuade our youth not to yield to the temptation of neglecting education,'particularly so-called cultural education."
"It takes too long to secure an education. If educated by his father, the boy'sdependence upon his father is unduly prolonged, destroying his independence andadaptation. He is unable to get into the stream of things when isolated from theworld so long poring over books. If the young man is educating himself the strainis too long.

long
modern educatidnal regime is to keep the man and woman isolatedand excluded too long. The modern demand is for young men and women to getinto things while plastic andfull of the sense of adaptation."

"`It seems to me that the trouble with our higher education is not that too muchattention is paid to what Is called culture, but rather that the purely preparatoryperiod is too long delayed. We need, not less culture or less time in education, buta better combination of the various elements."
-"That there are defects in our system of education is now generally admitted, andthese defects are mainly in institutions above the high school. The elementaryschools and the high schools, in the main, give the kind of educallen demanded bysociety and business to-day."

The shortest mute are desired, and education must be prepared to defend itsdemands upon the time element by the production of goal and sufficient testimonyin favor of the necessity of these demands." ,

"If the question means, as I must believe it does, in what ways (modes) does theentire educat ioiCal situation ( time of youth arid body of knowledge, etc., to be acquired)lend itself to the development of our youth for the needs of social life and in Con-formity to the prictices of our best men and women, I answer that at adjustmentis now proceeding from which we all have great hopes. Its ways are a more enlightenedpublic opinion, a more determined public decision, better teachers, better buildings,better books, mere apparatus, and smaller and often better boards of control.'
"I think we shall retain the primary school as fundamental and n for allchildren and then begina differentiation, based partly on time conditions and abilityto move more or less ratoidly,_and partly on content interests and corresndinivocational interests. This differentiation may be provided by a 'dcuble-tracksystem from ftiarth to eighth school year, inclusive, or by grammar schools with dif-fering intensity and'speed, or by something like the Elizabeth plan. It is certainthat we shall sooner or later undertake to eliminate the waste of time and interestwhich brighter pupils suffer in the grades. The American college is probably thechief means of promoting ideals of humanity (morality, culture, the sense of humanbrotherhood, the worth of man as suck) and.counteracting the vice of materialism sopeculiar to our nation, that we have or can devise. To eliminate it froln our systemor to curtail its facilitiell or diminish its achievements would greatly weaken. ournational life. If it should be reduced to two years we could repair the injury onlyby encouraging the greater number of students destined to professional life to takepost-graduate studies belpre assuming the professional course or contemporaneoustherewith."

"Time is,ab absolutely essential factor in the development of culture. Generallyspeaking, the time the less culture. The businerf world, which is prone.VoOkupon educatiollras a means of attaining greater efficiency in business affairs, shows atendency to resent the expenditure of eo much time upon the more purely culturalelements during the years when the youth might well be studying professional sub-jecta, Hence, the problem is one that affects, and is affected by, social and businesscoqditions. It seems desirable to make it possible for young men to complete theiracademic and professional training within six years from the time they enter college.It is not unlikely that society and the business and professional world will, in theaggregate, receive more culture.through the combined course than through the greaternumber of years spent in separate courses by the fewer number."
"The demands of the confmercial and business world of to-day are abnormal. Theideas engendered by wealth are so exaggerated as to be nonprogressive.4 If we haveInvention in educational methods as we have in industrial life, we certainly ought5178*-18-78

4
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to do more work and better work in a shorter time. There seems to be only one thing
to docut out part of the work. For if students are overworked in a four years' course
now, what are you going to do when the course is reduced to three years? Our old
system has a tendency to introduce, as conducted now, machine-like methods which
seem to be against culture rather than in favor of it."

"It is a serious question, I think, whether education should attempt to fix and
define standards or to accept standards set for it by the demands of society and civili-
zation of to-day. A certain amount of conformity to standards secky modern social
forces is necessary, else the young graduate will find himself in a world for which he
is unprepared. Nevertheless the school and college must not blindly follow external
leadings; they should be molders of public opinion. There is a very general feeling
that much time is wasted in collegethat the work of the world is delayed a year or
two by the frivolousness and emptiness of what is called 'the life' in college.

"The collegestourse is undoubtedly fundamental to-any success. This is the time
when ideals are fixed irrevocably, when views of life are broadened, when a philoso-
phy of living is born, when no thought whatever ahouldlellure the student away from
considerations of obligations to fellows, of duty toward one's self, of fidelity of purpoee.
The student should not have thoughts centered on self, but upon the other fellow;
when altruism shall take deep root. If such a time be well employed, fewer bankers
will occupy cells in bankers' row, fewer engineers will be dismissed for incompetency,
fewer so-called college men will win the contempt of the man of practical affairs.
Culture should relate to fundamentals in society, business, civilization."

"There is the other side to this question that, e must recognize, the material devel-
opment of our age and the demands on us from that side, but if we yield to that, we
must be appreciative of what is coats, and thedanger is that we may allow it to coat
more than the results are worth. My whole thought is that to get the best results out
of our educati6n, there must be time for the growth and development of the pupil
and the student,'a time for though and observation and meditation, and the fixed
standards and ideals as well as the acquiring of facts. "

"Business and society are not so eager to get men at work, as to get efficient men.
Thete are sufficient workers in all spheres of life, but capable men are at a premium.
If education means anything, it means increase in efficiency. Instead of-worrying
about getting men to work earlier, educators need to worry about the quality of their
prozinct. The entire educational problem to my mind reduces to this, How shall we

-produce the highest type of manhood? The man is the great thing; his business and
his service are secondary."

"The demands of society seem to me to be in greater measure than eves before for
thoroughly trained men, liberally and professionally, rather than for a quack and ahort-
cut training. 4e can spare these young men, can give them the time, and the money
can be forthcoming ito give them the beet, so that in the end they may make the most
of themselves and be moat useful to society. Make the training ever richer, better,
more effective rather than shorter. The professions do not all stand on a level in this
matter. I do not think the demand for shortened courses is as great as it was five years

Ot8 W."
"A high degree of specialization counts for industrial efficienct. If this is accom-

panied by great narrowness of view, it counts Against political, moral, and /esthetic
efficieney Just now there is little danger of lack of efficiency in production. The
real evil is in the moral, the political, and the /esthetic )ealm. If an engineering stu-
dent studies his subject in its wider relations, if he studies its economics, its ethics,
its history, its social meaning, he may get something of high cultural velue."

"It seems to me that the present ideals, both in the bitsinees world, and in our
universities, are so largely pragmatic that only scant consideration is likely to be given
to those phases of education which do not seem to have any very direct bearing upon
the life of the individual. As the morkideal values of our civilization develop, the
greater will be the place for that more glneral culture 'which is not practical in the
narrow sense of the word."

"The demand that is the real' need of society today is for higher and greater cul-
ture to all classes. Culture makes the man strong and sound bodily, brings the intel-
lectual powers to the highest pitch of development and cultivates a real sense of moral
obligation to self and others. The time elements are harder to deal with. We ought to
strive for an organisation' of Society that will giye the young people the'education that
fits them really for the position which they may be called upon to fill. Ae things are,
the time element cute off the great maw from any reel edhcation. "

ar
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"I think that the true ideals of our civilization demand high culture andan abund-ance of time in our education schemes. One great need of our country no* is menwho can think straight. This ability to think is an absolute prerequisite to any kindof highand noble doing. "

"Generally speaking, we would say that the more time spent in education and themore culture attained in education, the9tter the business, the society, and the civilization."
" For the attainment of such pure ideals, time is no consideration. The cathedralat Milan is more beautiful than the capitol at Denver; but it took some hundred ofyears longer to build it. Short courses and elimination of ' non-essentials' may benecessary to turn out money-makers quickly,. but they are fatal to the attainment oftrue and high ideals. II you institute them, do not displace the longer course, butsimply let them stand as a makeshift and work for the more desirable end ."
" Since the Civil War the economic aspect of our civilization has been demandingand receiving great attention in this country. Tfle eager desire to get on in the worldin a material way, the tremendous expansion of our trade, and other similar influences,have been powerful. Labor Saving machinery and other means for making short cutsto wealth have suggested that there should be short cuts, also, in education. OurAmerican colleges and universities have, it seems to me, responded ea far as safetypermits, to the demands of the economic spirit."
"The desire to shorten the time element in education is interfering seriously withour ideals of education and civilization. Graduates have to do with men as well aswith things. Technical knowledge and skill alone come far short of furnishing theideal education." .

" I believe that the business world and all society, from now forward,demand muchmore culture than in thepast for a man to take a position anything above mediocrity."
" Colleges and universities are not built to meet demids, but grow men and women.If we grow men and women, they will make business ideals coordinate with educa-tional Ideals."

" I am veryltrongly of the opinion 'that the old cultural courses of education give thebest preparation for successful life in either the world of business or the world ofscientific investigation. The most pitiful failures that I have wen, from the stand-point of high living, have been the men who knew their own little specialty eothoroughly well that they had dug for themselves in the strata of life a little narrowglacial groove of thought which enabled them only to look forward and perhaps above,but never around. I believe that it is entirely possible for courses of study to beadapted to both the cultural and the specialized end of educalion, and *I have en-deavored to persuade the boys who have come to me for advice to first seek the B. A.degree before they seek a technical degree, and have sent them by preference to col-leges where the courses were combined."
QUESTION;

6. Please give your views briefly on the whole subject of the organisation of eaueation
in the United States.

ExT .rucrs:
" If it were possible to reorganize the whole of education in the United Statennow, Ibelieve that we are more nearly prepared for the German system than we ever wouldhave been before. Most of our universities are doing too much elementary work,and, if the high schools and smaller colleges would do what is now in about thefirst two years of our college work in so-called universities, we could use the equipmentand endowment we now have to much better advantage and more profitably. It iscertainly possible, and within a few years could be made practicable, to cover thefirst two years of college work in the local high schools, thus leaving the State universi-ties, where they exist, to do more university and professional and vocational work."
"We have shoved elementary education too far and crowded our universities to thewall. They are swollen by men and work Which belong to the gymnasium, the sup-plementary high school of the collegast. V() have asked too much for quantity at theexpense of thoroughnem."

.

"To jet the same work count toward two degreessay. A. B. and LL.B. or A. B.and educational juggling that borders on dishonesty. I give instances oftime - saving as follows: A boy In college at the age of lb stands near the head ofa very

-
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lai:v freshman class, another graduated with the degree of A. B. at 19, another took his
A. -B. degree at 18. This is possible in the case of most students who-are permitted
to take up their Latin at 10 or 11 years of age. The cry now is for vocational train-
ing. I notice that those who cry the loudest have never plowed a furrow, nor made
a horseshoe, nor worked a day in shop or factory. They seem to think a trade school
a very good thing for their neighbor's son. Take the 25 leading industries scheduled
in the census of 1900 and see for how many vocations the public school can specially
fit its pupils."

" There are four units in our educational systemthe elementary school, the secon-
dary school, [the college), the graduate or professional school. Each element magnifies
its ow4 functions, and each unit seeks to control the units below itself, and to increase
still further the burdens they are carrying. This process can not go on indefinitely.
Unless there L9 soon some abatement of the demands on each of these units from within
and without, a process of elimination will be a necessity. It may be that the high school
will be extended upward two years and there meet the professional school, thus elim-
inating the college. Or superficiality may eliminate thoroughness and real discipline.
My own view is that of a conservative; that each of these four miits should put on the
Wakes and slow down, until in committee of the whole it can be decided in what
direction he the seest lines of future development and organization."

"Briefly stated, I believe a more thorough education can be given in our schools in
a shorter time than is now required, by a combination of various improvements, all
looking to greater efficiency. I would have vocational training dovetailed into
general training, and have all courses eventuate in definite preparation for some occu-
pation in life. To this end I would have vocational courses of different kinds branch
off at different points from the central line of general culture. There should ho no
such branching before the end of the sixth grade. I would have alternate courses
offered in the seventh and eighth grades, some of them leadingin a vocational direct ion.
I would haye free experimentation in various rearrangements of the high - school
course: In some cases the ordinary four-year high school as we have it now; in some
cases a six -year high school beginning nib the Iventh grade; in some of the largest
and strongest high schools a course le to the of the college course and
beginning with either the seventh or the ninth grade. I think it desirable that a
professional direction be given to the upper half of the four years' college course. os
that specialized studies, leading toward original research, begin in the junior year.
The most likely places for a possible saving of time in such a scheme as this are in
the last twn years of the elementary school course, and in the six years following the
completion of the sophomore year in college."

"The college, standing between the high school and the university, occupies the most
ambiguous potation in our educational system. Its course of study and the time re-
quired for it depend largely upon the work a man is to take up after leaving college."

"University, entered, as in Germany, aboUt 19 or 20, and affording special training
in everything possible (whether merely erudite Or applied science), astronomy,
philology, history, engineering, medicine, etc. Length of time indefinite, normally
about five years.

" I believe that the ideas indicated in the preceding pages can be carried out by the
following changes: (1) The development of select high schools into strong and well-
equipped institutions giying a six-year course leading to a degree; (2) the undertaking
by some colleges of all the preparatory work and the giving of a degree in six years front
the elementary school (3) the expansion of some colleges or universities with profeto
sional schools embodying a large part of their highet liberal work with the professional
courses; (4) the division of the professional course with a preparatory court* of two or
three years according to the profession, after which practical work can be begun in the
lower departments of the profession, and a later course of two or three years that can he
pursued, in part at least, while the student is in practice or after several years of
practice."

"A considerable diminution of the quantity element in college - entrance require-
ments. The college should come down to life and, to the people. They should come
down to meet the high school planned as above, rather than require the high school to .
come up to its (the college's) arbitrary and unpractical requirements. The college.,
course should be four years, so planned that the student may dropout at the end of two
years to'enter the professional school. or so that, ahquld he remain, he may complete
the professional school in two years after securing his A. B. degree."

"Elimireetion of unnecessary subject matter in elementary Subjects. Different
kindsof high schools to meet the needs of different kinds of pupils, commercial, clas-

s*
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sical, scientific, industrial;-etc. Schools of 'practical arts' for girls. Recognition of
different types of colleges: the ' liberal culture' college is but one of these types.
More recognition of vocational aims in the junior and senior years."

"I think that it (the school) is too mechanical. Let a bright boy orgirl finish the
grammar school course in five or six years if possible. As to.subject matter, it deals too
much in 'smatterings."'

"If I were to arrange divisions of educational groups, I would have a primar divi-
sion covering five years, a secondary division covering the same period, and a col egiate
period covering three years. These periods ehould simply indicate norms. The first
period would be a formative one, the secondary a vocationalone, the collegiate period a
technical one, and the university period a prof ebsional one. .The spirit of the American
child is to do eomething, and do it he will. If the school does not give him a chance, he
will quit it. We should really be proud of this initiative; instead, we hear educators
deplore it. Dropping out of school is because of the violation of this natural impulse
to do; keeping it repressed. Many who remain in it are depressed."

The tendency is to get away, more and more, from the monastic system and to
educate men and women more in real life for real work. The greatest defect of our
educational systeni is this neglect of those who have to go to work at about 14 years.
Courses of study and reading should be provided for them which will fit in with their
work hours. Their practical work, studies, and reading should be systematized and
coordinated for them by competent authority. Every city should have a corps of
advisors or teachers to take care of these young people and to see that their education

. is carried on as long aspbssible. A public-works high school is one way of doing this."
"The organization of education in the United States appears rather idealistic than

realistic, theoretic than practical, except in our pfilytechmc schools."
"Knowing and doing need to come into closer relations. The president's address

to American teachers in Washington is one of good value. It shows what Americans
want for American youth."

"I believe that there should be greater elasticity in our courses of study, so that those
who go into vocations at a comparatively early age may prepare themselves for these
vocations in the grades, high 'school, and college to a larger extent than is at presentpossible. For example, I would introduce manual training and domesticeconomy into
all grade and rural schools, at least as elective work; I would introduce as wide a vane
of vocational courses (commercial, manual training, etc.) as possible into ouT hi
schools and would make a number of technical and semitechnical courses elective even
in our colleges of libegal arts. I believe we have failed hitherto in educating the faculty
of expression throw gE the hands: I would make it possible for a B. A. graduate to go
from the Grilek recitation room to the blacksmith or carpenter shop and have the one
line of work count eqnally with the other toward the B. A. degree. I always. look for
B: A. men for the deanships of my colleges of engineering. I believe that, similarly,
the holders of both B. A. and, say, the M. E. degrees would make better deans of our
colleges of liberal arts."

"Vocation training, trade schools, if one must say it, which, however, include cul-ture studies, are needed for pupils who complete an elementary education and must
turn aside to practical affairs; and vocational schools parallel to the college.age, such as
we have in the better mechanical and agricultural colleges, will win a larger place.
One deplorable defect in our system is the lack of scholarship breadth, and training, on
the part of the elethentary-school teachers and to a large extent on the part of the high
school teacher. The bestlesulte for either culture or efficiency can not be obtained
where the teachers lack culturelnd training Despite the normal schools the condi-
tions in many States are depreseink.

"There is need of more industrial and commercial work throughout the copse, not
to be required of all, but to be optional for those whose circumstances are such that
they must soon be thrown upon their own resources. I believe that opportunities of
this sort should be provided in the regular public schools. To de Ibis would be more
expensive than to provide special schools, but it would pay, for it would preserve the
American democratic spirit throughout the educational system at the mime time that
it would recognize social and economic distinctions made necessary by differences in .

, individual ability and financial circumstances."
"I believe in the unity and solidarity of our educational system. Professional, tech-

nical, trade, and confinuation schools should be as closely coordinated with the ele-
mentary schools, high schools, and colleges as possible."-
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"I think there is another line of approach to this subject which would depend on
Bing our educational aims in the four specific fields of physical, vocational, social

(moral and civic), and cultural ends, and then making our adjustments to the needs
of varying groups, with which society and education must deal."

"I think some way should be found of getting part of one's education while engaged
in productive work. '

" I believe the greatest waste ia in the dilettante attack on the elementary subjects in
late primary and the secondary schools. Bringing to bear upon the country at large the
necessity of great training schools for trades or the general mechanical proficiencies
upon which trades depend, seems to me the vital problem of present-day education: A
differentiation in the middle of the high school which shall give an optional Trend simi-
lar toy the gymnasium and realschulen in Germany, but still more largely directed to-
ward trades, might be a desirable first step. I am in favor of getting the first two years
of a medical and again of a law course within the limits of the A. B. degree."

" I would have the Commissioner of Education a member of the President's Cabinet,
and dignify his office by giving his department a larger scope and more vital relation to
our educational system. I would establish a great national university at Washington,
with all departments of learning provided for. I would have a State university in every
Commonwealth, except in New England, and the incorporated colleges and universities
associated with it in the closest relations that can be secured. I would have the super-
intendent of public instruction the head of the State system; and have him, assisted
by the university, make up a system of accredited schools which he would yearly have
inspected. I would leave the rest of the system much as it is, except provide for a
system of trade schools, and labor for closer relations between all grades of schools.
The county training school should be a trade school as well as an agricultural and
normal school."

"As at present the unit in the system of education lihould be the State, with much
more emphasis than has been put upon it. There should be opportunity for State-wide
education in high schools, as well as in State universities and State normals. There
should be the consolidation of schools in connection with political units, as a township.
The educational system in a State should be ized as a department of State
government, and practically made coordinate wirr Ine present executive, legislative.
and judicial departments. Lower schools, under State standards, should be accredited
so that them may be free pathway for the promotion of students from the bottom to the
top of the system. These State systems should have some sort of Federal coordination
in a bureau of education at Washington, developed into a department with a cabinet
officer, and with a national graduate university for graduate work only, along the lines
of a bill for a national university proposed by the National Association of State
Universitiesi.'t

"Education to-day from the kindergarten to the university is lacking in effective
organization. The rapid scientific progress has in a large degree brought about this
condition of affairs. Racial experience accumulates so rapidly that the educational
organizations have to be continually remodeled. If the race would stop accumulating
experience for five years, we could get well systematized courses of study, but that of
course is impossible. We are trying to do too much in our colleges, secondary schools,
and in our grammar schools. We are trying to, teach too many facts and too many
topics; we fire not relating such fabts and topics properly to the learner's power of
comprehension. In our overemphasis at times upon the rights of the individual; we
are making serious mistakes in our elective system. It is an easy matter to be too lax
in allowing students to elect those things which appeal to them because they are easy.
The grioup system of electives is much better. But if we taught much fewer things in
our school and college work, we should give a much more thorough preparation for life."

"The Bureau of Education of the National Government should be advaned in
dignity and power. For a large class of our population who can not take the time to
attend institutions of a -higher character, vocational schools should be } provided.
Each State system of education should be so organized as to make it a State system
in deed and in truth."

"I am very firmly of the opinion that we have advanced far enough in our civic life
to risk a more centralized form of educatiohal procedure. I believe that we could
learn something from the French organization of public schools, that our Commis-
sioner of Education should be of sufficient authority and dignity to be.* member of
the President's Cabinet."

41 "Just now there is a demand for greater centralisation of the control of education."
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"The establishment of an eatcational system is a matter of evolution. Order isgradually emerging from chaos, and this process can not be greatly.hastenecl. Themost that can be done to-day is to endeavor to formulate a plan of ideal organization,
to be fulfilled as conditions seem f gvorable. Such an ideal plan would be: A strongcentral (representative) national body, whose duty it should be to unify standards
for primary, secondary, academic, and pnlfflional education."

"The organization of education ought toe such as will bring the opportunities for
at least a high-school education home to the great majorityand not the favored few. Tothis end there ought to be county and township high schools everywhere otganaed andsupported."

"Colleges and universities need to be defined by law. It should be possible, as inGermany, for a student to go from any secondary school in any State to any college inthe land without loss of dine. I hope the dtiy will come when no one can teach in anelementary school without a full normal-school course of training, and no one in a highschool without at least a college training, plus a year of professional study and prac-tice."
"The question of education everywhere is a question of teachers; and certainlyunder the present State methods good teachers can not be secured, at least in the ruraland elementary and even high schools. The teachers of the rural schools of the Nation

are not as good ass class, as they were 25 or 35 years ago, for a strong clement of young
men have left the work at the call of more remunerative opportunities. 'I believe thereis room for some degree of nationalization of education.'

"The lack in education is rationality. Instructors have not much to build on;hence in taking a boy in charge it is a matter of memory."
"My whole being repels the suggeetion of business men that our children shouldthrow to the winds overt'- save only the one of practicality. The Americanyouth has no business with the business of the world, per 8e. When we shall have

developed his highest potential, in bis physical, ethical, and intellectual nature, thengive him opportunity to test his powers with his fellows; he soon will discover his bent
and will be achieving effectively for himself and for the country."

"This subject is al ways tc o comprehensive to be considered very briefly. In general,I think that education as it is generally pursued in the United States is inclined to be
superficial, especially in these latter days of elective and special .courses in our colleges.I am a great believer in the old-time collegecurriculum set out by men of knowledgeand training, as they certainly can judge what is better for the average youth than thatyouth himself. Let the youth receive Auch a training and then devote from one tothree years, and more if necessary, in acquiring some specialty, such as law, theology,

business,usinees, industrial and mechanical art or agriculture, or even some onobranch of any of these, they will then be better prepared to devote their lives to thevery thing they wish to pursue and do so successfully!:
"No school that is regarded as primarily 'preparatdry ' me other school has

yet achieved areal educational reason for being. . There can oubt that when realculture is through with the bachelor's degree, commerce will high value upon it,reinstate it withnew propriety as a 'degree 'amere step in the preparation for pro-fession. Yet for the present it belongs to the college and the college deserves to live touse the bachelor's degree. I should like to see lie.college course and its degrees
relieved from the pressure of this discussion, 'being al owed its place as a divergent- limb
of higher education whose integrity is to be tested by itself. The colleges, smotheredbeneath the wings of all-absorbing universities, are too fast losing character as colleges
by the suffocating suction of specialization which sucks out every serious thought of
education except for vocation, or the sordid dollar. No person of normal ambition,,
c,hild or adult, can be blamed for losing all taste for a task whose chief end consciously
set before him, is to do the task simply to be able later to do- sera° other task whoseclaims can not yet be presented. Educational chaos muddles the mind of any schoolthat assumes a hierarchy of stages a4d itself as possessing any rights whatever in the
premises over the preceding stage. We should be able to read the title of the coUvgeclear to a place among educational, not 'preparatory,' institutions. I object to decid-ing the fate of the college, the length and character of its ,course, the very question of
its right to any separate existence at all, is8court, which; I claim, has no jurisdiction inthe case. If there is a college, its own specialty is 'hiKheet ' education, and if faithfullypursued it is a higher education than that of any special school which prepares for any
special vocation or profession."

,
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"Great needs are: (1) More money, and more men in the schoolroont of upper
elementary and high schools; (2) greater economic and official independence and free-.
dom of the teacher; (3) more attention to practical usefulness, and the culture of powem
and appreciation and enjoyment,. 'the unbought and wholesome joys of life. The
righteous and enlightened will."

"(1) We should encourage endowed enterprises, of all grades and plans. (2) We
should raise slowly but steadily the requirements for teachers in all grades and posi-
tions including State and municipal superintendents. (3) We must have better
boards of education. To get them we need small membership, election at large and
election at special elections upon the petition and nomination of the citizens (not
over four or five members). (4) We should have better fundamental school' legisla-
tion: (a) Minimum salary law; (b) minimum professional requirements for teachers;
(c) pensions for those invalided for any reason; (d) one year of rest on full pay every
seven years (all the spring of life is out of nearly all our experienced teachers); (e) proper
school buildings. (5) We need better and many more professional schools for teachers.
(6) We need to separate in public opinion, in fundamental legislation, and in board
rules and regulations the relative duties of boards and of superintendents."

"I have a suspicion strong enough almost to amount to a conviction that bookwork
up to the ago'of 13 or 14 ought to be almost abolished, and that the basismf education
up to that age should be almost exclusively motor, dancing, games, music, drawing,
manual training of every sort, with reading and writing taught early of course, and
ciphering, but very little methodical instruction out of books."

"My own interest in school matters has been in methods of testing school results
rather than in policies themselves.. I have urged strongly more attention to current
school records so devised as to make possible an analysis of experience."

" Questionnairesw ill never settle great educational problems in controversy. Every
school should be a laboratory or should, at least, be preparing materials for educational
research. Every county, city, and State superintendent of education should be in
position to tell truthfully and legibly the experience of the pupils and teachers under
his supervision. The national C,ommissioner of Education should be able to collect
and to interpret facts as to methods and relnilts in all parts o. the United States. A
small part of the energy that Is now expended in squabbling over controverted theories
could, if properly directed, insure the truth about what is happening and point the way
to what ought to be made to happen.'

"We are working out a system of education in the true Anglo-Saxon way, i. e., by
efperimenting and trying first one thing and then anothernow going ahead and now
backing up and starting again. The process is slow and painful, and sometimes dis-
couraging, but it suits the genius of our race. Some other peoples would lay down a
principle and then work up to it, but we deduce the principle from our experience.
But wt. shall 'get there,' I am confident."'

(C) EXTRACTS CONDENSED AND REARRANGED:
(The figures refer to the numbered Questions, Summaries, and full Extracts, pp. 81.881

Refer to Question 1, page 63.

I (a).

Most of the schemes for modification come under subseqUent heads.
"The medium age of graduation from American colleges is 22 years anci,,10 monthfo

I (b).

"It is a pity thli A.?. has been advanced two years in quantity since 12.80 rather
than in qualityP

"Sacrifice the length of the college course mther4han that of the pro *tonal
course."

"The purely preparation stage is too long extended."
"Time should be saved by rapid promotions throughout the elementary school

'7eystem, and by fle]dbilitrin the high schoolind in the college course."

lee Extzeota In full, pp. 087116.

. .
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Refer to Question 2, page 65.

2 (a).

"I suspect present results could be had in half the time now taken."
Time is wasted by--
" Lack of medical inspect bui of school children."
"Unmotivated and ineffect i ye reading, writing,.arithmetir, and geography."
;.Covering unimportant and unpractical topics."
'..4Needless multiplication of the subjects taught."
"Iloplessly expending energies upon nonessentials."
"Scattering of pupil' resources."
"Routine practice, odds and ends, 'fads and frills' generally."
"Lack of great, strong, enthusiastic, educated teachers."
"Lack of enlightenment regarding the ideals at which education aims."

1 2 (b).

Time can he shortened by-I-
"More careful pruning of the elementary program ofestudy."
"Making distinction between first-rate facts and principles and tenth-rate."
"Casting out worthless rubbish."
9Not trying to teach everything that is good."
"Sticking to,the elements of the subject." \
"Pruning and vitalizing subject matter."
"Confining period of elementary education to mastering the tools of education."
"Not overemphasizing military and political details in history."
"Putting less time on formal reviews."
"Not teaching content studies with the method suitable to the formal subjects."
"Fitting the course of study to the individual."
"FolloWing social and concrete interes16:
"Using industrial or manual training to italize academic instruetion."
"Teaching children relations of what they are 111 oing to ends that they desire to

reach."
"Separating the brighter pupils destined to a profession and securing concentration

and continuous progress." 4
.

"Introducing second-ry school work in the higher grades."
"Beginning the study of foreign language, elementary algebra, constructive geom-

etry, and elementary science, thus saving one or two years of the high school."

2 (c).

Provision for vocational schools or studies:
"Providing studies which take the place of the work children formerly did with

their parents in the home, or on the farm, or in the shop."
"Placing greater emphasis on the practical aspects of nearly all the subjects."
"Setting apart from one sixth to one-fourth of the time for some elective interest."
"Putting in manual training, elements of commercial practice, etc."
"Providing vocational training for defective and irregular pupils, who for these

and other causes are over age."
"Converting first our legislatures and our boards of education, and next our teachers.

(Within one year I have visited the schools in 23 of our largest cities, and I confess
complete dishearten t in respect to further development in many of them.) "

"Employing for tional work one Who is a teacher as well as cook, plumber, or
cireareaker. (There almost no such persons at present alive in America.) "

I
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R(fer to Question 3, page 68.

3 (b).

"Six years, 12-18; for the first two years simply differentiating the work of the
elementary school."

"At 12 specialization should begin either for vocation or college."
"Only two divisions of education that is dominantly cultural should exist, elemen-

tary and higher. At present the distinction between the aims of the high school and
liberal college does not exist. The student at 20 should be ready to enter a professional
course."

3 (c).
Reforms of high school are
"Simplify course of instruction; it is not necessary to take all the sciences in a high

school."
"Adapt subject matter to the pupils' interests, capacity, and mental development."
"Concentrate on a few valuable studies. Cease multiplying subjects."
"Have less educational padding."
"Make college-entrance requirements reasonable."
"Emphasize, like the Greeks, the value of continuous and systematic attentiorr to

the development of the human body."
"Banish from the high school elementary attitudes and relationships."
"Emphasize elementary ethics."
"Emphasize character elements."
"More training for character; less of the purely bookish elements."
"More thoroughness, initiative, and moral emphasie "
"Emphasize history, civil government, and economics for citizenship."
"Make more real; lees formal."
"More vocational; less textbook work."
"More training for life, citizenship, vocation, and service."
"Organise courses on basis of general vocational activities, with so-called culture

coming from the wisdom of knowing what the world is like, what it wants, and what
one can do about it."

"Correlate industrial studies with what is known as purely academic studies."
" Recognize the differing cultural, vocational, and social ends of various groups and

prepare for these."
"Provide for a classical, a general-scientific, a commercial, a domestic-economy, a

manual-training, or a technical course." ,

"Provide continuation or night schools for special cases."
"Improve quality of teaching."

3 (d).

Provision for vocation schools or studies:
"Adding hours for industrial work without loss to regular high-school work."
"In connection with high echdols."
"Vocation studies as electives."
"In the surrotmdinga of the school, rather than under the conditions of apprentice-

m5petadin,g19Mqourth.to one-half the time in vocation work."
"Manual training branching into trade activities, or commercial training, definite,

thorough, practical., In some ewe part time might be spent in actual shop or factory."
"By grouping electives, by providing in connection, with the regular high-school

work facilities for training in simple business methods, wood and iron working, use
of tools and simple construction of buildings, elementary principles of gardening and
farming, geeing and cooking, stenography, etc."
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Refer to question 4, p. 73.

4(r
Length of college course:

The German gymnasium and university plan is more rational than our high school,
college, and university or professional school. Annex the first two years of the col-
lege to the secondary school and allow the students to enter the graduate or professionalschool of the university at once."

" Professional work should undoubtedly begin at 20 in the majority of cases."

4 (b).

Beginning university at junior year: /-
" I have recommended (2), and have made a report to our board of trustees urging its

adoption here in 1913, the freshman and sophomore years to be required for entrance."
"Keep four years for those not aiming at professional degree, but have last two

years for the others count for professional degree "
a"In professional and technical schools I believe that the beet of general culture

will yet be found in the biographies of leaders in the lines studied, and in a history of
the development of the occupation and the sciences and social life related to it."

"The chances are in favor of the work beingbetter done if the college course should
take on two years of basic 'science training for medicine, rather than that the medical
school should pretend to do the scientific work which is almost certain to be donebetter in a university laboratory."

" The colleges and universities (so called), especially in the East, but also elsewhere,
have deteriorated, if we measure their standards by their educative value. I am only
voicing the judgment of the most experienced and thoughtful when I say that fully
one-half of all the courses offered and the work done is of almost no educative value
whatever. I would, therefore, thoroughly reconstruct the American college from
top to bottom; for it retain); its name, having lost its character. (1) I would reduce
the number and increase the thoroughness in the subjects required for admission;
(2) reduce the time to three years, from 17 to 20; (3) reduce the foolish and expensive
and needless exhibitioirof courses offered, making them much fewer and much morethorough; (4) make two-thirds or three-quarters of the curriculum requiredcom-
pelling such studies in language and literature, mathematics and physical science,and in the psychological sciences as are preparatory and introductory to professional
and Ph. D. studies; (5) clean out the whole hotchpotch of courses which have thename, but can never have the substance of true professional studies. Business
demands trained and disciplined men; if the colleges would do this, of course their
graduates would be in demand in business circles."

4 (c).

89

Other views of organization of college and university:
"I would save the two years needed for the college course by simplifying the grade

work and shortening the time these two years."
"I would stiggest the following scheme:.

"Elementary school, years of child's life, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.
"High school, years of child's life, 12, 13, 14, 15.
"College, years of child's life, 16, 17, 18, 19.
"Professional, Ph. D., years of child's life, 20, 21, 22."

"The University of North Dakota gives additional credit or supeor work, thereby
shortening the time for excellent students."

" Group subjects as minor electives or minorrequirements about a major core of sub-
jects in which advanced work must be done, and which may eveli make the group
prelegal, premedical, etc."
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" It is easily possible to make the college course eo ettity by elective courses and avoid-
ance of advanced work that it never forces the choices which should be made, say, even
for or against, future study and a learned profession."
r The graduate school loses educational perspective when it assumes to influence the
college course."

Value of college for business:
"None. 1 refer to the typical business man, and not to the great business man.

The latter unusual person is in favor of a sane college course in history, languages,
sciencer, history courses, economics, English, very thorough; German, biology,
physics, chemistry, history of philosophy, algebra and geometry with trigonometry.
This course is to be taken by a youth who takes part in the social and athletic life as a
doer of things. Business men as I know themmanufacturers, wholesalers, railroad
men desire in the young man certain moral qualities obeyint.4 ules and injruct ions
implicitly, prompvis and punctuality, arithmetical perfectio rapid and legibly
handwriting, facility and accuracy in English. I call these ' mo ' qualities, and so
they sewn to we; and they are glad to get also the young man who kn6we a great deal
of geography, of civil government, and of general information. They desire also cer-
tain physico-moral qualities,kanch as cleanliness, neatness, and orderliness This is
to say, theyikesire health, strength, and discipline. They like Frankness, openness,
courage toward themselves and discretion toward all others.

not
school courses can

not develop these qualities for two reasons: Our teachers do not themselves manifest
them, and our courses are not designed to produce them."

"Let the college course be sincerely and seriously a part of vocation, too definite to
attract the 'elective' students; too hard to sittiqwlie man who ice° lazy go to
work at a serious business; too exacting to be satiinktorily done byliss unmotivated
trifler who goes to college, kindheartedlyacquinicing in his parents' fond wishes, with
a superidr indulgence of their ambition."

"They (college men) think, few people (or educated people for that matter) do.
They are systematic. They have mahy bits of knowledge that are useful sometimes
when least expected."

"So far as I can judge, business men value highly the training which young men
who are going into business get in college."

"Without question the men with college education who have gone into busingss
have e,..in forged tikthe front. I have been teaching for a number of years in manufac-
turing centek and I know that this condition is true in great manufacturing plitita."

Refer to Question 5, page 77.

"Culture should relate to fundamentals in society, business, civilization." /
"The,problem is one that affects and is affected by social and business conditions."
"A.certain amount of conformity to standards set by modern social forces is neces-

eery, else the young graduate will find himself in a world for which he is unprepared."
"That skbject is most cultural which is mbet serviceable to humanity from a dynamic

standpoig. All industrial, vocational, Ind other subjects, when studied and.realized
in MOO a richer life and deeper civilization are cultural and at the suite time meet

Iterbusinees interests of life. The business interests think too much is consumed by
'education without equivalent reeults. It is very nIttuml for us to interpret with our
experiences, which are those of the educational cloister."

"The practical delhande of life and the interests of culture are congruent in this,ithat
nothing which is valuable merely for the training it gives is worth pursuing/ The
inatrumenta of culture are practical means to a large rich life. Sixteen years of school
work preliminary to professional stud? is ungeceeeey and hostile to the time interests
Of culture." r

.
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"For the sake or business I would lay far mole stress than is now put on the studiesthat deal with man and history, what man has doneon literature, what man has:bought and felt. The hest way to adjust students to the intelligent demands of busi-
ness is to adjust them to the interests of society, and, so fat as may be, totheideals ofour civilization."

"Give up archaic ideas regarding a distinction between culture and utility. Theuniversity shouLd be a place where everything useful upper the sun 'is taught. andeverything useful has a place in the university, and anything useless has noplace init."
The drift is away from alleged disciplinary effects to studies that cunt inc both

discipline and useful information."
"Culture will come best by an enrichment of vocational life. This is real cult ure.

Culture has been a borrowed thing since the Romans began aping the Greek,. Vona-deial preparation is entirely in harmony with culture in the best sell?+0. and,there is
doubtl6sel plenj% of time for each."

" Business, society, civilization, demand of the world.'s workerS a certain minimumof equipment and maximum of achievement. Society is the loser if academic require-
ments carry a man past the time of his greatest energy, efficiency, and adaptability."

"There iwevidently a need of squeezing a lot of water (mot our curriculum.
"Thu modern demand is for young men and women to het into things while plastic

and full of the sense of adaptation."
" It is desirable that the time element shouldnot seem too extended. in order that we

ma,persuade our youth not to yield to the temptation of neglecting education. particu-. Italy- so-called cultural education."
"Make the training ever richer, better, more effective, rather than shorter."
"I think that the true ideals of our civilization demand high eul'ine and an abun-dance of time in our education schemes. One great need of our country now is menwho can think straight."

Refer to Question 6, page 81.

" it were possible to reorganize the whole of educat ion in the United State's now, I
believe that. we are more nearly prepared for the German system than we ever wouldhave been before now."

"We have shoved elementary education too far and crowded our universities to the
wall."

"There 16 four units in our educational system; 1,tach ele'ment magnifies its own
functions; and each-unit seeks to control the units below itself, and to increase still
further the burdens they are varying."

" I think it desirable that a professional direction be given to the upper half of the
four-year college course, or that specialized studies leading toward original research
belkin in the junior year."

"One correspolident gives instances of stud;mts, prepared privately, nonessentials
being omittad, who recently entered college at 14 and 15 and graduated successfully."

0044 " I would advocate considerable diminution of the quantity element in college-
entrance requirements."

"We must eliminate unnecessary subject matter in elementary subjects; must have
different kinds of high schools to meet the needs of different kinds of pupils."

"We are trying to do too much in our colleges, secondary schools, and in our glimmar
schools."

" I believe the grtateet waste is in the dilettante attack on the elementary subjects ip
the late primary and the ef condary schools. A differentiation in the middle of the high
school which small give aft optional trend similar to the Gymnasium and Real Schools
in Germany might .be desirable."

4
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OEGA ATION OF THE SYSTEM.

"Education to-day from t kindergarten to the university is lacking in effective
organization "

"I would have the C missioner of Education a member of the President's Cabi-
net; would establish a great national university at Washington; would have a State
university in every Commonwealth except in New England, and the incorporated
colleges and universities associated with it in the closest relations that can be secured :
would have the superintendeilt of public instruction the head of the system."

"The educational system in a State should be recognized as a department of State
government. State systems should have some sort of Federal coordination in a
bureau of education at Washington."

"We should have a strong, central (representative) national body whose duty it
should be to unify standards for primary, secondary, academic, and professional
edutation."

"Colleges and universities need to be defined by law. It should be poi* ble, as in
/Germany, for a student to go from any secondary school in any State to any college
in the land without lose of time."

VOCATION ELEMENT IN EDUCATION.

"The tendency is to get away more and more from the monastic system and to edu-
cate men and women more in real life, for real work. The greatest defect of our
educatioahl system is this neglect of those who have to go to work at about 14 years."

"Dropping out of school is because of the violation of the natural impulse to do,
keeping it repressed."

"Some way thou'''. be found of getting part of one's education while engaged in
productIVe work."

"I would have vocational courses of various kinds branch off at different points
from the central line of general culture."

" I would make it possible for a B. A. graduate to go from the Greek recitation room
to the blacksmith shop or carpenter shop, and have the one line of Work count equally
with the other toward the B. A. degree."

"People think a trade school a very good thing for their neighbor's sons."

BETTER TEACHING.

"One deplorable defect in our system is the lack of scholarship, breadth, and train-,
ing on the part of the elementary - school teacher, and to a large extent on the part of
the high-school teacher."

"We need more men in the schoolrooms of the upper elementary and high schools.
We need better and many more professionttl schools for frachers."

"The lack in education is rationality. Instructors have not much to build on':
Hence in taking a by in charge, it is a matter of memory."

",Teachers of tho rural schools of the Nation are not as good as a class as they were
26 or 35 years ago."

EDUCATIONAL AIMS.

"We might express our educational aims in the four specific fields of physical,
vocational, social, and cultural ends, and then make our adjustments to the needs of
varying groups with which society and education must deal."

"No school that is regarded as primarily preparatory to some other school has yet
achieved a real educational reason for being. I should like to see the college allowed
its place as a divergent limb of higher education whose integrity is to be tested by
itself."
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zutdrivit SYSTEM.

Education superficial.

"In our overemphasis at times upon the rights of the individual, we are making
serious mistakes in our elective system."

In general I think education as It is generally pursued in the United States is
inclined to be superficial."

Solidarity of 'system

"I believe in the unity and solidarity of our educational system. Professional,
technical, trade, and continuation schools should be as closely coordinated with the
elementary schools, high schools, and colleges as possible."

MOTOR EDUCATION.

"I have a suspicion strong enough almost to amount to a conviction that book work
up to the age of 13 or 14 ought to be almost abolished, and that the basis of education
up to that age should be almost excludively motor dancing, games, music, drawing,
manual training of every sort, with" reading and writing, taught early of course, ang
ciphering, but very little methodical instruction out of books."

MEANS OP INVESTIGATION OP PROBLEMS.

"Questionnaires will never settle great educational problems in controversy.
Every school should be a laboratory, or should at least be preparing materials for
educational research. Every county, city, and State superintendent of education
should be in position to tell truthfully and legibly the experience of the pupils and
teachers under his supervision. The national Commissioner of Education should be

ah. able to collect and to interpret facts as tocethods and results in all parts of the United
`States.1.,

"I urge strongly more attention to current school records, so devised as to make
possible an analysis of experience."
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Cleveland. Board of Ohletit 6 al. The Cleveland tetimical high win PI ifs Anikva I

rep. rt. 114, Cleveland. Board of crlucatiun. 1907 p.84-99. plans. illus.
ota 'sly. boys. p. Cs; gAs, p. WV.

years' work in throe years.

Garber. .1, hit Palmer. The high school' (Short course] In his A muds of educational

progreN, in 1910. Philadelphia and London, J. B. Lippincott co., 1911. p. 14.5.

Georgia educational association. Committee on high schools. Report. Mason. 1911.

12 p. 8°.
Contains suggestive courses for two, three, and four-year high schools.

(1reenwfaKI. James M. Seven-year course for elementary schools and five-year course

for secondary schools. Education, 27: 550-55, May 1907.

Hand. William If. High-school manual. Columbia. S. C., University of South Caro-

lina. 1907. 91 p. 12°. I Bulletin Of the University of South Carolina, Part XI,

October 19071
Suggestive courses of study for two, three, and four -year high schools: p. 7-16.

Hartwell, Charles S. Economy in education. Educational review. 30:159-77.

September 1905.
Illinois university. A scheme for the more complete correlation of the two and three

leer high schools with accredited high schools and academies. Urbana, Uni-

Tersity fvfillinois, 1905. 5 p. 12°. I Univerrity. oT Illinois bulletin. vol. V,

no. 121
Sachs, Julius.. The elimination of the first two college years: A protest. Educa-

tional review. 30 488-99, December 1905.
Suggested durses for three-year high school. In Georgia. Dept. of education.

Thirty-ninth annual report. Atlanta, Ga., C. P. Byrd,. state printer, 1911.
p. 186-94. 8°.

The two-year high school course [Chicago] Sierra educational news, 7:43, September

1911.
Two-year high school course in New York. American school board journal; 37:24,

August UT.
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HIGH SCHOOLSSIX-YEAR PLAN AT WORK.

3 (e).
Olt

Brown. J. Stanley. Joliet township high school. School review, 9:417-32. Sep.
tember 1901. illus.
(Joliet, 111.. Township high selxil) The six-year high school at work. Schou'

review, 14:609-10, October 1906.
Milos. I.. N. The -six-and -six" plan in the public schools of crawfordsSill.

hid. American school .board journal, 44:14. ehmary 1912.
Iloekje, John C. The six-year high school in practice. American sch(olmaster,

6:25-23, January 1913.

HIGH SCHOOLS REFORM.

3 lc).a

Baldwin, W. A. The high, school: its weaknesses and suggested moditipa't ions.
Report made to the New England :issociati n of school superintendents. Bos-
ton. New England publishing company. 19 . 12.p. 12'.

Davis, N. F. Is the present mode of granting cc 'tic:Ito-rights to prepa rat or schtfirl,
eatiNfactory? School review, 15:145-52. February 1907.

Parlin, Charles C. The twentieth-century high school. Ittshkosh, is., Castle
Pierce press, 1910) 16 p. 12°.

Pierre, E. C. Reforms in the curriculum of the secondary school. School review, l6:
265-66, April 1906.

Robinson, E. Van lbs Waste in high-school educa I ion. School review. ? 422-26,
September 1900.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING.

3 (d).

Brown, James Stanley. Commercial and industrial high schools versns commercial
and industrial courses in high schools. In North central at.ttoiation of colleges
and sevendary schools. Proceedings, 1908. Chicago, Published by the Asso-
ciation, 1908. p. 136-13. _

--- and others. The plinxt of vocational skbjects in the high school curricultagi.
In National society for the scientific study of education. Fourth yearbook.
Bloomington, Ill., Pantograph printing ant stationery company. 1905. pt.
2: 9-52.

Brown, John Franklin. Vocational training tin the high school] In his The American
high school. New York, .The.Macmillatt company, 1909. p. 369-73,

Burnham; Frederic I.ynden. Supervision and the teaching of the manual arts id'
the high school. Report. In Massachusetts. Board of education. Annual.
report, 1907-08. Boston, Wright & Potter printing co., 1908. 267-96.
(Appendix 1).)

Call, Arthur Deerin. The specialized or vocational vs. the composite high school.
In National education associations. Journal of pmeeedings and addresses,
)912. p. 174-80.

Also in American school board Journal, 45: 8-9, October 1912.

Carman, George N. Promotion of industrial education by meane of peblic high
schools. Western journal of education (Ypsilanti) 2: 1-12, January 1909.

Enlargomoot of paper read at the National society for the promotion of Industrial education,
Atlanta, 1508, under title: " Promotion of industrial education by means of trade schools."

Crawahaw, Fred I). What can the high schools da better to help the industries?
Manual training magazine, 13: 193-204, February 1912.
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I leuti Arthur 1). Industrial education in its relation to the high school problem.

Davenport, Eugene. Industrial education with special referer t to the high to hind:

De Garin.. Charles. Trainilig for indust rial efficiency in the high school. In New

Denbigh, John H. Solite problems of the secondary school. fo Schooltuasten,'

Evan-, Charles S. 'Pechnical 1 raining in the Berkeley high school. Berkeley.

Faiti, .1. C. .1 new feat tire in school work. Nliasissippi educational advance, :!: 12-14,

association id New York and vicinit ys A mitinl report. 1908-1909. p. 17.

an address. Urbana, III. 119081 20 p. 8,°,

Syracuse. N. C. W. Bardeen, 1910. 31 p. 12°.

21-30,

adapt the school to the h needs of a minimally."

York (City) high school teachers' association. Yearbook. 1906-1907.

Cal., 1910. [22] p. 16'. Berkeley. Cal., Board of education] Pam

March 1913.

phlet no. 41

This address was road at the high school cookounr, University or Illinois, November 20, 1908.

Total neglect or either the vorational or see:41 aims mils! equally surely result in (allure to
p. 17-20.

At Met 'oath, Miss., the superintendent of schools has perfected an amingement with the toaster.
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noslunie of Illinois Ii. It. Co.'s building nasal repair shops by which boys may take their high
school course with extended practical work in the shops. Tie arrangemjut is founded upon the
plAn of having two iwys.set as a unit, so t hat while one is In school the other is in shop, Lend vice
ter -s. For t heir shop work the boys are paid, each flocking from S 15 to $18 per month.

National education ictsociai ion of the United States. Subcommittee on industrial
and italinical education in the secondary schist'. Iteport! 'In its Journal of
proceedings alit! addresses. 1910.p. 731-66.

New Hampshire. Superintendent of public instruction. The influence of secondary
. schools upon movements of population and upton Vorn 1 ion. in his Report . . .

Cwnvorti , HMS. p. 261-70.
Ili printed.

Work in secondary schools )caving industrial courses. It his I teport
Uourord, 190s. p. 280-302.

Nye. L. li. Itational 'vocational work in smaller high School Penusylvaiiia°school
journal, 59: 502 -506, April 1911.

The vocational training or sixtoot high schools, in reply to circulars of Inquiry.

Person. Barlow Stafford. Ideal organization of a aystem of secondary st.hools to
provide vocational training. School review, 17:404-16, June 1909.

Ilynearson, Edward. Cooperation of the ht,isinesti Men of Pittsburg witrINIMIkom-
menial department of its high school. School review. 18: 33:1-3S, May 1910.

Sargent, Walter. The place of manual arts in the seondary schools. School review,
IS: 99-107. February 1910.

Sloan, Percy II. 'rhe organization of the arts in the high s chools. Educat' 1 bi-
monthly, 1: 1S290, February 1410.

Toledo, Ohio. Word of eduCation, New cosmopolitan high 'schools. In its Report,
190:419. p. 71-79. illus. plans.

A oomplet, systern,af differentiated eatirses. cultural nail vocational, uodering all three Imes
of academic, manual and commercial training, and placing equal emphasis Upon reek"

Upton. H. H. High school attendance as influeneed by commercial and technical
training. Is Illinois state ieachttris' association. Journal of proceedings. 1902.
Springfield, Ill.. Plullivs bros., state printera. 1903. p. 127-33. '

Wightman, II. J. Technitati cOurve in thigh schools. School journal. 74: 24341,
March 9, 1997.

"In the tips of course a-hleh I anstivoceting, the rah* of each thin% node Use In the fact
that It taut i defluite purpose In the later work wt' life of the pupil."
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HIGH SCHOOLS- SIX-YEAR. PLAN.

3 (b).

!Miter), Frederick.E. [The high school coxing; of study] In National conference on
secondary education . . . Northwesterh univer,ity. 1903. Evanston, pub-

.' fished by the university, 1904. p. 68-76i
lIower, Ray F. Reorganization of the gnulen and 11gli.school. Wyoming :40)1)01

journal. 9: 243-46. May-June 1913.
Itaeitwioser, J. V. The gap between t he grades and the high school. C,dorad, se] mid

journal, 28: 22-24, May 1913.
Itrown. Juno,: Stanley. In what respects should the high schools be mod ii IntVt

twentieth century demands? School review, 12: 563-68, September 1904.
- Present development of secondary schools according to the proposed plan.

School rehew, 13: 15-W, January 1905.
li0ttrick, Harold E. Thu true flInCtioll Of the evening high school. School review.

12: 58S-603, September 1904.
Harper. \\WW1) Rainey. Development of high schools into junior colleges. 1p his

The prospects of the small college. Chicago. University of Chica) press. 1900.
p.:38 -39.

-- The high school of the future. School review. 11: 1-3, January 1903.
The secondary school to include the first two yens of college work. - Dd.etnaidon: p. 17-2'.

The situation of the small college.. In his The trend in higher education.
Chicago, University of Chicago pre...-. 1966. p. 349-90.

liedgepeth, V. \V. B. Six-year high-school plan at Goshen, led. School review, 11:
19-23, January 1905.

Lange, Alexis The unitiratkin of our school system. Sierra educational news, 5:
9-14, June 1909.

six-year course: Outliner t i Lilt, California school laws, 1900, paragraph 1750.

[c lxfoni, Miss., adds an eleyenth grade, d puts in two years of Greek] Mississippi
school journal, 13: 21, October 19087

Van Dyke, .11 4. Ahould the course of secondary oluration be oxtPlIded t.. include
the work in the last two years of the grades and the first two years 11 the college?
In Minnesota educational association. Prceedings, 1902-3. St. Paul,
Mc( '' 1-Warner co., 1903. p. 134-39. diagrs.

Wheeler, l ee. The six-year high school. North. Omani) education. 7: 8-9,1913.
Pennsylvania school journal, 61: 280-283, January 1913.

COLLEGE COURSE-LENGTH.

4 (a).

Brown, Elmer E. Length of the baccalaureate course and preparation for The pro-
fessional schooll. In National education association. Je,ainial of pr&eolings

-and addresses,. 190133. p. 489-95.
Null, Nicholas Murray. The American coli;1).:-...Educational review. 2): 11-20.

January 1903.
Length of the baccalaureate course and preparation for the' professional

schools. In National education association. Journal of proceedings and
addresses, 1903. p. 500-4

California. University. Five yearn' course. Register, 1908-9. p. 89-70.
Eliot, Charles W. Length of the baccalaureate course and preparation for the prefett-

sional schools, In National education association: Journal of proceedincs and
addressee, 1903: p. 496-600.

Poster, Williani T. Gentlemen's grade. Educational review, 391 386-392, April 1907.
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!fart well, Charles S. Economy in education. Educational review, 30: 159-177,1
September 1905.

MacLean, James A. The length of the college young.. In, National ansociation of
state universities. Transactions and proceedings, 1907. Bangor, Me., Bangor
cinipemtive Printing co. p. 59-65.

Aliesahimetts institute of technology. Five-year midergiliate courses.
ininuimproemtem. , June 1910. p. 31,4

Themas, M. Carey. The .college. Educational review, 29: 62 -S4, January 1905.

COLLEGE COURSE EXPERIMENTS IN SHORTENING.

4 (e).

F.10, Charles W. et at. Three-year college course. School review. 5:720 -2s,
December 1897.

1 Iaii. E. II. College work and the A. li. in throe years. .1iarvard graduat 04. magazine,
9: 330-17, March 1901.

IIan. A. Il. Act Wait ies the three-year A. It.degree. 11:try:tall gmlnat es' magazine,
10: 201-7, December 1901.

sikkney. !Merl. coleddenttienit tin.new Harvard methods. o. d. 32 I).
Printed for private distribution.
Two-year college course. Outlook. 72: 394-95, October IS, 1902.

Current literature, 33: 517, November 1902.

TIME ELEMENT IN EDUCATION.

5.

5 tolreive, E. Benjamin. Time and aim in relation In the college I wriettlum. Educa-
tional review, 1: 133-46,Feliruary 1891.

Cincinnati, Ohio. Superintendent of sehook. Percentage of time given to each
study.in different cities. In his Annual report, 1909. p. 38.

Eleven lending cities.
Cle4land, Ohio. Superintendent of sclesils. 'Time allotment of chillies in t he

elementary-grades1 In his Annual report. 1908, p. 34. 36, 39, 41.
In 10 other effial: p. 30, :a

Economy of time in education. Symposium. In National education nesictai
Journal of proceedings and addresses, 1912. p. 507-26.

Article.; by J. II. Van Sickle, II. 11. Wilson, F. F. Thompson. and J. II. Francis.
}lam Wel I, Charles S. Economy in .editratii in. Educationalm01(1113.1 review, 30: 159-77,

September 1905.
Lommen, P. The time element in education. South Dak..to eduAtter, 20: 5-10,

March 1907.
Time in education. Outlook, 59: 425-26, Julie 12. 1897.

MeMurry. Frank M. What omirwions are advintlde in'the present mime of study,
and what should be the basis for the same?. In National education
I . Depanment of superintendence. Journal of proceedings and addrecsem,
1904. p. 194-202.

PHYSIOLOGICAL AGE.

Crompton, C. Ward. The influence of'physiolegieal age upon scholarship. Psycho-
logiial clinic, 1: 115-20, June 15, 1907.
Physiological age- a fundamental principle. American physical education

review, 13: 141-44, 214-27, 268-83, March, April, May 1908,
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CULTURE ELEMENT IN EDUCATION.

5.

A rmstning, A. C. German culture anti the universities. Enucational review, 45:
:125-38, April 1913.

Iturgees, I. B. Cultural motive in the school. Education, 28: 574-S4, May 1908...
Dexter, E(Iwin Grant. High-grade men. in college and (nit. Pi:pular 8iiptice

monthly, March 1903. .

t isilarrisu, W. E. A modern ideal olicilince. Now Mexico journal of education, I;:
In. I:), February 15, 1904

Henderson, Charles Education and the larger life. Bosom. Houghton. Mifflin
At , 1902. :1st; p.

Miller. If. J. Value of .t nniaersitc edncancm V, eyruiiitNler ili 327-2S,
September 1907.

Morris. Edward P. The eolleue and the iutelleetual life. Vale review. 2: 450-09,1
April 1913.

Penniman, Josiah H. Alit can our schools :trill colleges do in the way j imp:it-11m;
cult ore as distinguished- frau) knowledge? In Styli, masters'

' Nev York and vicinity! Ann tai report. 1901-1903. p. u3- 74.
Hyliolt, D. C. Eduiation for culture. (Apo educational monthly. GI: 303 7,

1912.
Schurman; Jacob G. Liberal culture: A Ilienian and American, In Sob. mast crii'

association of New York and vicinity. A nnuaLrep. 1905-190G. p. 84-91.
Thwing, 'harlot 1.; The pre-eminence of the college graduan:. Io his Within

college walls. Net4 York, Baker & Taylor m. [ca. 1893] p. I.

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS-- ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.

4 (h) (3) Sec also 4 (b) (l) and 4 (h) (4).

Butler, Nieholai Murray. Professional sehoolsand the American college. Educa-
tional review, 24:503-17, Decemkr 1902.

Arguers for entranee to professional schools, after two years of college.
Soo also Journal of alumlion,417: 471, 1111 100m.

Eliot, Charles W. the requirements for admission to professional schools. In Asso-
ciation of American universities. Journal of prorec4ings and addresses, .De-
comber 29-31, 1902. Published by the association, 1903, p. 30-35.

Discussion: p. 43-52.

Yale university. President. [Should professional schools require collegiate degree
as entrance condition] In his Report, 1901-1902. p. 13-29.

COLLEGE TRAINING AND THE PROFESSINAL SCHOOL.

4 (b) (5).

13althvin, S. E. The teadjulin ent of the collegiate to the professional course. In
U. S. Bureau of (Am-atilt'. Report of the Commissioner for the year 1899-1900.
v. 1. F. 615-28.

Benedict, A. L. Time allowance in the combined collegiate and medical course.
Bulletin of the American academy of medicine, 6: 121-54, 34341, Delanber,
1902, June 1903%

Reports of committee. .
Bryan, W. D. Combined cquraes in academic and professional work. In Association

of American universities. Journal of proceedings and addresses, 1910. p..
17-25.

RiseussIon: p.3644.
Resoiettoes Subedited: p. 24-23.
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thitler. Nicholas Murra-r. On permitting students to take studies in pr. 4essional
selie.1, while pursuing a. regular undergraduate: course. in College asra..ciati..1.

of he 1.nited Slates and Maryland. 1891. p. :f, -38.
I io.b.,,t1; John M. The mlati a ..1 the,univerraity to the medical and other pro.,-.iunal

sch..1s. Northwest( rtt lancet, SI.ptvinher 1903.
kinvebury1. T. shonid in college work be required in prepara i.ut for

profe,sional cours.,:? he N.111.11;11 il*.Cialion of state . 'Frans-

act ions And proceeding,. 1907. Bangor. Maine, ('ooper:II ie. printing co.
p

woi .t 1.,M-rpive. ..I 1pz, si pn ,fessietal !raining', 1 ;11catt.,1,11 v uw,

12: 24-233, October. 19 I I

A tisural study In Um% .1.1 Innver,ny. Illustraied with grAphie statistic

Plant Z, Saunter The cullev a- a preliminary It, professional tour. 1Visc.eicit.

Journal .4 education, 41: .4s-90, March 1100x.
maim. Veer, Albert. Should the regent, regi +ter (..411.gf. (4,in-se:, a- II, ale'', ..i

the linI year in a medical r.ell.tul. Nett York 'State. tiati.-ersit 42.1

.1). 24:3-30
seven years 1"r I he I

HIGHER EDUCATION ANIIBUSINESS PURSUITS.

Converec, J. II. II igbee ethical i ii for business ptirmits and manufacturing. .1 nuts
of the American academy of political and social science, 28:115-23. July 1906.

Elliot, Iluwartl e,41,,g, man in burin.,,. North Ilakout univvr=ily.Quarterly
journal, Mare)] 1911. p. 130 .34.

Foster, William T. The whit h.n between collet. iet tidies and success in life Science,
32: 701-7, November Is, 191W table,.

e..
SI-P also 1.1tninistraiien of Ile. urrietiltun. lioughta Minim

,atile ant tea-.

I Lipp ad. II. .1. et 1Pge U11.11 ill business. .thiials of the American atatletily .4

political and ecial 'science, 2S: 58-69, July 1906.
See also IVoritl u-day, li: sr-at, .%tigust no,

Parry, David M. nut! ()Ours. What can a university contribute to preparation for
business life? In Mich igun political rWit'llt'e association. I'llbl lea! i, .11-. V, i. I.

p. 45-130.
Patton, Simon N. 17niverraity training for business 111114:ducation ial eview. 29:

217-33, March 1905.-

Person, Harlow S. The renege graduate in trail,. and inilasiry. EilataiMii. 21*:
589-6(X), Jim. 1907,
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Apprenticeship. school-supervised, 33-34.
Baker, J. II., and preliminary report, 5; the college 'problem, 50-57; preliminary

report on need of investigation of the culture *meat and economy of time in
education, 60-93.

Baltimore, Md.. elementary education, economy, 40.
Bibliography, economy of time in education. 93-103.
Business men, and college training. 75-76.
Butler, N. M., on college problem, 57.
Cleveland, Ohio, six-year course of study, 43-44.
College entrance requirements, problem, 16.
Colleges, division of time, 19; length of course, 22-23, 73-77; problems, 10, 17, IS,

50-57. See also Universities.
Committee of investigation, 5-6.
Cott Wet, of study. Eurtifiest n secondary schools, 47; reconstruction, 31-32; references,

44; six-year. Cleveland, Ohio, 43-44.
Commercial studies, time for beginning, 46-47.
Compayre, Dr., on the latest revised program of secondary education in France,47.
Calture, modernizing of standards, 27-30.
Culture and time elementil, relations to life, 77-61..
Culture element in education, 60-93.
Cultural education, discu2ion, 45; modernized. 11-12.
Degrees, discussion, IS; xSI%e of Ph. D., 64.
Department of stuxrintendence, cooperating committee, 6.
Elective system. 93.
Elementary education, division of time, 19; economy, 15. 23-25, 39-44; waste of

time, 61, 65-68.
Elementary schools, six-year plan, 24. /

England, length of period of general education, 9. '
France, length of period of general education, 9; secondary education, revised !mi-

grant, 47. .
General and special education, shortening of period, 0-64.
General education, length of period 9-10.r-Germin gymnasium and univ plan, 74 '
Germany, length of period of eileral education, 9; professional studies. 14; reasons

for superior progress, elementary education, 15; secondary education, 47, 49-56
Graduate and professional studies, economy of time, 10.
Hadley, A. T., on college problem, 59. .

Harrisburg, Pa., elementary education, economy, 40.
High schools, problem, 16-17; shortening of period, .6872; six-year, and vocational

education, 11.
Hill, A. R., on' college problem, 5$.
Humanism and industrialism, 55-57.
Humanities, intensive study, high schools, 70.
Indianapolis, Ind., elementary education, economy, 40.
Industrial education, problems, 12.
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Industrialism and humanism, 55-57.
Instruction, economy. secondary education, 16.
Jordan, D. S., on college problem, 59.
Junior high schools, 25-27.
Languages, foreign, elementary schools, 24.
Length of period, general education. 9-10.
Lincoln, Nebr., elementary education. .4111/Ili 4o

Lowell, A. L., on college problem, hit.
Manual training. elementary schools. ii7
Mercia, C. 0., on college problem, 58-59
National Association of State Universities. eooperto Inv flonmiltee. 1i: report on reor-

g anization of colleges, 17-18.
Nature of the inquiry, 9.
New England college, early, 10.
Organization of education, 81-86,92.
Overpressure in schools, methods of relief, 30.
Preliminary report (Baker), -5; llos(on 0903,.
Preparatory period. length, 9.
Professional studies, 73-74.
Questionnaire, digest of sociologists' answer, 36-39.
Reorganization of education, plans. 20-35.
Retardation, recent studies, 42.
Rochester, N. Y., elementary education, economy, 40
Secondary education, divisions of iime, 19: France. rvi-,1 pnvnt in, 47; lime limits,

25-26. See also high schools.
Senior high schools, 26-27.
Six-year course of study, Cleveland, °hie, schools, 43-44.
Six-year plan, elementary schools, 41.
Small, A. W., the sociological view, 3:4-39.
Smiley, W. U., The high-school problem, 45 -!',O.
Sociological 'view, 13-14, 35-39.
Students, high school, scientific physical development, 71.
Suzzallo, Henry, Educational principles involved, 20-35.
Teachers, problems, 43.
Teaching, waste, 42-43.
Textbooks,-bulky, 48.
Trade education, provision for, 67.
Trade schools, status, 12.
Universities, graduate and professional shooks, di% i.don of lime, 19; problIns, 18,

See also Colleges.
Van Him, C. R., on college problem, 5S.
Van Sickle, J. IL, Economy in elementary education, 39-44
Vocational education, and retarded pupils, 24; &assail, IA; principles involved,

10-19; program broadened, 32-33; tendencies, 92.
ational guidance, provisions for, 34-35.

catfonal schools, and trade education, 71.
feeler, B. I., on college problem, 57-58.
Wilde, A. H., on college problem, 59.
Worcester, Maas., elementary education, economy, 40.
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